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Abstract
Non-thermal atmospheric pressure plasma jets are a promising new field of research
which are beneficial to many associated technologies, such as material treatment and
biomedical applications. The interest in this type of plasma lies in their ability to deliver
significant densities of reactive species remote from the discharge area and the low gas
temperature. In this study the electrically driven plasma source is a dielectric barrier
discharge of a structure similar to that designed by Teschke et al in 2005, which has
been studied recently by many research groups in different configurations. Here two
helium APR Jets were developed to study the plasma dynamics using ICCD imaging
and optical emission spectroscopy. They consist of a cylindrical quartz tube with two
electrodes, the powered electrode driven by a pulsed or sinusoidal high voltage source
in the kHz range. An intense streamer discharge is created inside the tube, and a
relatively long plasma plume propagates into the surrounding air in the helium gas
channel. It is well established that the plume is propagating ionization fronts consisting
of “plasma bullets”.
The past few years have seen tremendous progress in the optical, electrical and
chemical studies of such systems, while there is still a lack of experimental data on the
plasma parameters including electron densities and electron temperatures. In this work
we present the use of Thomson scattering to measure the spatially resolved properties
of the electrons in a kHz-driven helium APPJet. Since the jet propagates into air, a key
aspect of this approach is to distinguish the three types of laser scattering; Rayleigh,
Thomson and Raman. The measurements were performed by using by a Nd:YAG laser
operating at 532nm and 10Hz.
The investigation focused on revealing a “ring-like” radial distribution of both the
electron density and temperature in the first five millimetres of the plasma plume. In the
radial direction the measured electron densities and the electron temperatures are both
found to increase towards the outer edge of the plume. Both these observations are
consistent with our radial light emission measurements. It was found that along the
central axis and in the direction away from the exit of the tube, the electron density
decreases from 5x1013 cm'3 at 1.25 mm from the exit of the quartz tube to 3x1013 cm'3
at 4.5 mm, while at the same positions the electron temperature changes from 0.17 eV
to 0.13 eV.
i

With the advent of increasing interest in catalyst technologies as a rapidly
growing research area, the use of a atmospheric pressure helium nonthermal plasma
jet to assist a SCR deNOx reaction over a silver-based catalyst at a low temperature
using simulated diesel fuels was explored. A coupled IR-plasma reactor was developed
allowing direct interaction of the plasma with the catalyst bed whilst accommodating a
FTIR spectrometer and NOx analyzer. Two KHz-driven quartz tube jet configuration
were developed to operate at low gas flows, one with a circular copper electrode but
with a grounded electrode in the reaction area, and the other with a central powered
electrode with the vessel as a ground. The catalyst was prepared by the impregnation
of Y-AI2O3 with a silver nitrate solution. NOx and hydrocarbon conversions were studied
with toluene and octane on an Ag-catalyst at two different temperatures. The results of
the diagnostic have led to a better advantage of plasma- catalyst research.
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Motivations and Thesis outline
1.1 Motivations
In recent times there has been great interest in nonthermal plasmas because it
presents high selectivity of reactive species at low temperature. These energetic
species can initiate important changes in different materials through several chemical
reactions. In the next chapter a more discussion of nonthermal plasma at low and high
pressure will be presented. The importance of atmospheric pressure nonthermal
plasma lies in its potentials and low cost compared to low pressure nonthermal plasma
[1-3].
Atmospheric pressure plasma APR jets, as an important member of the
nonthermal plasma family, are now attracting substantial interest due to the fact that the
discharge operates at atmospheric pressure and room temperature with no need for
complicated vacuum systems. APR jets have wide capabilities in many technical
applications; for example, surface modification and plasma medicine in addition to car
exhaust emission reduction and pollution control. This is due of their capability to
deliver a significant density of reactive species away from the discharge region. This
requires an insight into the physics and chemistry of the discharge, which is strongly
influenced by plasma dynamics and electron energy distribution function. However, the
complete theory of atmospheric pressure plasma discharge is far from being fully
understood. There are many types of nonthermal dielectric barrier discharge devices
which operate at high pressure. The main feature of this plasma discharge is that the
plasma plume looks continuous to the human eye, but in fact on a nanosecond time
scale, it contains a train of plasma pulses. The ‘pulses’ velocity is much higher than the
gas flow velocity [4-6],
While the optical and electrical properties of such systems have received
significant attention, there is still a lack of experimental data surrounding the spatial or
temporal distribution of electron density and electron temperature. The electron
properties are the key parameters in understanding and interpreting the generation and
propagation of plasma bullets in the atmosphere. The high collisionality at atmospheric
pressure makes the measurements of electron density by electrostatic probes, such as
Langmuir probe, highly problematic.
As a result, for nonthermal APP, the laser scattering diagnostic is a precise and
reliable method. The method gives simultaneous results to determine electron density,
2
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electron temperature, and electron energy distribution function in addition to gas
temperature (i.e., transitional and rotational temperature). The free and the bound
electrons are probed directly by the laser, therefore three types of laser scattering can
be distinguished; Thomson scattering, Raman scattering, and Rayleigh scattering. As
the plasma jets propagate in ambient air, there is difficulty in measuring the Thomson
scattering signal in the Raman active plasma. In this work, the laser scattering
experiment was carried out in open air. Therefore, the Raman inelastic scattering signal
on air and pure nitrogen were used for absolute system calibration to determine the
electron density [7-9],
Low temperature plasmas have been proven to be suitable to clean pollutants
from engine exhausts. Here, the gas temperature remains at the exhaust temperature,
while the energetic electrons produce reactive species by the collisions. The reactive
species will help to activate the catalyst. The function of plasma is the NOx removal by
oxidizing NO to N02 and the hydrocarbon oxidation to C02 and H20.

1.2 Objectives of this study
The aim of this work is to study and understand the dynamic behavior and the
mechanisms controlling the initiation and development of kHz-driven NTAPP jets and
their use in the hydrocarbon selective catalytic reduction. This work focuses on testing
two different electrode configurations APP jets, namely, ring-electrode and wireelectrodes to investigate the creation and propagation of the streamer and ionization
wave front. This is achieved by harnessing a fast gated ICCD camera during temporally
and spatially resolved ICCD imaging. The work addresses the effect of some external
parameters, such as applied voltage, driving frequency, gas flow rates, the impurities of
an electronegative gas, and the electrode geometry on the plasma jet, as well as
identifying the types and behavior of the reactive species that generate at different
parts of the plasma jet using the time integrated optical emission spectroscopy. The
optical and electrical investigations of the plasma jet help with the understanding of the
physical mechanism and chemical reactions, and to support the Thomson scattering
measurements and plasma-assisted catalyst experiments.

3
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As the electron density, electron temperature, and electron energy distribution
function are essential to the understanding of the physics and chemistry of low
temperature plasmas and, specifically here, the APR jets. The main part of this work is
to measure the plasma parameters in the plume, using the Thomson scattering
method, which is a well established diagnostic technique. In the context of the
Thomson scattering investigation, one of the main objectives is to design new software
to fit the Raman spectrum to deinterlace the Raman and Thomson signals, and to
calculate the rotational gas temperature. One of the objectives development of a new
method to measure gas temperature in the plasma plume by employing the Rayleigh
scattering and Raman scattering signals and compare them with the fitting of the
nitrogen rotational band method. In light of the high resolution-optical emission
spectroscopy, development of a new accurate method to measure the plasma bullets
velocity.
The second objective of the work is to report evidences for the role of a
nonthermal atmospheric pressure NTAP plasma in assisting hydrocarbon selective
catalytic reduction (HC-SCR) and deNOx reaction over a silver-based catalyst using He
as the discharge medium and simulated diesel fuels (octane and toluene) at different
temperatures. A new design of a diffuse in situ reflectance infra-red DRIFTS system
coupled with plasma catalyst reactor is developed. The experiments give information to
enable a study of whether NTAP plasma-catalyst, which is a rich source of reactive
species near room temperature, could be employed for NOx removal.

1.3 Thesis structure
The contents of this thesis are divided as follows:
In chapter two a brief theoretical overview of the physical mechanisms that
governs the generation and the propagation of nonthermal plasma jets is followed by a
discussion of the electrical breakdown, the avalanche process, the Townsend ionization
model. The role and geometry of the dielectric barrier discharge in the atmospheric
pressure plasma jets are discussed. The modern model that explains plasma creation
and sustainability is presented. Finally, a literature review of the previous studies in the
dynamic behavior and electron density measurements of atmospheric pressure plasma
jets is reported.
4
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In chapter three a detailed description of the plasma dynamic experimental
setup and the methods are discussed. The diagnostic tools used for l-V characteristic
measurements, optical emission spectroscopy, and the spatial - temporal resolved
ICCD images are presented. The electrode-configuration geometry of two different APR
jets is shown.
Chapter four discusses the measurements that were carried out to study the
plasma plume behavior under the effect of external parameters, applied voltage, driving
frequency, gas flow rate, and oxygen impurities. The optical emission spectroscopy and
the spatial - temporal resolved images of the plasma dynamics are presented under
different operating conditions.
In chapter five the theory behind the laser scattering technique is discussed in
detail. A complete description of the Raman model that was used to fit the Raman
signals is presented.
In chapter six details of the laser Thomson scattering experiments in the
plasma plume using a Nd: YAG 532 nm laser are presented. The laser system, the
alignment and monitoring setup, and the detection system are discussed. In addition,
the fitting procedure, data acquisition and analysis method are shown.
In chapter seven the spatio-temporally resolved emission of the plasma jet is
investigated to confirm the donut-like shape of the plasma bullet. Laser scattering
measurements showing the radial and axial distribution of electron density, electron
temperature, and the electron energy distribution function in the plasma plume are
presented.
In Chapter eight a detailed description of the experimental setup for the
hydrocarbon selective catalytic reduction and the plasma-diffuse reflectance Fourier
transform infrared spectrometry measurements are shown. Evidence of the effect of
nonthermal plasma on hydrocarbon selective catalytic and NOx reduction are
presented, by a silver-based catalyst at low temperatures (25 and 250 °C) using
simulated diesel fuels (toluene and octane). An illustration of the newly designed
plasma-DRIFTS system is displayed.
In chapter nine the main conclusions of the results and recommendations for a
future work are presented.
It is essential to state that no part of this work has been submitted for a degree
elsewhere. However, the contents of several chapters are to appear, in journals. Also
the content of several chapters was presented at conferences [10-16].
5
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General introduction and background
In this chapter a general introduction of nonthermal plasmas and also a brief overview
of the atmospheric pressure plasma APR jets as an important dielectric barrier
discharge structure, which have many medical and technological applications, are
presented. Attention is focused on the physical mechanisms that govern the creation of
and sustain the low temperature plasmas especially the APR jets. Finally, an overview
of both the optical emission spectroscopy and the spatial-temporal emission resolved
as diagnostics of APP jets, and a literature review are presented.

2.1 Plasma definition
Plasma is defined as a quasi-neutral gas, consist of neutral particles, electrons and
ions which exhibits a collective behavior of the whole components and an electrical
conductivity due to the presence of free electrons. The whole particles are free to move
in random directions and without certain ordering. The term quasi-neutrality means that
the density of positively charged particles is equal to that of negative charged particles
over a distance greater than the Debye length [1-4]. The Debye length can be defined
mathematically as the following:

(2.1)

£0 is the electrical permittivity in a vacuum, kB is the Boltzmann constant, e is the
electron charge, Te is the electron temperature, and ne is the electron density.
Plasmas are considered to be an important tool in many industrial and biological
applications, since they are a varied source of chemistry. Plasma can not generate
naturally under normal conditions on Earth. It needs a high thermal or electrical energy
to ionise atoms and to produce charged particles [1-4], On the other hand, the ionised
gas can behave as plasma only if the ionisation ratio (i.e., charged to neutral particles)
is large enough.
In order to produce plasmas, specific conditions of energy, pressure and
temperature should be provided to the system by means of different technological
methods. From the interpretation of plasma that presented by Chen [1], in order to fulfil
8
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the quasi-neutral condition and to show a collective behaviour, the following three
criteria should be satisfied. First, the Debye length AD must be less than the
characteristic dimensions of the plasma. Second, the number of charged particles in
the Debye sphere (ND=1. 33 n Aj nL) must be much greater than one. This mean that
each single particle effects to many nearby particles, rather than interacting with the
nearest neighbour only. Finally, the collision frequency of charged particles with the
neutral atoms should be less than the plasma frequency. The plasma frequency of
electrons can be described as the following:
(2.2)

(oe is the electron frequency, ne and me are the density and mass of electron. If these
conditions are not met the system behaves as a weakly ionised gas rather than plasma.

2.2 Thermal and nonthermal equilibrium plasmas
Generally, plasmas can be classified as low temperature plasma (e.g. gas discharges)
and high temperature plasma (e.g. fusion plasmas). The ranking basically depends on
the plasma energy and the details of how it is coupled into plasmas. The electron
temperature and electron density can be regarded as the most important parameters in
identifying both natural and artificial plasmas. Depending on the plasma energy, low
temperature plasmas can be subdivided into two categories; local thermal equilibrium
plasmas, such as plasma torches at temperature < 104 K, and nonthermal equilibrium
plasmas, which are in highly non-equilibrium state [3-7],
In nonthermal plasmas NTPs the degree of ionisation and consequently the
density of charged particles are low and the input energy to the discharge essentially
creates energetic electrons instead of heating up the gas, i.e. the heavy particles
remain close to room temperature. However, in thermal plasma, the gas is heated up
and partially ionized during the discharge process. Here, electron temperature is
approximately equal to the heavy particle temperature [3-7], The disadvantages of
thermal plasmas are the continuing need for cooling and the ongoing maintenance of
the electrical electrodes. The main advantage of NTPs is that they can produce many

9
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reactive species which play a key role in the treatment of temperature sensitive
materials and biological materials.
Fig. 2.1 illustrates the gas pressure dependence of electron temperature Te and
gas temperature Tg [2,5,8], It can clearly see that at a high pressure, higher than 5 kPa,
the electrons temperature Te is equal to the heavy particle temperature Tg. In this region
the plasma collisions increase, and hence the elastic collisions between the heavy
particles and energetic electrons will lead to gas heating. Therefore, the plasma state is
close to thermal equilibrium. In contrast, in a lower pressure regime (10"4-10‘1 kPa), the
electron temperature becomes comparable to the gas temperature. Here, the inelastic
collisions between heavy particles and electrons are insufficient to bring the system
about thermodynamic equilibrium and the gas remains near room temperature.

Pressure (kPa)
Fig. 2.1 : The gas pressure dependence of electron temperature and gas temperature
[5,8].

In other words, in high pressure regimes, the exchange of energy is efficient,
where the plasma collisions increase and the mean free path decreases, i.e. the energy
difference between electrons and heavy particles is low, while, in low pressure plasma
the energy exchange is incompetent. Therefore, the heavy particles are excited and are
ionised through these collisions. To prevent the loss of energy due to gas heating, lowtemperature plasmas operate at room temperature [3-7],
10
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2.3 Electric breakdown of gases
The term electrical breakdown refers to the process in which a nonconducting gas turns
into a conducting material, i.e. a plasma, when a sufficient electric field is applied to the
discharge system [4-7], Thus, different kinds of plasmas can be generated under
certain conditions. The breakdown, which is a rather complicated process, generally
begins with an electron avalanche [4-7], In order to start the electrical breakdown, the
applied voltage and hence, the electric field should exceed a critical value, which is
called the breakdown voltage Vbd. The external applied voltage is used to ionise the
gases by multiple collisions through the electron impact process to produce plasma.
The breakdown mechanisms that govern the discharge at atmospheric pressure are
completely different from the physical mechanisms in low pressure discharge.
According to the classical breakdown mechanism, the ignition voltage depends
on the distance between electrodes, d and the pressure of feeding gas, p and the
working gases. Helium and argon gases can be used to generate low temperature
plasmas at different conditions. The electric field that is used to ignite atomic gases
such as helium is about 30 times lower than that used for molecular gases, which can
be ascribed to losses in electron energy due to electron attachments. The use of helium
in the discharge is helpful to improve heat exchanging and cooling in the system.

2.3.1 Electron avalanches
Electron avalanches are the basis of all types of electrical breakdown. The process can
be defined as a multiplication of the initial electrons by successive ionisation collisions.
The avalanche starts with at least one electron near the cathode which drifts by the
external electric field to the anode. The external electric field accelerates the electron in
a gas channel, therefore the energetic electron ionizes the neutral particles through the
electron impact ionization process. After the initiate an avalanche, the development of
the discharge depends on various external conditions, such as the applied voltage
(driving frequency and amplitude), gas pressure, gas flow rate, and geometry of
electrodes.

11
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In the avalanche process, the electron density due to ionisation and attachment
at a distance x from the cathode can be described by the following [3,4]:

—- = (a — /?) ne
dx

and

ne (x) = neo exp (a-j3) x

(2.3)

a is the Townsend ionisation coefficient, and 0 is the Townsend attachment coefficient
per unit length. The value r?eo represents the initial electron density emitted from the
cathode, and hence, the initial electron current \0 - ene0, dx is the unit element length at
distance x from the cathode. According to equation 2.3, the number of electrons
increases exponentially with distance, due to multiple ionisation processes, i.e. electron
avalanche. The number of positive and negative ions can be given by the following
formulas [4]:

n'=

—0

a-(5

(nt-l)

and

n = —- (ne-l)
a-p

(2.4)

During the electrons multiplication process, the electrons accelerate to the
anode together along the electric field lines with a drift velocity, vd=peE, and spread
around the axis of propagation x in the radial direction r with free diffusion De.
Therefore, the electron density that was given by equation 2.3 can be re-expressed as

[4]:
n=(47r Detr3/2 exp[-^

~+ (

(Z5)

In a high pressure plasma discharge, the breakdown voltage increases linearly
with pd. Since the mean free path is larger at low pressure, electron avalanches are
very short. Therefore, a high input voltage is required to ignite the plasma [3,4,7],

2.3.2 Townsend breakdown mechanism
The process that is used to illustrate the breakdown in electrical discharges is called
the Townsend breakdown mechanism. To describethe simple breakdown example, two
parallel plates with an external DC applied voltage can be considered. The applied
voltage provides a constant electric field across the electrode gap. The electrons drift
from the cathode to the anode with the applied electric field. When the electric field is
12
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high enough the electrons acquire sufficient energy to ionise the neutral particles
through the electron-impact ionisation process [4-7],
It is helful to show the ionisation in an avalanche process by the Townsend
ionisation coefficient, which represents the production of electron per unit of length
along the applied electric field at distance x from the cathode, i.e. the number of
ionising collisions by electrons:
dn,
-------- cc ne
ax

and

ne (x) = neo exp (ax)

(2 6)

From the Townsend ionisation coefficient, each electron near the cathode
produces (exp(ax)-l) positive ions in the discharge gap, here the losses due to the
electron attachment to molecules and the recombination process are ignored. The
positive ions move to the cathode due to the effect of the electric field. The probability
of producing a number of secondary electrons on the cathode surface by electron
impact ionisation can be described by the electron secondary emission coefficient y.
This process depends on the cathode material, the state of the cathode surface, and
the working gas. The number of secondary electrons produced in the cathode is
(y exp (ax)-l).
The Townsend formula that illustrates the breakdown in an electrical discharge,
or the total discharge current in the anode, is known as [4-7]:
i„ exp (ax)
l-/[exp (ax)-l]

(?.7)

In this formula, the anode current is i0 exp (ax). As the collision is a statistical
process, the anode current is an exponential function of the avalanche amplification
parameter ax [4-7], If the value ^[exp (ax)-l]is less than one, the current in the
discharge gap is non-self sustained. In contrast, if this value is equal to one, the current
grows exponentially and the breakdown occurs, and hence the current is self sustained.
In other words, the transition to a self sustained case occurs when breakdown starts to
build up at a high external electric field and hence at a high Townsend ionisation
coefficient value and at a Townsend attachment coefficient less than unity. At this point
the initial current i0 starts to amplify due to the avalanche process.
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As a result, the simplest breakdown condition in gases, i.e. the relation between
the Townsend ionisation coefficient a and the electron secondary emission coefficient 7,
can be represented as [4]:
^[exp (ax)-l] =1

(2.8)

The physical meaning of this condition (equation 2.8) is that the positive ions produced
by one electron due to the avalanche process can be eliminated by the secondary
electrons from the cathode during the secondary electron emission process. Therefore,
the main conclusion is that the Townsend breakdown mechanism is valid for self
sustained discharge and depends on secondary electron emission from the cathode
and on the electron avalanche process.

2.3.3 Paschen's law
The relation that can be used to describe the breakdown voltage VHd dependence on
the gas pressure p and gap distance d is known as Paschen’s law. The following
formula explains the breakdown voltage dependence in Paschen’s law: [3,4,7]
B (p.d)
In (p.d) + C
C=ln^-ln In [-^—]

(2.9)

y+\

here, y, as previously described, is the secondary electron emission coefficient
from the cathode, while A and B are the numerical parameters that depend on the
working gas. The parameters modify the shape of the breakdown voltage curve over a
range of p.d. For the reader’s convenience table 4.3 in Fridman et al [4] presents the
values of A and B for some gases. Typical Paschen’s curves for some gases are
presented in Fig. 2.2. The discharge mechanism at low pressure in Paschen’s curve is
called the Townsend breakdown [6,8], As shown in Paschen’s curves, the minimum
breakdown voltage and (pd)m,n for a given gas can be illustrated by the following relation
[4]:
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and

'mm = ^-|n(1+-)

A

(Pd)n
A

y

ln(l + —)

y

(2.10)

The product (pd)min is the optimum value that explains the minimum value of the
breakdown voltage for a certain gas. The breakdown voltage increases rapidly with any
value above or below (pd)mln.
In a high pressure plasma discharge, the breakdown voltage increases linearly
with pd. Here, the mean free path of the electrons is very small and the avalanches
can generate a great number of electrons and hence creates a weakly conducting
channel called a streamer. Since the mean free path is larger at low pressure, electron
avalanches are very low. Therefore, a high input voltage is required to ignite the plasma
[3-7], In terms of the numerical parameters A and S, the previously described
Townsend ionisation coefficient can be given by the following [4]:

a = p A exp

B

(2.11)

E/p

In the equation, p is the gas pressure, and E is the applied electric field. The collision
processes produce avalanches that are eventually balanced by the losses of charged
particles, so that a steady-state discharge is developed.

P.d (cm Torr)

Fig. 2.2 : Paschen’s curves for various gases [8],
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2.4 Atmospheric pressure plasma discharges
Although low pressure glow discharges have received significant attention in many
industrial applications, such as semiconductor technology, recently research groups
have focused on developing atmospheric pressure non thermal plasmas, APNTPs,
which retain the properties of low pressure plasma. The low cost and the possibility of
generating continuous discharge without the complexity of vacuum systems have made
the APNTPs an alternative technology in several applications.
An important aspect of atmospheric pressure discharges is the production of
high density reactive species in comparison with low pressure discharges. The
atmospheric pressure discharge presents an unprecedented growth in the medical and
industrial fields. In atmospheric pressure, a variety of discharges can be generated,
such as corona discharges, glow discharges, dielectric barrier discharges, and
atmospheric pressure plasma jets [4,6,8,9], and each type of discharge has particular
characteristics.
It has been found that operating a stable, continuous non thermal discharge at
atmospheric pressure is a great challenge. These obstacles have been addressed in
the glow discharge system by high flows gases. Generally, high pressure discharges
are limited by thermal instability [4,6,8,9]; therefore the discharge time should be less
than the gas residence time in the discharge gap. Thermal instability means that gas is
inefficiently heated due to high conduction current density. Moreover, a thermal
equilibrium state can be created as well, and thus the current density is rapidly
increased.
It is well known that cathode current density is closely related to gas pressure
square. Therefore, at high pressure current density is increased strongly. Thus to avoid
high current density and the gas over heating in the discharge gap at atmospheric
pressure, a special configuration of electrodes and a dielectric barrier discharge should
be used. Therefore, the use of DBDs helps to restore the properties of the low pressure
plasma [4,6,8,9],
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2.4.1 Dielectric barrier discharges
One of the most common types of atmospheric pressure plasma discharges is the
dielectric barrier discharge DBD. A short overview of the physics and the construction
of DBDs will be presented in this section. The DBD gap generally consists of one or
more dielectric layers that are placed in the current path. Fig. 2.3 shows common DBD
configurations (planner and cylindrical) [4], To ensure discharge stability the gap
between the electrodes is limited to a small distance. Generally, the gap varies from
0.1 mm to several centimetres. The dielectric barriers can be formed from materials
with low dielectric losses and high breakdown strength, such as quartz and glass.
Different arrangements can be used to design DBD plasma systems, such as metal
electrodes coated with a dielectric layer or applying metal electrode coating to the
dielectric material. The required AC applied voltage at atmospheric pressure for the
DBD systems is several kVs with a driving frequency of between a few Hz to hundreds
of kHz.
Fundamental steps in understanding the physical interpretation of the DBD were
provided by Bussin and Klemenc et al [4], Their investigation confirmed that this
discharge occurs in a number of individual discharge channels which are known as
microdischarges. The formation of atmospheric pressure DBDs is still an unclear
physical phenomenon and not yet completely understood [4,10-14],
In order to avoid the formation of sparks, which are accompanied by joule
heating and high current in discharge channels, dielectric barriers are used in the
discharge system. Sparks are generally created by the formation of streamers and the
unlimited avalanche processes. The principle reason for using DBDs is preventing the
DC operation and the increase in avalanches. The plasma systems that contain a DBD
are usually called silent discharge due to the absence of the local sparks noise or the
arc effect. The dielectric layer between the metal electrodes and the discharge channel
prevents the etching and corrosion of the electrodes. DBD devices in non equilibrium
conditions, at high pressure and at high operating voltages, have shown promising
advantages in many uses. Recently, a wide range of applications have used DBD
technology, such as ozone generation, C02 lasers, pollution control, surface treatment
and plasma display panels [4,10-14],
Depending on the applied voltage, there are two discharge modes in DBD
plasma systems; the Filamentary discharge mode and the Glow discharge mode.
Although, many industrial applications use the filamentary plasmas mode, the most
17
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common operational mode, the homogenous glow discharge modes are preferred in
surface treatments and thin film deposition due to its uniformity and its relative ease of
controlling.
Discharge
Gap

Ground
Electrode

Figure 2.3: Examples of dielectric barrier discharge systems [4],
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2.4.1.1. Microdischarges
The DBD is established in most gases through a huge number of bright filaments which
are known as microdischarges. In the presence of the dielectric layer within the
discharge channel, a great number of individual narrow nonuniform breakdown
channels are created, with a diameter of approximately 100 pm. In literature these
channels have been called ‘filaments’ or 'streamers’ [4,14-16]. The filaments can be
regarded as self sustained streamers which spread over the DBD area due to random
electron accumulation on the dielectric layer surface. The charge accumulation on the
surface of the dielectric layer reduces the induced electric field in the streamer zone.
The short duration of the microdischarge reduces the gas temperature and discharge
current and keeps the plasma system in a nonthermal discharge.
The dominant process in atmospheric pressure discharge is the streamer
mechanism. The physics of microdischarges depends on the avalanche to streamer
transitions and the streamer propagation mechanism. Streamer theory was originally
developed by Loeb and Meek [4,17,18], For reader convenience, a review of DBD
models for the formation and propagation of streamers can be found in the reference
[20],

If Meek’s condition is valid, i.e. the avalanche is big enough, the streamer
connects the gap between the electrodes in a few nanoseconds. Thus, a weakly
ionized conducting channel will form and a discharge current flows through the gap.
The deposition of electrons on the dielectric layer will prevent the initiation of a new
avalanche until the voltage polarity reverses. Therefore, in AC plasma discharges the
formation of streamers renew inversely with the negative polarity of the applied voltage
[4,14-16],

I. The principle of streamers
The condition for streamer formation is that the self induced electric field Eai due to the
space charges in the avalanches is close to the value of the external electric field Eext
[4].
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(2.12)

Here r0 is the avalanche head radius. If the self induced electric field is equal to
the applied electric field, the avalanche transits into a streamer. The geometry of the
electrodes and the working gas play an important role in this condition. From another
perspective, the criterion for the creation of streamers in the discharge gap is that the
value of the avalanche amplification parameter must exceed a critical value. The
condition is called the Meek criterion and can be explained by the following formula
[4,17,18]:
ad(^L) = \r\(
P

—2T£iL)« 20
ea

and

ne=exp(arf) *3x10'

(2.13)

In the relation, d is the distance between the electrodes. Increasing the distance
of the gap at atmospheric pressure, strongly reduces the amount of electric field
required for streamer formation. In order to avoid streamer breakdown formation, an
electric field below Meek’s criterion should be applied [4,17,18].
The condition for streamer creation in the distance between the electrodes is
that the avalanche amplification parameter ad should be greater than 20. This condition
is called the Meek breakdown condition [17,18], which is the minimum value of an
avalanche amplification parameter to create a streamer. However, electron attachment
reduces the avalanche process and increases the minimum value of the electric field
required for sustaining the streamer. Similar to the case discussed in Townsend
mechanism, Meek’s condition depends on the Townsend ionised coefficient a and the
attachment coefficient p, and hence, Meek’s breakdown condition is (a- p) d > 20
[17,18],

II. Streamer propagation model
As described in the previous section, at high pressure discharge; the local electric field
in the avalanchesis equal to the external electric field. In this case Townsend’s
mechanism does not describe the gas breakdown, and the avalanches transform to
streamers at high amplification parameter. In streamer breakdown thin weakly ionised
channels propagate in the gap by ionising the medium in front of the streamer head.
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Streamer propagation is due to the induced electric field. In a cathode directed
streamer, the channels start from the anode and are directed to the cathode due to the
strong electron avalanches. The head of the streamer leaves behind a thin positive
cloud of ions. A high density space-charge-field is created near the anode region, while
the other regions still at low density.
The streamer propagation model was proposed by Dawnson, Winn and
Galimberti. They assumed that the streamers are very low conductive and thin weakly
ionised channels independent from the anode. The induced space-charge-electric field
£, develops a streamer. The avalanche is created by photons at distance x from the
positive charge region. The growth of the avalanche radius r as a function of the
propagation distance x can be illustrated by the following [4]:

(2.14)

dt

If the streamer channel connects the electrodes surface, a high conducting
channel can be created forming a spark. In a positive streamer or a cathode directed
streamer the transformation occurs near the anode. In contrast, with a large gap, the
transformation takes place at mid distance to the anode. This type of discharge is
called a negative streamer or an anode directed streamer [4],
Photo-electrons are created due to photons being emitted from the highly
ionised gas which surrounds the avalanche region. The local space charge electric field
directs the photo-electrons. Therefore, a cone-shaped positive ions extend along the
gap and the space charge is intensified. The local internal electric field at the tip of
streamer accelerates the drift of electrons. Eventually the process is repeated and the
ionised channel expands from anode to cathode. Finally, a positive streamer develops
near the anode when the avalanche accelerates to this area. The negative streamer
starts between the electrodes when the avalanche develops in two directions [4,17-22],

2.4.1.2. Glow discharge
In the gas breakdown mechanism, a glow discharge can be generated when a number
of seed electrons are accelerated away from the cathode with a strong electric field.
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Here, the discharge ignites homogeneously without producing sparks or streamers. The
creation of an avalanche due to the rapid increase in seed electrons reduces the
breakdown voltage, thus, leading to the development of the discharge to a glow regime
without producing a high electric field gradient. In order to avoid streamer creation, an
electric field less than Meek’s criterion should be used, (see equation 2.13). Usually,
this unstable mode tends to transition to the more stable streamer mode. As an
example, adding electronegative gas to a nitrogen plasma will be an obstacle to a glow
discharge, because the luminosity of the discharge fades, and subsequently, the glow
mode transits to a filamentary mode. This is due to the fact that the nitrogen metastable
molecules are quenched and are reduced by oxygen-impurities [4,6,22,23]. As a result,
a streamer mode will be produced again.

I. Glow to arc transition
It has been found that the Townsend breakdown mechanism can be used successfully
to explain the discharge at low pressures and in short discharge channels (e.g. pd <
400 Torr.mm). In contrast, at atmospheric pressure with a large discharge gap another
breakdown mechanism with relatively high current densities can be considered. This
breakdown is generally called spark. This breakdown is essentially related, to
avalanches and to the physics of a streamer [4,24],
The sparks breakdown at high pressure develops much faster than the time
required by ions to cross the gap and faster than the drift of electrons along the
discharge gap. In contrast to the streamer channels, sparks are more conductive
discharge channels and the streamer current density is much lower than the arc current
density. Streamer formation in the first stage in the arcing (spark) generation, The latter
starts if no limitation technique to the discharge current is used. Consequently, the gas
will be heated up due to the Joule heating effect and the system turns into a thermal
equilibrium state.
In the treatment of thermally sensitive materials, it is necessary to overcome the
glow to arc thermal instability by using DBD techniques. It is well known that glow
discharges at atmospheric pressure encounter streamer to spark instability, i.e.
transmission from normal to abnormal discharge [4,6,24], Several methods, in addition
to DBD techniques, have been used to avoid this problem. A continuous cooling of the
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electrodes using a helium discharge is required, since helium has a low current density
compared to other gases. Using an AC power supply, with a sinusoidal or pulse
current, will reduce the discharge time relative to the time of glow to arc transition.
Moreover, increasing the gas flow rate will reduce the residence time of the working
gas in the discharge region, thus reducing the gas temperature [4,6,24],

2.4.2 Atmospheric pressure plasma jets
Nonthermal atmospheric pressure plasma NTAPP jet is one of the most common and
important types of dielectric barrier discharges. The NTAPP jet is created and is
launched in open air. The plasma jet operates in a capacitive coupling mode, which
consists of two electrodes and a dielectric layer. Usually, one electrode connects to a
high voltage power source, withan excitation frequency between a few Hz to a RF [25],
while the other electrode is grounded [26-31], Generally, the plasma jets operate with
inert gases such as helium and argon with small impurities of molecular gases to
improve their industrial and biological capability by producing effective chemical
species since the inert gases itself are not reactive. The plasma is not only confined
between the electrodes, but extends away from the generation region. In the NTAPP
jet, the discharge characteristics are uniform, stable and homogeneous [26-31], The
APP jets are generally operated far from the spark condition. The physics that describe
the propagation of the APP jet under the effect of external electric field are still not fully
understood.

2.4.2.1 Previous studies of NTAPP jets
The non thermal atmospheric pressure plasma NTAPP jets have been studied by many
research groups around the world, because of their potential uses in many applications.
The time resolved emission from the APP jet was first observed by Teschke et al [32]
who reported that the plasma propagates into ambient air as “small plasma bullets”.
Later, Laroussi and Lu [30] developed a “plasma pencil” as a low temperature plasma
device operating at atmospheric pressure and exhausting into ambient air. The device
was driven by a few hundred psec-pulses at a frequency of a few kHz. Atmospheric
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pressure plasma jet, plasma bullets, plasma pencil and plasma needle are different
names used in literatures to illustrate this type of plasma.
In the last few years, several new configurations of low temperature-APP jets
have been designed. The devices are increasingly attracting the attention of several
research groups due to their important properties and their application capabilities [3338], A summary of some important APP jets is reviewed below. The plasma needle
configuration which creates a nonuniform electric field [39, 40], plasma torches [41],
glow discharge plasma jets [42], the micro-hollow cathode geometry [43], the floating
electrode DBDs [39], and atmospheric pressure micro plasma jets [43], The dielectric
barrier discharge configurations with at least one electrode are regarded as one of the
most common approaches to produce nonthermal plasma jets at atmospheric pressure.
The jets are either driven by an excitation frequency in the kilohertz, megahertz or radio
frequency range [44,45],
The general physics that explain the behavior of nonthermal plasma are the
corona discharge, and the dielectric barrier discharge [27,28,46], As proved by several
previous experiments, APNTP jets are not continuous plume but rather consists of
discrete structures, called plasma bullets [30,32,39,47], Essentially, plasma bullets are
fast propagation wave fronts (or guided streamers), which travel with supersonic
velocities in the ambient air [30,39,47], It is worth mentioning that the effect of the
external electric field on the propagation region is very low [29,30,48,49], Recently
Karakas et al [37] confirmed that the plasma jet propagation in ambient air depends on
the helium mole fraction along the plasma plume, i.e. the number of helium atoms.
Therefore, the helium mole fraction must be high enough to sustain plasma propagation
in air. If the helium mole fraction is not high enough to sustain plasma plume, air
quenching will reduce the ionization front and stops plasma propagation.
To date, there have been few theoretical studies to understand the physical
mechanism that can be used to explain plasma plume propagation in ambient air at
atmospheric pressure. Lu and Laroussi [29] proposed a streamer discharge model that
is based on the photoionisation process to explain the creation and propagation of
plasma bullets at velocities in the order of 10-100 km.s'1 under the effect of the low
external electric field. This model can be applied to a wide range of configurations of
APP jets. In the photoionisation model, they assumed that the head of the cathode
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directed streamer is a sphere of positive ions. Although the model describes the
physical mechanism of plasma bullets propagation, it is not able to explain jet stability.
Moreover, few similar models [27,49-51] have tried to explain the phenomena
of plasma jet formation and propagation into open air but none of them were able to
provide a clear and complete interpretation of all the experimental observations.
Therefore, further studies are required to clarify the scenario and to add more
information to the current results.
There are some important differences between the photoionisation mechanism
of APR jets propagation and the positive streamer discharge in a pulsed corona
discharge. One of the important differences is that the applied electric field along the
plasma bullets is much lower than that of the positive streamer discharge [29,49,50],
Three different mechanisms can be used to describe the ionization wave front
propagation velocity in ambient air. The mechanisms are; the pondermotive force, the
breakdown wave, and the electron diffusion. In the third mechanism, the mathematical
formula used to describe the velocity of electron diffusion is v =2 (v, DJ12, where v, is
the ionization frequency, and the free diffusion coefficientis De. The last parameter
depends on helium ion mobility jtv and electron temperature Te and Boltzmann’s
constant KB, and can be represented by the following expression De =n kHTe /e. The
electron temperature of the APR jet was found to be less than 1eV. The helium ion
mobility is equal to 7.89 cm2 \71 s'1, and the frequency of helium ionization by electron
is about 1 x 1011 s'1. Therefore, the velocity of the ionization front with respect to the
electron diffusion is about 9 km.s'1 [25,29,30],
There are many attractive characteristics that spurred the researchers to pay a
great deal of attention to APP jets as a promising tool. These properties are suitable for
a number of important biomedical and industrial applications [47]. One of them is that
plasma jets generate highly reactive chemical species in ambient air [29-31,48], The
general aspect of plasma jets that makes it suitable for biological material is the low gas
temperature [52], The field of plasma medicine involving APP jets is regarded as an
important class in biotechnology, such as sterilization [52], blood coagulation [55], and
wound treatment [56],
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2.4.3 Photoionisation mechanism
Lu and Laroussi suggested a photo-induced-ionisation model [29], which depends on
the Dawson and Winn [57] model of cathode directed streamers in a low electric field,
to explain the generation and propagation of APR jets. This model can also be used to
explain the great difference between the plasma bullets and gas flow velocities.
According to the model, the cathode directed streamers head is a sphere with a
radius r0 and a space charge of positive ions n+. A quasi-ionised channel is created
when the streamer head moves forward, and this ionized channel has a low
conductivity. The head of the streamer propagates with a high velocity in a low electric
field region. The streamer head illuminates and propagates to the anode without
contacting with it. Photons are emitted from the head of the streamer,

so

photoelectrons are generated at a small distance ^ from centre of the sphere. The
value of r, is defined as the distance at which the ionisation rate is equal to the
attachment rate due to the strength of the electric field. The distance r, can be
calculated from the number of emitted photons within a solid angle. An avalanche is
produced when the electrons accelerate from r, to r2 under the effect of a high local
electric field that is produced by space charges between photoelectrons and the head
of the streamer. If the multiplications are sufficiently high, the electrons neutralize the
positive charges and produce a new positive region behind [27,29,57], The avalanche
propagation is independent of the anode. A schematic illustrating the streamer
propagation and electron avalanche in a high electric field is shown in Fig. 2.4 and 2.5
[27,29,30,57], The electron multiplication due to ionization n and the sphere radius r„of
the streamer head are written in the following equations [4,27,29,57];
rl

(2.15)
rl

(2.16)
D is the diffusion coefficient which can be defined as:

,-i

p[torr]

cm . s

(2.17)
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and a is the Townsend ionisation coefficient, for helium A=3 and B=34, which is
described previously by equation 2.11. The induced electric field by the positive charge
is:
E=

err
Aneor2

(2.18)

The electron drift velocity vd at a certain pressure p, is given by the following formula:
0.86x 106
p\torr\

(2.19)

In general, position r, can be determined from the number of photons emitted
from the head of streamer, the ionisation efficiency, and the absorption coefficient of
the streamer. Position r2 can be determined from equation 4.15, by assuming the
number of electrons in the avalanche is equal to the number of positive charges, n=n*.
According to the Dawson and Winn model, streamer self propagation can only occur if
2r0< r2\ here n+ was solved for a helium plasma. If the space charge value n+ is less
than 2 x 109, therefore 2r0 is larger than r2, which means the streamer head cannot self
propagate under zero external field, and if n+ > 3 x 109, then 2r0 is smaller than r2, and
at this condition the streamer head can self propagate under zero external field
[27,29,57].
In a steady propagation of a self sustained streamer under a low electric field,
the following conditions should be applied [57]:
i)

The number of new positive ions must be equal to the amount of the original
negative charges at the streamer head.

ii)

The radius of the avalanche head and the radius of the streamer should be
equal.

iii)

Before the two charge regions start to overlap, the avalanche must reach the
critical amplification parameter.
The process repeats itself every one period of applied voltage. Therefore, the

head of the streamer extinguishes and regenerates again at a new short distance in
front of the precede streamer. Since the process repeats several times, the plasma
appears as a continuous-illuminant-moving channel. As the positive ions are
completely neutralized by the electrons through the photoionisation process, the
streamer tail follows its head [29],
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Figure 2.4: Schematic explaining the stages of photoionization and electron
avalanche processes.

Figure 2.5: Schematic of a self sustained streamer.
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2.5 APR jet diagnostics
The atmospheric pressure plasma jets APR jets study requires non-intrusive methods
to avoid perturbation in the gas channel and the electric field lines. The optical emission
spectroscopy is regarded as a powerful non-intrusive method that provides information
about the plasma components depending on the light emitting from the discharge itself
[8,29-32,52]. The spectrum reflects the excited states of the reactive species in the
plasma. The spectral analysis can provide acceptable results for plasma temperature
and the electron energy distribution function. In APR jets, the rotational temperature is a
good approximation of the gas temperature. However, the electron temperature
measurements require a high resolution spectrometer in order to de-convolute the
contribution of the broadening mechanisms from the original signal [8,29-32,52],
Electrons are an intrinsic component of plasmas and govern its chemical
reactions; therefore, an accurate diagnostic technique should be used in order to
measure its properties; electron temperature, electron density and electron energy
distribution functions. It is difficult to use Langmuir probes with APP jets. Due to the
small dimensions of the APP jets, a high spatial resolution is an important requirement
[58]. The Laser scattering method, as a high resolution spectroscopy technique, has
been used with great success in high pressure plasmas. One of the best examples of a
precise investigation technique is Thomson scattering [58], The first successful attempt
to measure electron density using the Thomson scattering technique was carried out by
Fiocco and Thompson [59] using the electron beam. An overview of the previous
studies of low temperature plasma that employed the Thomson scattering technique
will be discussed in the next paragraph.
Thomson scattering experiments in low pressure inductively coupled argon
plasma and GHz-driven plasma studied by A. Kono et al [60,61], M J van de Sande et
al studied laser Thomson scattering in low pressure gas discharge lamp [62], A
Thomson scattering diagnostic in argon DC microdischarge in pressure of 300-700 Torr
reported by Sergey G et al [63], N de Vries et al [64] and J M Palomares et al [65]
investigated the Laser scattering technique on microwave surfatron induced plasma
inside quartz tube. For a more detailed review, readers can refer to the following
references [66-68]. In recent years, attention has focused on using Thomson and
Raman scattering techniques to study APP jets properties. Fengdong Jia et al [69]
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studied the laser scattering diagnostic on a 60Hz-driven non equilibrium APR jet, and
A F H van Gessel et al [70] reported a new experimental technique using a triple
grating spectrometer to investigate a microwave APR jet.
Some theoretical studies of ring-shaped structure APP-bullets have been
discussed in literature, which are focused on electron density and electric field
calculations. Recently, G. V. Naidis [50,71] presented a numerical study of the positive
streamer propagation in atmospheric pressure He plasma jets under the effects of low
electric field for both negative and positive voltage polarities. This streamer model
confirms that the speed of the bullets is about 107 cm.s"1 and the electron density is
approximately 1013-1014 cm'3. A detailed self-consistent computational modelling of
electron density and the induced electric field at the head of the streamer of a
nanosecond pulsed APP jet reported by L. Raja et al [72], A. Bourdon et al [73]
presented an experimental and numerical study of dynamic and structure of the APP jet
between two ring electrodes. In their calculations an electron density of the order of
1013 cm'3 and a peak electric field of several kV.cm'1 near the powered electrode region
were discussed.

2.6 Plasma assisted catalyst NOx reduction
The plasma-catalyst technique paved the way to study more efficient and durable
technology compared to conventional thermal catalysts. Low temperature plasma in
combination with a catalyst is an efficient device for partial oxidation of the pollutant
molecules of NOxto N2. The mechanism of plasma-assisted-catalysts of NOx reduction
can be illustrated by two important reactions. In the first reaction, the NO oxidizes to
N02 which is supported by the energetic species in plasma, while the catalyst reduces
N02 to N2 by selective reduction. The two reactions can be summarized by the
following:
plasma + NO + HC + 02 -> N02 + HC*

(2 20)

catalyst + N02+HC—» N2+C02 + H20

(2 21)

Here, HC‘ is the partially oxidized hydrocarbons. The energetic radicals N and O are
produced from the nitrogen and oxygen molecules in the discharge channel through the
electron impact dissociation [74]:
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e + N2 —» e + N(4S) + N(4S2,D)

(2.22)

e + 02 ^ e + 0(3P) + OC’P1 ,D)

(2 23)

N(4S)andO(:!P)are the ground state nitrogen and oxygen atoms, respectively, while,
N(2D)and O(’D) are the metastable excited state nitrogen and oxygen atoms,
respectively. These reactive species can lead to NO reduction, through a series of
chemical interactions:
N(4S) + no

n2

+o

(2.24)

In electrical plasma discharge, relatively low energy electrons can be produced.
The dissociation of 02 will help to convert N02 to N2 via the following reaction [74]:
0(3P) + NO + M -» N02 + M

(2.25)

0(3P) + O, + M —» 03 + M

(2.26)

O, + NO -> NO, +02

(2.27)

M, here refers to the third body. The metastable oxygen atom reacts with H20 to
produce OH radicals:
O('D) + H20

20H

(2.28)

Finally, the OH radicals will convert N02and NO to N2. In contrast, plasma with
high energy electrons will lead to an undesired reaction in the presence of 02, because
a large number of N(2D) will be produced via electron impact dissociation. Therefore,
large numbers of NO will be produced in this interaction, and this will balance the
number of NO reduced by N(2D).
N(2D) + 02 -> NO + O

(2.29)

The O radicals that were used in the previous oxidation reactions (2.25-2.27) will be
consumed in the reaction with a HC via the following series of reactions, which leads to
oxidising NO to N02:
CH3 + o2 -► CH302
CHA + NO -» CH30+N02
3 2
ch3o + no-> hno+ch2o
hno+o2

(2.30)

-> no2+oh

Here, OH will produce more hydrocarbon radicals that could oxidize NO to N02. In the
presence of hydrocarbon, the oxygen radicals will exclude the back-converting
interaction from N02to NO.
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In this chapter the plasma jet configurations, the experimental setup, and the methods
used to investigate the plasma dynamics operating with helium as a main gas and
oxygen as an additive are presented. This is achieved by observing time resolved
images of the positive and negative voltage peaks in microsecond and nanosecond
time scales and optical emission spectroscopy. The methods give non-intrusive access
to the evolution of the streamer and of bullets propagation under the effect of external
parameters.
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3.1 Atmospheric pressure plasma jets
Two different configurations of the plasma jet were used in this study. The configuration
geometry of the ring shaped electrode plasma jet used in the following measurements
is based on that initially described by Teschke et al [1], A photograph of the running
device is shown in Fig. 3.1 (a) and a schematic of the ring electrode plasma jet is
illustrated in Fig. 3.1 (b). The plasma jet consists of a dielectric cylindrical quartz tube,
with inner and outer diameters of 4 and 6 mm respectively, and two external circular
copper electrodes separated by 25 mm surrounding the tube. The upstream electrode
is grounded, while the downstream powered electrode is 4 mm away from the end of
the tube. The width of both the two electrodes is 2 mm. The discharge is initiated near
the powered electrode and moves towards the grounded electrode forming a streamer
and then extending into the atmosphere in a streamer-like jet of a few centimetres in
length.

3.1(b)
Grounded
electrode

Powered
electrode

Plasma plume

Gas

Figure 3.1: (a) Photograph of the ring electrode plasma jet, (b) Schematic of the ring
electrode plasma jet.
Here a second discharge device was developed for the catalyst activation
experiments which will be presented in chapter 8. This is comprised of a T-shaped
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quartz tube. Fig. 3.2 illustrates a schematic sketch (a) and a photograph (b) of this wire
electrode plasma jet. The outside diameter of the quartz tube is 6 mm and the inside
diameter is 4mm. At the centre of the main arm is a 1.1 mm thick capillary quartz tube
covering a 0.7 mm diameter tungsten wire and separating it from the gas stream i.e. the
thin quartz tube serves as a dielectric barrier. An external 2 mm wide circular copper
electrode, external to the T-tube and 4 mm away from the tube end, acts as the
grounded electrode. The tungsten wire was used as the powered electrode. The tip of
the tungsten wire is 1.6 mm from the end of the T-shaped tube and about 1 cm away
from the grounded electrode. The gas feed was inserted from the side arm of the
discharge tube. It is worth mentioning that some ARP jet devices have used a bare pin
or needle as a driving electrode [2-4], but none of them have used a sealed, covered
electrode with a dielectric layer such as the one used in this work.
Using the quartz tube in both configurations shows that the plasma jet is a
dielectric barrier discharge, which suppresses thermal instabilities and electrical arcing
due to the dielectric contact surface and the alternating voltage used. Both jets were
exhausted into open ambient air at atmospheric pressure and at room temperature. The
discharge tube, in both configurations, was filled with pure helium gas (99.996%)
delivered here at flow rates which were varied from 0.1 to 6 standard litres per minute,
slm). The flow was controlled by a mass flow controller, model (MKS247). The
continuing gas flow is necessary to sustain the plasma discharge and to provide a gas
channel to ignite the plasma inside the discharge tube and to propagate beyond it.

Figure 3.2: (a) Schematic, (b) Photograph of T-shaped (wire electrode) plasma jet.
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3.2 Experimental setup and investigations
3.2.1 Current - voltage measurements
In this work, the discharge was generated using two different types of high voltage
power supplies. The first is the Maiden model (PHF-2K) high voltage pulse power
supply. This power supply gives a high voltage pulse of up to 10 kV at an excitation
frequency between 4 kHz to 40kHz.
The second power supply is the PVM500 model, which generates high
sinusoidal voltage of up to 10kV at frequencies output in the range of 16 to 50 KHz. The
original rise and fall times of the supplied sinusoidal voltage are changed between 0.115ps.
A Tektronix P6015 high voltage probe of reducing ratio (1000:1) was used to
measure the applied voltage and to trigger the ICCD camera. For current measurement
a 50 Q resistance was used across the return wire to the grounded electrode. The
voltage and current waveforms were monitored using the LeCroy model Wavepro
7300A, a high speed digital oscilloscope. The experimental setup of electrical
characteristics measurements is illustrated in Fig. 3.3.
The typical operating pulsed voltage and the excitation frequency used for most
of this work were 6kV and 20 kHz, respectively. The FWHM of the main operating
voltage was 2.4 ps and the rise time was 1.8 ps. The waveform of the pulsed applied
voltage and the total discharge current is shown in Fig. 3.4. The voltage waveform
consists of positive peak of 6 kV amplitude, which ends at approximately 4.8 ps, and
the negative peak of about 5.3 kV amplitude. The starting point for the negative peak
was 4.9 ps and the pulse ends at about 9.9 ps. These two peaks play an important role
in plasma evolution. Small ripple spikes appear in the voltage waveform, but do not
have any effect on the discharge process. The same waveform was observed in the
total discharge current. The phase difference between the current and voltage waves
can be seen in Fig. 3.4.
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Rogowski coil

C

current (mA)

Figure 3.3 Schematic block diagram for current - voltage measurement.

Figure 3.4: Typical one cycle current and voltage pulse waveforms at 6 kV applied
voltage, 20 kHz driving frequency and a 2 slm gas flow.
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Three different pulse currents are illustrated in Fig. 3.5, the total discharge
current when the plasma was on, and the displacement current which is the current
when plasma off. As shown in the figure, the subtraction of the displacement current
from the total discharge current represents the plasma current.

-------displacement current
-------total current
plasma curre nt

time (ps)

Figure 3.5: Three current waveforms, the measurements were carried out at 6 kV
applied voltage pulse, 20 kHz, and a 2 slm gas flow.

Fig. 3.6 shows typical current-voltage sinusoidal waveforms when the discharge
was on. A clear phase difference between the current and voltage of approximately 90°
is presented. No change in the phase difference between current and voltage was
observed when the discharge was turned off. The typical operating conditions in this
measurement were; 6 kV, a driving frequency of 18.5 kHz and a 2 slm gas flow rate. A
small difference was found between the positive and negative peak of the sinusoidal
voltage. The positive peak amplitude was 6kV, while the negative peak amplitude is
about 5.85 kV.
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Figure 3.6: Typical current and voltage sinusoidal waveforms at 6 kV applied voltage,
18.5 kHz and a 2 slm gas flow.

Plasma off

timers)

Plasma on

Figure 3.7: Sinusoidal voltage waveforms at 6 kV applied voltage, 18.5 kHz and a 2
slm gas flow with discharge on and off.
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A small difference was found in the sinusoidal peak-to-peak voltage waveform
when the plasma was on and off, as illustrated in Fig. 3.7. The peak-to-peak voltage
when the plasma on is found to be smaller than with the plasma off. The phenomena
can be attributed to the power consumed by the plasma discharge. However, such
behavior was not been clearly observed in the case of a pulsed voltage.
(a)
Plasam on
Plasma off

time(|js)
Figure 3.8: A current waveforms shows the actual, displacement, and total currents.
The measurements were taken at 6 kV applied voltage and a 2 slm gas flow in a
sinusoidal power supply (a). A large time scale of the positive plasma current is shown
in (b).
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The same analysis which was completed for Fig. 3.5, is repeated here in Fig. 3.8 (a).
The total discharge current when the discharge on consists of the displacement current
and the actual discharge current. The actual discharge current was observed as a large
spike superimposed onto the sinusoidal displacement current. A very small spike was
found on the negative peak of the total discharge current, which confirms that a weak
discharge can appear during the negative voltage polarity. For comparison, both the
total discharge current and the displacement current are illustrated in Fig. 3.8 (a). The
positive discharge current at 6kv and 18 kHz in a large time scale is presented in Fig.
3.8 (b). The actual plasma current amplitude is 5.5 mA, and the length of the discharge
period is approximately 1.75ps which is equivalent to the discharge lifetime.
The VRMS

-Irms

characteristics of the ring electrode APR jet using a sinusoidal

power supply is shown in Fig. 3.9. It can be deduced that the voltage is decreased with
the discharge ignition. On the other hand the slope of VrMs -

Irms

curve represents the

plasma impedance. The impedance is 2.4 MO when the plasma was off, while the value
of the slope changes to 0.6 MO with the plasma on. The result confirms that the plasma
introduces a parallel load into the electrical circuit due to the change in impedance.
Therefore, before the breakdown the gas impedance is very high, and when the
discharge starts, the gas turns from an insulator into a conductor and impedance
decreases.

♦ plasma off

1 -

0

2

4

6

8

10

12

Irms (mA)

Figure 3.9: The VrMS -Irms characteristics at 6 kV applied voltage and a 2 slm gas
flow.
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The effect of the magnetic field induced around the plasma plume is used to
measure the jet current by utilizing a Rogowski coil Pearson current monitor (model
6585). The measurements were achieved by inserting the plasma plume through the
hole of the current monitor and connecting the Rogowski coil to a high speed digital
oscilloscope. The current monitor provides an output voltage relative to the measured
current at different positions in the plasma plume.
Fig. 3.10 shows three sinusoidal jet currents at 2mm from the edge of the
discharge tube. The total discharge jet current when the plasma was on; is about 2 mA,
and the displacement jet current, i.e. the current when no plasma plume is present (i.e.
with the gas off) is approximately 0.3 mA. The subtraction of the displacement jet
current from the total discharge jet current provides an actual jet current of about
1.7mA. The measurements were taken at a 6 kV sinusoidal HV power supply, 17.5 kHz
frequency, and 2 slm gas flow rate.

^—plasma on
----- plasma off
—actual plasma

time (n sec)

Figure 3.10: Three sinusoidal jet currents, at plasma on, at plasma off, and the actual
plasma plume current. The measurements were taken at a 6 kV sinusoidal HV, 17.5
kHz frequency, 2 slm gas flow rate and at a 2 mm from the tube nozzle.
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3.2.1.1 Current - voltage model
In order to understand the behavior of the atmospheric pressure plasma jet and to
measure the electrical parameters of the dielectric barrier discharge DBD, an equivalent
electrical circuit of the discharge system can be used [5], The equivalent circuit for the
ARNTP jet is presented in Fig. 3.11. The circuit contains three capacitors in a series
connection;

CGas

is the gas gap capacitance,

CD

quartz tube (the dielectric barrier)

capacitance, which is a series combination of CDi and CD2. The discharge impedance
Zdisc is in parallel with the gas gap capacitance. The imaginary switch S gives an
indication that the discharge is on or off.

bBo(t)

Figure 3.11: Plasma jet equivalent electrical circuit.
The gas gap capacitance changes with time due to the effect of the applied
voltage, in the event of it being greater or lesser than the breakdown voltage, but,
during the following discussion it is postulated to be constant. For a given electrode
configuration the value of the gas gap capacitance and quartz tube capacitance can be
calculated by the following expression:

C,.Gas = £ £.
o

A:

Kj

Gas

r
C —££

(3-1)

——

dD
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The total discharge system capacitance is defined by the following relation:
C C

(3.2)

^ D^Gas
Gas

In equation 3.1; e0 is the vacuum permittivity, erD the dielectric constant of the
quartz material, erG the dielectric constant of helium, Aq is the discharge area, AD is the
dielectric material area,

dGAs

is the discharge gap, and

dDBD

is the thickness of the

dielectric barrier.
According to equations 3.1 and 3.2, the values of the gas gap capacitance and
the dielectric barrier capacitance for the ring electrode plasma jet are 0.002 pF and 0.46
pF, respectively. For the wired configuration plasma jet, the plasma jet capacitors are
0.0024 pF and 0.46 pF, respectively. The value of CDbd (in both configurations) is
approximately 0.934 pF. As the dielectric capacitor is greater than the gas gap
capacitor, thus the applied voltage will be equal to the gap voltage when the plasma is
turned on.
Applying Kirchoffs theorem to the equivalent circuit of the DBD plasma jet
presented in Fig. 3.11, the following electrical description can be illustrated. The
following details show a dynamic electrical process in the plasma discharge. The
applied voltage Va(t) is equal to the sum of the voltage drop across the dielectric barrier
VD(t) and the gas gap voltage Vgap(t) [5]. Thus:
Va(t) = VD(t) + Vgap(t)

(3.3)

The total dielectric barrier discharge current IDbd is equal to the displacement current lD,
which represents the current that is used to charge the total system capacitor, and the
gap discharge current lgap:
1DBD (0

—

ID (0 ■*" ^gap (0

(3.4)

When there is an external capacitor Ccs in series with the unbiased electrode, as that
which is used to measure the total charge transferred through the discharge gap, the
total external current U* equals the total dielectric barrier discharge current, and the
external capacitance displacement current. Therefore the total external current is:

(0 — IdbdO)+4(0

(3.5)
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The dielectric barrier discharge current can be defined relative to the time
variation of the voltage through the dielectric barrier and the displacement current, and
can be given by using the time variation of the voltage through the gas channel, as
shown in the following equations:
I

(3.6)

(t) = C dVoW
^D

1 DBD v* )

(3.7)

/ (,) = c
^Gas

1D\l)

*

at

Differentiating equation 3.3 with respect to time:
dVa{t)

(3.8)

dVn(t) | dVgap(t)

dt

dt

dt

Then, substituting equations 3.6 and 3.7 into equation 3.8 will give:

dVa{t)

(3.9)

WO , Iod)

dt

Cr

r
^ Gas

By rewriting the equivalent expression of lD:
f/w _ WO+—[/„„(() - /„(,)]
dt
Cr
Cr.Gas
'D

(3.10)

Then, the gap discharge current can be presented as:
CGas '
dVq (t)
tgap(t) = Q+-jf-)iDBD(t)-cGas
dt
CD

(3.11)

The total DBD current can be written by re-arranging the equation 3.11:
Cr

1 DBD

cD+cGas

OO + CDBD

dVq (t)

(3.12)

dt

By integrating the equation 3.6, the dielectric barrier voltage will be:
^(0=—f4 >(t) dt + Vm

(3.13)

^n

Re-writing equation 3.3, and then substituting equation 3.13 into it, the gas gap voltage
will be:
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=

U»-vD(t) = K(0-^rj W') di-y^

(314)

'-'D

Thus, the gas gap equation can be given by substituting equation 3.12 into equation
3.14:
Cr
VgaP(t) = -^—Va(t)n "T Gas
'D

(3.15)

c +c

'~D T '-Gas

The first term of equation 3.15 is related to applied voltage, while the second term is
related to the gap discharge current.
Therefore, the voltage increases across the capacitor CD and decrease across the
capacitor CGAs due to the effect of the gas gap current. The memory excitation voltage
Vm0, can be defined by the following:
l

f772

^DBD

‘imADdl

(3.16)

Vmo is the voltage created when the discharge is initiated by the accumulation of the
opposite polarity charges on the dielectric surface during the preceding discharge
pulse.
According to the model discussed previously, the instantaneous input power Pin
and the power dissipated during the discharge process Pdis are given by the following
expressions:
Pin = Va(t)IDBD(t)
Pd,s = Pgap(0 'gap(0

(3.17)
(3.18)

The mean value of the input power and the consumed power are defined by the
following integration over one wave cycle T:
1 C

I

\

</!,„> ==K,«)<*

(3-19)

(3.20)

*0

The mean value of the input power and the consumed power in the DBD plasma
jet, under typical operational conditions (6kV, 20 kHz and 2 slm gas flow rate), were
found to be 10W, and 1W, respectively for a pulsed power supply (with the actual
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plasma current between 1-1.5 mA) and about 12 W, and 5W, respectively for sinusoidal
power supply (with the actual plasma current between 5-5.5 mA).

3.2.2 Modes of jet stability
Different modes of jet stability can be identified to understand the effect of gas flow on
the plasma plume propagation in ambient air. Laminar flow occurs when there are no
obstacles in the movement of gas layers, while turbulent flows occurs due to the
generation of an unsteady vortex under the effects of the inertial force on the gas
layers. Reynolds number can be used to identify the modes of the gas flow. Generally,
Reynolds number is a dimensionless value, and at a particular gas temperature can be
given by:

Re(7’) =

4

GscMP,

rj(T) nD RT0

(3.21)

here n(T) is the temperature dependent dynamic viscosity, Gsc is the gas flow rate, D is
the tube diameter, M is the molar weight of the gas atoms , P0 is the gas pressure, R is
the gas constant, and T0 is room temperature. The temperature dependent dynamic
viscosity was calculated by Sutherland’s formula:

7

' (7’)

= A0f^7(f)3/2

(4.22)

Where p0 is the reference viscosity at T0and C is Sutherland’s constant.

3.2.3 Optical emission spectroscopy measurements
One of the most important common methods to study plasma discharge is the optical
emission spectroscopy, OES. The method does not disturb the plasma discharge and
provides direct information about the plasma components by examining different
plasma species that are emitted from different regions of the APR jets. It presents
impeccable results in term of plasma chemistry and gas temperature. This information
can be obtained by analysing the intensity of the light emitted from the excited atomic
and molecular states. Therefore, the amplitude of the light intensity at a particular
wavelength can reflect the absolute number density of the species in the plasma.
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Hence, the width of the spectral line of the atom, ion or molecular give an indication of
the heavy particle temperature in plasma.
In general, the light emitted from the plasma discharge depends on the
excitation collisions between electrons and heavy species in plasma. In the excitation
process the electrons are excited to high energy level and subsequently emit photons
during their return to the lower energy level. The wavelength of the emission line
reflects the energy difference between the levels. In the spectrometer, the light is
collected by a set of lenses and then reflected to a spreading element by a set of
mirrors. The gratings disperse the light onto a detecting system, such as a
photomultiplier or CCD camera.
The experimental setup of the specially resolved time integrated optical
emission spectroscopy is presented in Fig. 3.12. In this investigation, an Ocean Optics
spectrometer model HR4000 was used to study and analyse the chemistry of ARP jets
at different external parameters. The spectral device is supported by a linear CCD array
detector (model Toshiba 3648 pixel). The emission intensities from the plasma
discharge and plasma jet were collected by a 0.3 mm diameter fiber optic sensor with a
12.7° accepted angle. The detector was located 5 mm away from the measured area of
the plasma jet. The spectrometer was provided with the software, Spectrasuite, which is
used to present the spectra and help in the recording and preliminary analysis of the
raw data.

F.O

Figure 3.12: Schematic block diagram of the optical emission spectroscopy measurements.
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Fig. 3.13 (a) shows a broadband optical emission spectrum from the plasma
plume at a distance of 4mm from the tube end. The spectrum identifies different plasma
species over a wide range of wavelengths. As the plasma jet propagates in the ambient
air, interactions with air molecules can be observed in the spectrum. Therefore, several
nitrogen and oxygen lines are presented in the figure. For comparison, a broadband
optical emission spectrum from the discharge between the electrodes (i.e. the streamer)
4 mm from the powered electrode in the upstream direction is illustrated in Fig. 3.13 (b)
and near the grounded electrode in Fig. 3.13 (c).
It can be observed that the maximum emission intensity of the helium lines is in
the streamer region, while the maximum emission intensity of nitrogen lines is in the
plume region. This phenomenon can be explained by the effects of air contamination on
the plasma plume and the gas flow direction. A weak NO line can be identified in the
spectra in the region between 280-287 nm, inside the discharge tube and in the guided
streamer. All the emission regions are described in Fig. 3.13 (a). The following
measurements, and in the next chapter, are focused on the spatially resolved emission
spectra of the excited species (He, N2, A/2+, 02, and OH) in the plasma plume as it is the
most effective part of the APR jet in many applications. The spatial and temporal
evolution of the reactive species are regarded as important agents in biomedical
treatments and surface treatment [6,7],
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Nitrogen region
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Figure 3.13: Broadband spatially resolved optical emission spectra of APR jet. The
measurements were taken at 6kV applied voltage, a 20 kHz driving frequency, and a 2
slm gas flow rate. In the plasma plume at 4mm from the tube end (a), at a distance of
4mm from the powered electrode (b); and near the ground electrode (c).
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The theoretical explanation and the related processes which describe the generation of
the highly reactive species in this plasma jet will discuss in detail in the following text.
As can be seen in Fig. 3.13 the helium atomic lines in APR jet with their
transition are; 501.6 nm (31P

21S), 587.6 nm (33D

23P), 667.8 nm (31D — 21P),

706.5 nm (3 3S1—>2 3Po,i12) and 728.1 nm (31S —► 21P). The line 501.1 nm represents the
transition to a singlet metastable level. The excited and metastable atomic helium
states are generated by the collisions between the electron and helium atoms. The
helium emission lines are attributed to the transition of helium atoms from the excited
states to a lower energy states.
Three different mechanisms can be used to describe the helium transitions [810], First, the direct excitation collisions which can be ascribed to the collisions between
the energetic electrons and the helium atoms in a lower energy state. The second
process is the cascade transitions from the upper levels, the effect of which is very
weak and can be neglected. Finally, the step-excitation collisions which is illustrated by
the collisions between low energy electrons and the helium metastables; such as He
(2 1S) and He(2 3S), but the probability of this process is also very small [9-11],
The emission of the oxygen spectral line 777.3 nm is from the transition
(3p 5P —► 3s 5S) of the oxygen atom. The oxygen excited state 02 (3p 5P) is generated
in the early phase of the positive discharge [10,11]. Three reactions can play an
important role in the generation of the oxygen excited state. The direct electronmolecule dissociative collisions between the energetic electron and the ground state
02(3s 5S) at a threshold energy of 15.87eV. The penning ionization of the oxygen with
helium metastable state Hem [10,11], which can be explained by the following
interaction:
Hem+ 02—►He + 0(3p 5P) + O'

(3.23)

The penning ionization of the oxygen by N2 [9-12], is given by:
N2+ 02^N2 + 0 + 0'

(3.24)

The decay of the oxygen excited state may be attributed to ozone production due to
recombination with oxygen molecules [9-12],
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The optical emission spectroscopy in the nitrogen region (320 to 420) shows
that the emission of the N2 second positive system and the Nj first negative system are
the most intense lines. The behaviour of the nitrogen emission line 337.1 nm is ascribed
to the transition of the nitrogen molecule, (C 3f|u , vc=0 —> B 3ng , vB=0). Two
mechanisms may play an important role in the production of the excited nitrogen
molecules (C 3nu, vc=0). First, the direct electron excitation collisions with a threshold
energy of about 11eV. In this process, high energy electrons, which are generated
during the rising of the discharge current, can easily transfer energy to the nitrogen
molecules in the ground state. Second, the step excitation process between electrons
and the excited nitrogen states N2(A 3X+U) and N2(B 3ry [13],
The generation of the nitrogen molecule ion Nj and emission line 391.4 nm
nitrogen molecule ion

is related to the transition (B 2X+U , vB=0 —► X 2X+g, vx=0).

Generally, the mechanism which describes the Nj transition is the direct electron
excitation collisions between energetic electrons and the ground state of nitrogen
molecule ions. Two reactions can be used to explained the generation of N2
(B2I+u,vb=0) [10,11]

The charge transfer
The Penning ionization:

He2++N2—>2He + Nj (B2X+U),
Hem+ N2—>He + Nj (B 2£+u) + e

(3.25)
(3.26)

The hydroxide rotational band from 306 to 312 illustrates the transition of OH (A
2X+—► X 2f], Av=0) at 309 nm. The generation of the OH radical is attributed to the
energy transfer from helium metastable, the electron dissociative recombination of
H20+, and the electron direct dissociative excitation of H20. The daily change in air
humidity can play an important role in the variation of OH radicals.

3.2.3.1 Gas temperature measurements
As gas temperature is a crucial parameter in biological and surface treatment
applications, much attention must be given to its measurement [14], As the plasma jets
operate at atmospheric pressure, the high relaxation collisions between the electrons
and neutrals confirm that the rotational temperature is in equilibrium with the gas
temperature [15]. The distribution of nitrogen molecules is directly related to the
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translational energy distribution of the gas. Therefore, the rotational temperature is
measured to provide an estimate of the gas temperature.
The gas temperature was measured by using numerical fitting software
designed by Dr. Kari Niemi. A simulated spectrum is fitted to a measured rotational
spectrum at different experimental conditions, the fitting focus on the nitrogen rotational
band. A least-square procedure using the Newton-Gauss algorithm is used to get the
best fit between the experimental and theoretical spectral bands [16], The optical
emission spectrum between 300 to 435 nm, which contains emissions from various N2
vibrational levels, is presented in Fig. 3.14. The main emission lines in this spectrum
are the nitrogen second positive band and the first negative band. The measurement
was recorded in the plasma plume at 4 mm from the tube end at 6 kV applied voltage,
20 kHz repetition rate and a 2 slm helium flow rate. Fig. 3.15 shows the best fit of the
simulated spectrum with the experimental data for the nitrogen emission line (377381 nm). The best fit in this figure provides a rotational gas temperature of 332+10 K for
an He APR jet operating at 6kV, 20 kHz and 2 slm gas flow rate. The emission lines
were normalized to the intensity of the line 391.4 nm.

wavelength (nm)

Figure 3.14: Sample of optical emission spectra for atmospheric pressure plasma jet in
N2 band. The measurement was carried out at 6kV applied voltage, a 20 kHz driving
frequency, 2 slm gas flow rate and at 4mm from the discharge tube end (i.e. in the
plasma plume).
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Int.raw
Int fit

Figure 3.15: The temperature fitting spectra of N2 (0 - 2) vibrational band.

3.2.4 Time - space resolved imaging
The spatial and temporal evolution of the light emission from the atmospheric pressure
plasma jets were measured on nanosecond time scales by using a fast gated highresolution intensified charged coupled device, ICCD camera model (iStar usb Andor
Technology 180 - 880 nm, 1024x256 pixels). As can be seen from the camera
experimental set up, which is presented in Fig 3.16, light emission from the streamer
and from the propagated ionization fronts in ambient air was focused by a 14 cm focal
length glass lens and was directed to the window of the ICCD camera.
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Figure 3.16: Block diagram of ICCD camera measurements.

The ICCD camera was set to accumulation mode to capture the whole jet and the
plasma plume images, and to kinetic accumulation mode to observe the plasma bullets
and streamer images. The camera gain was set to a suitable value to obtain a sufficient
intensity from the relatively low emission intensity ARP jet, taking into account the signal
to noise value. The gate width for the plasma bullets and streamer creation images was
50 ns and for the whole jet images 0.5 ms, with an exposure time of 0.1 ms. The length
of the kinetic series was set with respect to the experimental conditions, varying from 10
to 50.
The camera’s internal delay generator was used to delay the gating of the ICCD
camera in order to follow the behavior of the plasma bullet and streamer at different
times, i.e. delay the control signal along the applied voltage. The gated ICCD camera,
with a nanosecond gate width was synchronized to the applied voltage to get images of
plasma evolution at positive and negative voltage peaks. An external delay digital
generator model (Stanford DG-525) was used to identify the starting time of the
discharge.
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Although, the plume looks continuous to the eye of an observer, in fact
nanosecond-time images reveal they are transient and consist of many pulse-like
bullets. The important comparison, which will be discussed in the next chapter, is the
velocity of the plasma bullets and the streamer, which is a few tens of km.s'1 and the
velocity of gas which equals several m.s"1. During the positive discharge, the streamer
is initially created near the anode, and then the head of the streamer is propagated
towards the cathode. The dynamic behavior of the discharge between the electrodes
and in the plasma plume with respect to the time evolution of the applied voltage will be
discussed in detail in the next chapter. The direction of the streamer development is
opposite the gas flow direction, while the direction of bullets propagation is in
agreement with the direction of the gas flow.
Measurements were made in both pulsed and sinusoidal power supplies, and
then the ring electrode and wired electrode plasma jets were studied. A detailed
discussion of time-space resolved evolution images of plasma jets will be presented in
chapter four.

3.3 Summary
In this chapter a detailed description of the experimental setup, the electrical
characterization,

the time

resolved

ICCD

imaging

and the

optical

emission

spectroscopy measurements were presented. Two different electrode geometries of the
plasma jet were employed in this study. The purpose was to study the influence of the
shape of the driven electrode on the dynamics behavior of the plasma jet and improve
the role of the dielectric barrier discharge in reducing the thermal instabilities in the
atmospheric pressure plasma jet. In the first plasma jet two external copper rings
separated by 25 mm were used as powered and ground electrodes surrounding a
quartz tube. In the second configuration a 0.7 mm diameter tungsten wire was inserted
at the centre of a thick capillary quartz tube. The assembly was inserted in a T shaped
quartz tube. The tungsten wire served as the driven electrode. An external circular
copper electrode 4 mm away from the tube end acts as the collecting electrode. The
quartz tube in both configurations produced a DBD. The two jets were operated by an
excitation frequency of several kHz and between 4 to 7 kV.
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Two different types of high voltage power supplies (pulse and sinusoidal) were
used to generate plasma. Attention was called to the electrical parameters of each jet
by measuring the total discharge current, the displacement current, the actual plasma
current, the input and consumed power of each jet under the effect of the two power
supplies. It was found that under standard operational conditions (applied voltage of
6kV, 20 kHz and a 2 slm gas flow rate) the input and the consumed powers were 10W
and 1W respectively for a pulsed power supply (with the actual plasma current between
1-1.5 mA) and for the sinusoidal power supply were about 12 W and 5W respectively
(with the actual plasma current between 5-5.5 mA). Also, it was found that the plasma
impedance changed from 2.4 MQ when the plasma was off to 0.6 MQ with the plasma
on. Three different currents were measured at different axial positions in the plasma
plume using a Rogowski current monitor. In a sinusoidal operation the actual current
was about 1.7 mA while the total discharge jet current was about 2 mA, and the
displacement jet current was approximately 0.3 mA.
The time integrated broadband optical emission spectroscopy from the plasma
plume and the main discharge region showed several reactive species were emitted
from the atmospheric pressure plasma jet at different external parameters. Therefore,
the spectra confirmed that the plasma can deliver species such as (He, Heme, N2, A/2+,
02, NO and OH). A method to measure the plasma gas temperature from N2 rotational
emission band was presented by fitting the experimental spectra to simulated spectra.
Results obtained from this method can be used to support the laser scattering
experiment and to be compared with the values of gas temperature obtained by
Rayleigh and Raman scattering methods.
Imaging investigations were performed to monitor the structure of the jet, the
creation and development of the streamer and the bullets, which are completely time
dependent. The emission was monitored from the front view and side view for a short
time period during the operating voltage cycle using a fast shutter ICCD camera. The
effects of adjusting the applied voltage, driving frequency, helium flow rate and oxygen
addition on atmospheric pressure plasma jet evolution were investigated.
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In this chapter a study of APP jets with two different electrode designs is reported. It
includes the streamer, plume and bullet formation in each of the APP jets and the
influence of the driving frequency and voltage of the sinusoidal and pulse power
supplies, the helium flow rate and the oxygen concentration in the feed gas.
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4.1 The effects of applied voltage and driven frequency
In this section the effect of frequency in the range of 5 kHz to 30 kHz and the applied
pulsed voltage from 4kV to 7kV are discussed, as well as the applied peak voltage in
the same range of sinusoidal power supply on the dynamic evolution of atmospheric
pressure plasma jets that were described in the previous chapter. The plasma jets and
the power sources are discussed in the previous chapter.

4.1.1 The spatial and temporal evolution of plasma jet
Fig. 4.1 shows typical side view ICCD images of a pulsed plasma jet illustrating the
change in jet length with applied voltage and the effect of applied voltage on the plasma
emission at a driving frequency of 20 kHz and a helium flow rate of 2slm. The emission
from the plume was imaged onto the camera using a 14 cm focal length lens. The
magnification was determined using a scale positioned at the plume location to be
0.028 mm per pixel. The images are the result of 30 accumulations with a gate width of
0.5ms and triggered by the rising edge of the applied voltage. The starting point of the
plume is at the edge of the tube and the distance to the end point of the plume, i.e. the
position when the bullet starts to vanish, represent the jet length. To clarify the plume
length, the images of the positive discharge are normalized to a different intensity
scale, while all the negative discharge images were taken with the same gain. The
plume length measurements during the positive discharge were illustrated in Fig. 4.1(c).
A short plasma plume can be observed during the negative peak of the applied
voltage. This can be attributed to the weak discharge current under the negative peak
of the applied voltage, which leads to the generation of a few energetic electrons and a
weak guided streamer. The length of the plasma plume in the upstream region is longer
than the plasma plume in the downstream. This phenomenon can be attributed to the
effect of air quenching in the downstream, while this effect cannot be seen in the
upstream region in the closed a gas fed path. The plasma plume as a guided streamer
in the ambient air is regarded as electrical discharge and gas flow phenomena.
Therefore the length of the plasma plume depends strongly on the electrical
parameters. It is worthwhile pointing out that the increase in plume length due to
sinusoidal power supply is slightly less than the increase due to the pulsed power
supply.
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Figure 4.1: space-resolved ICCD images for a plasma jet were measured under the
negative (a) and positive (b) discharge at different pulsed applied voltages, (c) Shows
the plasma plume images at different voltages during the positive discharge. The
images are taken at 20 kHz repetition rate and a 2 slm helium flow rate. The yellow bar
is the grounded electrode and the red bar is the powered electrode.
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Fig.4.2 shows the plume length as a function of the (negative and the positive)
applied voltage of both the pulse and sinusoidal power supply. The evolution of the
discharge is found to be sensitive to the time evolution of applied voltage, as the
amplitude of the positive applied voltage increases above the minimum required for
breakdown voltage, which is about 3.55 kV (for the ring electrode plasma jet). As the
visible length of the plume is varies from one pulse to another, the average length of
the plasma plume was estimated. The uncertainty in the length measurement was
calculated relative to the average length. It is worth to mentioning that the plume length
depends on the plasma jet orientation, i.e. whether it is in vertical or in horizontal
direction. This observation can be attributed to the gas flow variation or the propagation
length with the discharge tube direction.
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Figure 4.2: The length of the plasma plume for the positive and negative discharge by
the pulsed and the sinusoidal applied voltage. The measurement was carried out at
driving frequency of 20 kHz and he flow rate of 2 slm. The plasma was measured in the
vertical direction.

In the context of the ICCD measurement, the maximum emission intensity of the
plasma plume and the discharge between the electrodes was measured as a function
of the applied voltage for the two polarities, see Fig. 4.3. The maximum intensity was
defined by cutting the same 5 pixels from each image under different conditions. The
emission intensity provides an indication of the active electrons energy. However, the
streamer emission intensity of the positive discharge is four to five times stronger than
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the emission in the plasma plume. The effect of the applied electric field is high
between the two electrodes. The maximum plasma emission intensity in the plasma
plume with a positive polarity is five times larger than the maximum emission intensity
with a negative polarity. This phenomenon can be attributed to the low energy provided
by the external electric field under the influence of negative peak voltage.
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Figure 4.3: The streamer and plasma plume maximum emission intensity during the
positive and negative polarities as a function of the applied voltage. The measurements
were taken at 20 kHz driving frequency and a 2 slm helium flow rate. To clarify the
emission intensity of the positive streamer, the positive streamer intensity was plotted in
the right hand axis.

The effect of the voltage frequency on the plasma emission is shown for the two
polarities at an applied voltage of 6 kV and a helium flow rate of 2 slm in Fig. 4.4. The
ICCD camera settings were kept at the parameters illustrated previously in Fig. 4.1.
Fig. 4.5 presents the variation of the plasma plume length with the driving frequency at
6 kV applied voltage and 2 slm helium flow rate. In the positive discharge, the length of
the plasma plume decreased from 26 mm to 20 mm with increases of the driving
frequency from 5 kHz to 15 kHz, while the jet length increased from 2cm to
approximately 3 cm with the voltage frequency from 16 kHz to 30 kHz. The increase in
the plasma plume can be ascribed to the increase in the number of energetic electrons
in the plasma plume. However, the length of the plasma plume during the negative
discharge is constant with the driving frequency. This can be attributed to the fact that
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the negative peak voltage does not produce sufficient energetic electrons in the
discharge.

Figure 4.4: space-resolved ICCD images for plasma jet measured during the negative (a)
and positive (b) discharge at different driving frequencies. The investigations were
performed at (6 kV, 20 kHz, and a 2 slm). The yellow arrow represents the gas direction.
The yellow bar is the grounded electrode and the red bar is the powered electrode.
The short propagation distance during the negative peak discharge can be
explained due to the weak excitation process and very low efficiency of electrons,
where this inadequate energy only sustains the plasma plume for a very short distance.
This very low supplied energy is indicated by the very low discharge current peak, see
Fig. 3.6 (a). Fig. 4.6 presents the emission intensity for the negative and positive
discharge in both streamer and plasma plume as a function of the driving frequency.
The measurement was performed using the ICCD camera at 6 kV applied voltage and
2 slm gas flow rate. The maximum emission intensity of the positive streamer shows a
rapid decrease with the driving frequency. The maximum intensity of the plasma plume
decreases with the driving frequency of up to 20 kHz then a rapid increase. In contrast,
the maximum emission intensity of the negative streamer and plasma plume increases
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with the voltage frequency. As can be seen from the right hand axis in Fig. 4.6, the
emission intensity of the positive streamer is several times greater than the intensity in
the rest emissions.
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4.1.1.1 Plasma dynamics behavior
Fig. 4.7 (a) shows time - space resolved ICCD images of the streamer evolution (i.e.
the discharge between the two electrodes) during the positive polarity. The direction of
the gas flow rate and the positions of the powered and grounded electrodes are
presented. The images were taken relative to the beginning of the positive peak of the
applied voltage as presented in Fig 4.7 (b). The normalized total emission intensity is
shown in Fig 4.7 (c). A weak streamer is created in the discharge tube near the
powered electrode (instantaneous anode) and propagates towards the grounded
electrode (the cathode). No visible plume in the downstream can be observed at this
moment. The streamer enhances and moves towards the grounded electrode as the
voltage increases with time. When the streamer head approaches the grounded
electrode, it spreads out onto the inner surface of the discharge tube, and it seems to
bounce back to the powered electrode. The streamer development is opposite to the
gas flow direction. The streamer starts at 0.75ps and ends at approximately 3.Ops.
Therefore, the streamer lifetime is about 2.25ps, which is close to the discharge current
pulse width. It is noteworthy here that the streamer evolution in the discharge tube
under a very weak electric field is subjected to the previously discussed streamer
theories [1].

In this measurement the ICCD camera was set to kinetic acquisition mode to
observe the bullets and streamer images with 30 accumulations. The camera gain was
set to a suitable and constant value to obtain a sufficient intensity from the discharge.
The gate width was 50 ns, and the exposure time was 0.1 s. The dark region between
the streamer and the plume represents the powered electrode region and the dark area
in the left hand side of the images represents the grounded electrode. The ICCD
images in Fig 4.7 (a) are on the same intensity scale to enable the reader to
understand the discharge formation and propagation clearly. It was found that the size
of the bullet is about 3.5 mm near the exit of the tube, while the inner diameter of the
discharge tube 4mm.
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Figure 4.7: Spatial-temporal resolved ICCD images explaining the propagation of the
streamer during the positive discharge at 6 kV, 20 kHz and a 2 slm helium flow rate.
The direction of the gas flow, streamer and the positions of the powered and grounded
electrodes are presented. The time of each image is marked. The voltage pulse is
shown in (b) and the normalized total emission intensity in (c).

As presented in fig 4.8, a weak guided streamer, i.e. plasma bullet, is created
near the edge of the discharge tube nozzle, and propagates into the open space. The
bullets are created at 0.95 ps and die off at 1.7 ps, with a bullet lifetime of about 0.75
ps. At 1.1 ps of the positive discharge period (i.e. about 3.8 kV), the streamer becomes
more stable and brighter. At this time the bullet has a high intensity and long diameter.
It was found that the dimensions of the bullet are reduced during propagation in
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ambient air. The intensity level of the ICCD images in Fig 4.8 was auto scaled, i.e. the
images are not on the same scale to enable the reader to observe the bullet formation
and propagation with time, clearly.

1.51ps
►
►

1.54ps

1.57ps

1.6ps

Bullet direction
Gas direction

Figure 4.8: Spatial - temporal resolved ICCD images explaining the propagation of the
plasma bullets during the positive discharge at 6 kV, 20 kHz and a 2 slm gas flow rate.
The direction of the gas flow rate and the positions of the powered electrode are
presented. The time of each image is marked.

The ending of plasma bullet propagation in the ambient air can be attributed to
the following effects [2], First, the decrease in the helium mole fraction, which is
confirmed by the decline in the helium emission intensity (706.5 nm) with distance. As
discussed previously in chapter three, this can be attributed to different processes that
can play an important role in the evolution of helium in the plasma plume. The diffusion
of the air components into the plasma plume increases the N2 and 02 molecules in the
gas channel. The latter can lead to a loss of electron energy due to frequent collisions
with air components. This can be ascribed to the dissociative attachment process of 02
forming the oxygen ions 0“and 0 which is originally related to the low electron affinity
,

energy of 02. Finally, the bullet decay can be attributed to the low effect of the external
electric field on the plasma plume, and eventually the number of effective electrons is
decreased [1-3],
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A weak plasma emission and a slow streamer velocity were observed during the
negative polarity of the applied voltage. During the negative voltage, the plasma is
initiated near the anode and spreads towards the cathode. The negative streamer
starts at 5.75ps and ends at approximately 7.2ps. A weak plasma plume with a short
propagation life time was observed during the negative discharge. Here, the streamer
life time is about 1.5 ps and the bullet life time approximately 0.25 ps.
It was found that the evolution of the streamer and plasma bullets under the
effect of a sinusoidal HV power supply is similar to that observed using the pulsed high
voltage source. No difference in bullet velocity and the shape of the bullet was noted in
both power supplies at the same operating conditions. The streamer was created near
the driving electrode at 0.5ps and was moved to the un-driving electrode during the
rising phase of the positive peak. A relatively weak plasma emission was observed
during the negative voltage peak, and this result is consistent with the observation of a
small discharge current during the negative polarity (see Fig. 3.6). The negative
streamer starts and ends between 25-32 ps relative to the rising phase of the negative
peak, during one cycle 50 ps plasma evolution.
Fig. 4.9 (a and b) illustrate the position of the maximum intensity of the total
emission from the streamer measured relative to the powered electrode and the plasma
bullet from the end of the exit of the quartz tube, respectively as a function of the time
evolution of the positive peak of the pulsed applied voltage. Zero time is the beginning
of the positive voltage phase. The slopes of these figures show the streamer or the
bullet velocity. The error bars were estimated relative to the uncertainty of the plasma
bullet position or streamer position with time. As the position of the plasma bullet
changed with time, i.e. between the shot to shot pulses and relative to the driving
frequency, this behavior generated an uncertainty in determining the distance travelled
by the bullets. This phenomenon was addressed by taking the average distance of the
bullet from the accumulation of 30 images. The minimum and the maximum values of
the error bar were estimated from the minimum and maximum values of the measured
distances. In Fig. 4.9 (a) the velocity of the streamer can be described in two different
phases. The streamer starts from the powered electrode and is propagated towards the
grounded electrode at 14 km.s'1. After that the streamer accelerates in the direction of
the grounded electrode with a velocity of 55 km.s'1.
Fig. 4.9 (b) shows the velocity of the plasma bullet at different propagation
times. The bullet starts to leave the discharge tube nozzle at a relatively low velocity of
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about 22 km.s'1. The velocity in this region is generally called the ejection phase. The
bullet velocity increases to 75 km.s"1 during the acceleration phase as it propagates in
the open air. Finally, the bullet slows down to approximately 10 km.s'1. It was found that
the end phase of the plasma bullet covers a short time interval while the acceleration
phase lasts a relatively long time.
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Figure 4.9: The position of the maximum emission intensity of the streamer (a) and the
plasma bullet (b) as a function of time, the measurements were carried out at 6 kV, 20
kHz and 2 slm. The figures show the streamer and bullet velocities.
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It is worth mentioning here, that the plasma dynamic and the velocity
measurements of the ring-electrode APP jet presented in Figs 4.7-4.9 are in good
agreement with the previous observations of the same plasma jet configuration that
were carried out by Q. Algwari [4],

4.1.2 Jet current measurement
In this section the plasma jet currents measurement using a Rogowski coil current
monitor are presented. Fig. 4.10 (a) explains the jet current waveform of a pulsed
voltage at 6 kV, driving frequency of 20 khz and a 2 slm helium flow rate. The plasma
jet current was measured at 0.1 mm from the nozzle of the discharge tube. As the
plasma bullet passes through the nozzle of Rogoski coil, the current starts to increase
exponentially. The jet current reaches maximum value when the bullet is completely
covered by the current monitor. The jet current starts to decrease exponentially when
the bullet leaves the nozzle of the current monitor. Therefore, the jet current can be
only observed as long as the plasma plume passes through the current monitor.
As can be seen from Fig. 4.10 (a), the plume current contains a positive peak
related to the positive peak of applied voltage and a negative peak related to the
negative voltage peak. Both the positive and the negative peaks describe the evolution
of the plasma bullet. The applied voltage wave form was plotted in the figure to explain
the phase difference between the plasma plume current and the applied voltage. In the
same manner, Fig. 4.10 (b) shows the jet current waveform and applied voltage of the
sinusoidal power supply. The measurement was carried out at 2mm away from the tube
end. It can be seen that the current precedes the voltage indicating that the coupling is
capacitive. The value of the current-voltage phase difference is approximately 90°.
Fig. 4.11 (a) shows the plasma plume current waveforms of the HV pulse power
supply at three different locations along the plasma jet. The applied voltage was kept at
6 kV, driving frequency at 20 kHz with a 2 slm helium flow rate. The 0.1 mm distance
means the edge of the current monitor is barely next to the quartz tube nozzle. The
peak value of the plume current decreases along the plasma plume. The relatively high
jet current at the edge of the discharge tube is due to the effect of a high electric field
and the relatively low air contamination at this position. The evolution of the jet current
at three positions along the plasma plume of the sinusoidal power supply is presented
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in Fig. 4.11 (b). The jet current decreases from approximately 3.5 mA at the edge of the
discharge tube to 1.9 mA at 4mm from the tube nozzle. The decrease in the plume
current is consistent with the decrease of the He (706.5 nm) line intensity along the first
6 millimetres in the plasma plume as illustrated in Fig. 4.12. The measurement was
performed at 6 kV, 20 kHz and 2 slm. The jet current measurements presented here
are in good agreement with what other groups have observed [5,6],

(a)

time foi sec)

(b)

~ 1.5

u 0.5
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Figure 4.10: The plasma plume current and applied voltage waveforms. The
current was measured by a pulsed (a) and a sinusoidal (b) HV power supply. The
measurements were taken at a 6 kV applied voltage, a 20 kHz repetition rate, and
a 2 slm He flow rate.
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Figure 4.11: Three different jet current waveforms at 0.1mm, 2mm, and 4mm from the
tube end. The waveforms were generated by (a) pulsed power supply and (b)
sinusoidal power supply. The plasma conditions in this measurement were applied
voltage 6kV, driving frequency 20 kHz, and, a 2 slm He flow rate.
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Figure 4.12: The maximum plasma jet current as a function to the position of both
sinusoidal and pulse power supplies and the normalize intensity of helium emission line
(706.5 nm). The positions of the current monitor were measured relative to the edge of
the discharge tube. The measurement was performed at 6 kV, 20 kHz and 2 slm.

4.1.3 Spatially resolved time integrated OES
The variation of the helium emission lines (587.6 nm, 667.8 nm, 706.5 nm,
728.1 nm) and the oxygen emission lines (777.3 nm, 744.5nm) as a function of the
applied voltage at 20 kHz and a gas flow rate of 2 slm are presented in Fig. 4.13, the
measurement was carried out at 4mm from the tube end. The intensity of all the helium
emission lines is increased at different rates with the applied voltage. The helium 706.5
nm is the dominant line. The number of high energy electrons increases with the
increase of the applied voltage which produces a sufficient number of direct excitation
collisions. As the plasma plume propagates into the surrounding air, there is
considerable overlap of oxygen molecules into the guided streamer channel. Therefore,
an increase in the oxygen emission lines is observed with the rising of the applied
voltage. The intensity of each emission line is normalized to the intensity of the He line
706.5 nm.
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Figure 4.13: The applied voltage dependence of the helium emission lines (587.6 nm,
667.8 nm, 706.5 nm and 728.1 nm) and the oxygen emission lines (777.4 nm and
844.5 nm). The measurements were taken at 4mm from the tube end, and with 20 kHz
repetition rate and a 2 slm helium flow rate.

In Fig 4.14 the frequency dependence of the helium and oxygen emission lines
in the plasma plume at 4 mm away from the tube nozzle are illustrated. The helium and
oxygen species show an increase with the driving frequency between 5 - 25 kHz at
6kV. The increase in the voltage frequency produces an increase in the number of
energetic electrons due to the high collisions with atoms and hence, increases the
helium excited states. The increase in the intensity of the reactive species in the
plasma jet is in parallel with the increase of plume length at the same frequency range.
The intensity of each emission line is normalized to the intensity of the He line 706.5
nm.
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Figure 4.14: The evolution of helium emission lines (587.6 nm, 667.8 nm, 706.5 nm
and 728.1 nm) and the oxygen emission lines (777.4 nm and 844.5 nm) as a function of
the driving frequency. The measurements were taken at 4mm from the tube end, with 6
kV and a 2 slm gas flow rate.

Fig. 4.15 shows the temporally integrated emission from the nitrogen and OH
species with pulsed applied voltage in the plasma plume at 4 mm from the tube end.
The measurement here at 20kHz and a 2 slm gas flow rate. A linear increase in the
emission line intensities of the nitrogen and hydroxide molecules with the applied
voltage was observed at different rates. This can be attributed to the increase in the
number of excited molecules due to the high collisions with energetic electrons. The
dominant emission intensity in the plasma plume is related to the 391.4nm N2+.
Therefore, the intensity of each emission line is normalized to the intensity of the line
391.4 nm. It was observed that there is a correlation between the increase in the
plasma bullets velocity and the increase in the N2+ (391,4nm) emission intensity. The
uncertainty was estimated from four different measurements.
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Figure 4.15: The normalized emission intensities of the nitrogen and hydroxide species
measured by the pulse applied voltage at 4mm from the tube end, 20 kHz driving
frequency and a 2 slm helium flow rate. The right hand axis is the plume rotational gas
temperature as a function of the applied voltage.

As illustrated in the previous chapter, the rotational temperature of the diamolecular gases can be obtained by fitting the theoretical spectra to experimental
results. The rotational gas temperature in the plasma plume at 4mm from the tube
nozzle as a function of the applied voltage is presented in Fig.4.15. An increase in the
gas temperature from 45 °C to 60 °C was observed when the applied voltage increased
between 5kV to 7 kV. The increase in gas temperature can be ascribed to the increase
in the number of collisions between high energy electrons and the heavy particles.
The behaviour of the nitrogen and OH emission lines in the plasma plume as a
function of the driving frequency are described in Fig. 4.16. The measurement was
performed at 4 mm from the discharge tube, at 6kV applied voltage and a 2 slm gas
flow rate. A linear increase in the nitrogen line intensities was observed between 5 to
25 kHz, and a slight decrease in the line intensities at a frequency above 25 kHz. A
nonlinear effect of voltage frequency on the rotational gas temperature was observed.
The rotational gas temperature increased from 315 K to 337 K as the pulse frequency
increased. Therefore, it can be concluded that the optimum driving frequency in the ring
electrode APR jet is between 20-25 kHz.
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Figure 4.16: The variation of N2, OH species and the rotational gas temperature as a
function to the voltage frequency. The measurement was performed at 4mm from the
tube end, and with 6 kV and gas flow rate of 2 slm.

In the light of the data provided by the optical emission spectroscopy diagnostic,
the Boltzmann plot method was applied to estimate the electron excitation temperature
in the plasma jet. The OES method provides the relative population of the reactive
species states in the plasma rather than the absolute intensity of the emitted light. The
results illustrated in this section do not give a definitive value of the electron
temperature, but preliminary information that can help in the measurement of the
electron temperature by the laser scattering technique, see chapter seven. The electron
excitation temperature Texc can be calculated according to the following relation [7]:

(4.1)

In this relation, Ikl is the relative intensity of the measured helium lines, A* is the
probability of the transition, gk is the statistical weight of the high energy level, X is the
wavelength of the helium lines, Ek is the energy of the upper level, KB is the Boltzmann
constant, and the subscripts (k and i) represent the high and low energy level,
respectively. The values of the helium spectral lines and their atomic parameters [8]
that are used in the Boltzmann plot method are listed in Table 1 [8],
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Table 1: The helium spectral lines and their parameters that used in the Boltzmann plot
method to estimate the electron excitation temperature.
A(nm)

Ei(eV)

Ek(eV)

g.

9k

A (s'1)

Transmission

587.5

20.9639

23.0735

5

5

17670000

1s2p 1s3d

667.8

21.2179

23.0739

3

5

63700000

1s2p 1s3d

706.5

20.9639

22.7183

5

3

15470000

1s2p 1s3s

728.1

21.2179

22.9202

3

1

18300000

1s2p 1s3s

Fig. 4.17 shows the logarithm of (llki/ gkAk,) plotted on the y-axis as a function of
the excited energy Ek. The figure is used to calculate the electron excitation
temperature using the Boltzmann approximation. The inverse of the absolute value of
the slope will give the Texc value. The data was collected at 4mm away from the tube,
and at 3mm away from the powered electrode in the direction to the upstream region
(for the streamer measurement). The measurement was performed at 6kv, 20 kHz and
a 2 slm gas flow rate.

-21.522
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j -23.5

— -25.5
-26.5
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Figure 4.17: The Boltzmann’s plot, the measurement was carried out at 2 slm, 6 kV,
and 20 kHz.
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Fig. 4.18 describes the evolution of the electron excitation temperature with the
applied voltage. The increase of electron excitation temperature with the applied
voltage can be attributed to the increase of input power density and to the significant
number of electron collisions. It is easy to observe that the electron excitation
temperature in the plasma plume is less than that in the streamer region. The result
presented in the last figure are within the expected range and in good agreement with
the values observed by Guo-Dong Wei et al and Qiu-Yue Nie et al [9,10],
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Figure 4.18: The variation of electron excitation temperature in the plasma plume and
the streamer as a function to the applied voltage at 2 slm He flow rate, and a 20 kHz
repetition rate.

4.2 The influence of helium flow rates
4.2.1 Modes of jet stability
In this part the effect of the helium flow rate on the flow modes (laminar and turbulent)
of the plasma plume is discussed. For comparison, Fig 4.19 presents a calculation of
Reynolds number for three different gases; helium, argon and pure air (N2 at 79% and
02 at 21%). The calculation depends on the dimensions of the discharge tube, which
were described in the previous chapter. The dynamic viscosity is 1.94x1 O'5 Pa.s,
1.82x1 O'5 Pa.s and 2.24x1 O'5 Pa.s for He, for air and for Ar, respectively [2],
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Figure 4.19: The dependence of the Reynolds number of He, Ar and air on the gas
flow rates.

The transition from the laminar to turbulent mode was estimated at a Reynolds
number of 325 for the He plasma jet (i.e. at 4.5 slm helium flow rate). The transition is
marked by a blue arrow in Fig. 4.19. The transition from laminar to turbulent mode in
the case of the argon plasma jet occurs at a Reynolds number of 410 at about 1.3 slm,
and in the case of the pure air plasma jet the transition occurs at a Reynolds number of
380 (which is approximately 0.85 slm). The transition regions were marked by a red
and a green arrow for argon and air, respectively.
The effects of Reynolds number can be explained by the buoyancy effect. The
buoyancy creates many vortice waves when the gas channel is in contact with the air
which disturbs the boundary gas layers. Therefore, the turbulence mode produces a
short plume and a turbulent tail at the end of the plasma jet, compared to the laminar
jet. The calculation here is consistent with what others have reported [2,11-13].
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4.2.2 The spatially resolved investigations of plasma jet
Figure 4.20 shows the spatially resolve ICCD images for the plasma plume at different
helium flow rates for the two polarities at applied voltages of 5 kV and 6 kV, and a
driving frequency of 20k Hz. The images depict the plasma jet in the laminar mode
only. The ICCD camera settings were kept at the parameters illustrated previously in
Fig. 4.1.

2SLM

3SLM
5kV

2SLM

3SLM
6kV

Figure 4.20: The ICCD images of the plasma jet at different helium flow rates, the
plasma jet is generated during the negative discharge in (a) and during the positive
discharge in (b). The measurements were carried out at standard conditions (6 kV and
20 kHz). The yellow arrow represents the gas direction. The yellow bar represents the
grounded electrode and the red bar is the powered electrode.

Fig 4.21 discusses the plasma jet length as a function of the helium flow rate at
two applied voltages and two polarities. In the laminar mode the jet length was found to
be increased with gas flow rate and applied voltage. A short transition mode was found
in the plasma plume (between 4 - 4.5 slm), followed by a decrease in the plume length
with the gas flow rate in the turbulence mode. The plume length was peaked at 4 slm
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for 6kV, while the maximum plume length is approximately 3 slm for 5kV applied
voltage. No effect of the helium flow rate on the length of the plasma plume for the
negative polarity was observed. Due to this result it can be concluded that the effect of
applied voltage on the plasma plume is stronger than the effect of gas flow. This result
is in good agreement with what has been observed by Qing Li et al [14],
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Figure 4.21: The plume length measurements as a function of the helium flow rate for
the two polarities at 5 and 6 kV pulsed voltage, and a 20 kHz repetition rate.

It is worth mentioning here that the plume length under the effect of a sinusoidal
power supply is slightly less than that in the case of the pulsed voltage under the same
conditions. It was observed that the bullets and the streamer lifetime increases from
0.95 ps to approximately 1.4 ps and from 2.35 ps to about 3.5 ps, respectively, with an
increase in the helium flow rate between 2slm and 4slm. The results can be explained
according to the theoretical calculation reported in the reference [2],
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4.3 The effect of oxygen impurities
4.3.1 The plume length and intensity
The effect of oxygen impurities on the behavior of the plasma jet is discussed in the
following text. Fig 4.22 presents ICCD images of the plasma jet illustrating the
dependence of the plasma plume length and the emission intensities on the oxygen
concentration during the positive and negative peaks of the applied voltage. The range
of oxygen impurities is from 0.1% to 1.5% from the total amount of the gas flow. The
measurement was taken at 6 kV applied voltage, 20 kHz pulse repetition rate and 2 slm
total flow rate. The intensity scale was normalized to the maximum intensity of the pure
helium plasma jet.

Figure 4.22: ICCD images of the plasma plume during the positive and negative
polarity at different oxygen impurities. The positions of the grounded and powered
electrodes are marked. The measurement was carried out at 6 kV applied voltage,
driving frequency of 20 kHz, and a 2 slm He flow rate.

Fig 4.23 shows the change in plasma jet length with the oxygen impurities. In
the positive polarity, the length of the plasma plume decreases from approximately 3
cm with a pure helium plasma jet to approximately 2.4 cm with 1.5% oxygen impurities
in the helium discharge. In contrast, the jet length under the effect of negative voltage
peak increases from 0.3 cm in the pure helium plasma jet to approximately 1 cm for the
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plasma jet with 1.5% oxygen impurities. Two y-axis plot were used to show the
difference in the plume length during the two polarities. Generally, the plasma plume
gives an indication of the distance travelled by the reactive species, and therefore the
decrease in the plume length reflects the decrease in the reactive species that
extended into the ambient atmosphere. The decrease in the plasma jet length and the
emission intensity with the oxygen impurities can be attributed to the following
phenomena. Adding oxygen impurities to the helium discharge reduces the number of
radicals due to the electron attachment to the oxygen. As the number of energetic
electrons and active species decrease, the length of plasma jet decreases, accordingly.
The quenching of helium metastables by molecular oxygen can also play an important
role in reducing the plume length and the emission intensity.
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Figure 4.23: The length of the plasma plume during the negative and positive voltage
peak as a function to 02 impurities. The measurement was carried out at 6 kV, 20 kHz,
and a 2 slm He flow rate.

In Fig 4.24, the influence of oxygen impurities on the emission intensity of the
plasma plume was studied at 2 slm total flow rate, 6kV and 20kHz. The ICCD camera
was used to measure the maximum emission intensity of the plasma plume, as
described in section 4.1.1. During the positive discharge the strongest emission
intensity was observed with an oxygen impurity of 0.1%, which is approximately the
same oxygen impurities which give the longest plasma plume. A rapid decrease in the
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maximum intensity for the positive discharge was observed with an oxygen
concentration greater than 0.15%. In the negative polarity the plasma plume maximum
intensity increases with the raising of oxygen impurities up to 0.15%, and then a rapid
decrease in emission intensity with a ratio greater than 0.2%. However, the maximum
intensity of the positive discharge is approximately three to four times greater than the
maximum intensity of the negative peak discharge.
It is noteworthy to add here that the lifetime of the bullets decreases by adding
0.5% oxygen impurities of about 20%. The impurities delay the start of bullets
generation with an oxygen additive concentration of between 0.5 - 1.5%, while with a
concentration of 0.1-0.5% the bullets generation begins earlier.
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Figure 4.24: The maximum emission intensity of the plasma plume as a function of
oxygen impurities during the positive and negative polarity. The measurement was
achieved at 6 kV, 20 kHz, and 2 slm.

4.3.2 Spatially resolved time integrated OES
To produce more energetic radicals in the plasma effluent a low flow rate of oxygen gas
was injected into plasma discharge. Fig. 4.25 presents the variations of helium,
hydroxide and oxygen species with the oxygen impurities of the ARP jet at 2 slm total
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flow rate and 6 kv, 20kHz. The emission lines are normalized to the maximum emission
intensity of the He line (706.1 nm). The evolution of helium (706.5nm), oxygen
(844.5nm) OH (309.8) lines show an increase in the emission intensity with oxygen
impurities of about 0.1% of the total gas flow rate, followed by a rapid decrease in the
emission intensity as the oxygen concentration increases from 0.2% to 1.5%. The
oxygen line 777.4 nm shows a rapid decrease with oxygen impurities greater than
0.45%.
The decrease in the intensity of the helium emission lines by adding a small
amount of oxygen impurity can be attributed to the collisional quenching phenomena
which has a negative effect on the emission line. This phenomenon can be explained
by the reduction in the excited helium state by the oxygen molecules. The penning
ionisation process between helium metastable atom and oxygen molecules can lead to
a decrease in the lifetime of the excited He atoms [15,16],
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Figure 4.25: The dependence of He, 02, OH line intensities on the oxygen impurities.
The measurements were taken at 4 mm from the tube end, 6 kV, 20 kHz, and the total
gas flow rate is 2 slm.

Fig. 4.26 describes the decrease of the nitrogen molecules N2 and nitrogen
molecule ions JV2+ with the oxygen impurities. The effective lifetime of N2, /V2+, and 02
species decrease due to dissociation collision with the oxygen molecules. The rapid
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decrease in nitrogen species with the oxygen impurities is due to the total reduction in
plasma discharge due to the collisional quenching and penning ionisation processes. In
addition, Fig. 4.26 shows the effect oxygen impurities on the rotational temperature, at
a 2 slm helium flow rate, with the applied voltage at 6kV and a driving frequency of 20
kHz. The gas temperature decreases with the increase of oxygen impurities.
It can be observed that there is a correlation between the reductions in the total
number of reactive species, the plume length, and the emission intensity with oxygen
impurities above 0.4%. From Figs.4.25 and 4.26, it can be concluded that the optimum
value of oxygen impurities that provides a better reactive species is 0.1-0.45%.
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Figure 4.26: The evolution of nitrogen species and rotational gas temperature with
oxygen admixture. The measurements were taken at 4 mm from the tube end, 6 kV, 20
kHz, the total gas flow rate is 2 slm.

4.3.3 The effect of oxygen impurities on the jet current
The behavior of the plasma plume current under the influence of oxygen impurities are
presented in this section. The left hand axis of Fig. 4.27 shows the decrease in the total
discharge plume current with the oxygen impurities at a 2 slm total flow rate and 6 kV,
20 kHz applied voltage. The results here agreed with the emission intensity of the He
(706.5nm) line and 02 (844.5nm) line that were discussed in Fig. 4.25. The decrease in
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the plasma jet current with oxygen impurities can be attributed to the decrease in the
number of energetic electrons due to oxygen attachment. The right hand axis of Fig.
4.27 illustrates the relative phase shift of the actual plasma current with respect to the
beginning of the total discharge current. The plasma current phase shift agreed with the
delay in the plasma bullet generation time under the influence of oxygen addition.
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Figure 4.27: The peak of plasma jet current and the time of the maximum current as a
function of the oxygen concentration. The measurement was carried out at 4 mm from
the tube end, a 6 kV applied voltage, a 20 kHz driving frequency, and a 2 slm total flow
rate.

The current experiment confirmed that adding a small amount of 02 impurities,
between 0.1 - 1.5% to the 2 slm He plasma discharge has a significant influence on the
plasma plume length, plume current, optical emission intensity, plume temperature,
bullet lifetime, and the produced reactive species in the plasma plume, which is the
most important region in the plasma for many applications, especially biomedical
treatments where the value of oxygen additive up to 0.5% would make significant
impacts on the used samples. The decrease in the plume length with oxygen impurities
greater than 0.5% reflects the decrease in the number of reactive species and
energetic electrons that extended into open air.
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4.4 A study of the wire-electrode APR jet
The wire-electrode APP jet configuration was described in detail in chapter 3. To
summarise briefly, a tungsten wire, inside a sealed, close fitting capillary quartz tube is
added to the APP Jet assembly discussed previously. A side arm is required to
facilitate the gas input to the main quartz tube, so creating a T-shaped assembly. A
schematic of the two possible configurations are shown again in Figs. 4.28 (a and c).
Figs. 4.28 (b and d) are a long estimate length exposure photograph of the wired
electrode APP jets operating with an He flow of 2 slm and applied voltage of 6 kV, and
frequency of 20 kHz. The direction of the gas flow is parallel to the direction of the
electric field. In Fig. 4.28 (a) the distance of the tip of the enclosed tungsten to the
grounded ring electrode is about 1cm. In Fig. 4.28 (c) the displacement between the
two electrodes is about 2 cm and the streamer is moved in a curved path. Therefore, in
this configuration, there is a mix between a cross-field jet and a linear-field jet. The
discharge in this new configuration is compared with that of the ring-electrode APP jet
illustrated in section 4.1.1. The ICCD camera setting in this measurement is similar to
that discussed previously in the sections 4.1.1 and 4.1.1.1.
Time and space resolved ICCD images of the light emission both inside the
quartz tube and in the plasma plume during the positive discharge are presented in Fig.
4.29 (a). The power supply was the same as that described in section 3.2.1 (see Fig.
3.4). The electrode was pulsed at 20 kHz at 6 kV applied voltage and a 2 slm He flow
rate. The ICCD was opened for 1 ns, and synchronized with the rising edge of the
applied voltage pulse. The time between each successive image is 50ns, and the delay
is marked below the images. All the images were taken with the same gain.
As can be seen in Fig. 4.29 (a), a streamer originates at the tip of the wire at
approximately 0.55 ps after the beginning of the positive voltage peak. The intensity of
the streamer increases as it propagates toward the grounded electrode. The bullet
appears at the other side of the grounded electrode at 1.0ps and exits the quartz tube
after a further 1.2ps. The emission intensity of the plasma bullet grows to a maximum
value after 1.45 ps before decreasing to 20% of that intensity after 1.75 ps. This value
refers to the lifetime of the plasma bullet in this APP jet configuration.
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Figure 4.28: (a) A schematic of the wire electrode APP jet (linear configuration), (b) a
photograph of the linear configuration wire electrode plasma jet, (c) a schematic of the
wire electrode APP jet (askew configuration), and (d) a photograph of the askew
configuration - wire electrode plasma jet.
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Therefore, the streamer lifetime of the wire electrode APP jet is shorter than that
of the ring electrode configuration under the same operating conditions. Both
configurations have the same bullet lifetime. The maximum emission intensity of the
bullets in the wired electrode configuration is two to three times larger compared to the
maximum intensity of the bullets ejected from the ring electrode plasma jet. In the new
configuration, the bullet is elongated during the propagation in the open air. The size of
the bullet in the wire electrode plasma jet is larger than that of the ring electrode plasma
jet.
As the ICCD images illustrate in Fig.4.29 (b) the evolution of the discharge
during the negative voltage peak shows a weak emission intensity streamer and a very
short plasma plume. The negative streamer starts at the tip of the wire at about 5.6 ps
after the beginning of the negative voltage peak and propagates toward the grounded
electrode. The discharge extinguishes at 6.85 ps i.e. at about -4 kV. The negative
streamer lifetime was found to be about 1.20 ps. The intensity of the negative streamer
is about four times less than the intensity of the positive streamer. A very weak bullet
with a lifetime of 0.15-0.2 ps was observed during the negative discharge. The weak
emission intensity and the short plasma plume can be ascribed to the low number of
energetic electrons provided during the negative voltage part. The time of the images
during the positive and negative peaks of the applied voltage is shown in Fig. 4. 30.
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Figure 4.29: Time-space resolved ICCD images of (a) the positive discharge, (b) the
negative discharge of the plasma jet. The delay times are taken relative to the pulsed
applied voltage. The measurement was performed at 6kV, 20 kHz, and 2 slim.
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Figure 4.30: The time of the images during the positive and negative peaks of the
applied voltage.

The streamer and bullet instantaneous velocity were calculated from Fig. 4.31,
which shows the position of the maximum emission intensity of the streamer and the
bullet as a function of the evolution time. The fluctuations in the plasma bullet and
streamer position with time add an uncertainty to the velocity estimation. In Fig. 4.31 (a)
the position of the streamer was calculated relative to the tip of the wired electrode. The
streamer starts at a velocity of 35 km.s'1 at the head of the wire electrode, and then
propagates towards the grounded electrode at 65 km.s'1. Before arriving at the
grounded electrode, the streamer slows down to approximately 10 km.s'1. In Fig. 4.31
(b) the velocity was determined relative to the distance from the plasma bullet to the
tube nozzle. The velocity of the plasma bullet exhibits different phases during
propagation in the open air. The bullets initially propagate with a low velocity of about
12 km. s'1. Then they accelerate to 95 km.s'1 during the second propagation phase, due
to collisions with air molecules. Finally, the plasma bullets de-accelerate with relatively
low velocity of 8 km.s'1, due to the effect of collisions with air components.
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Figure 4.31: The distance travelled by (a) the positive streamer, (b) the positive plasma
bullets, and (c) the negative streamer as a function of time. The measurement was
performed at 6 kV, 20 kHz, and 2 slm.
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It is worth mentioning here that the velocity of the bullet during the accelerated
phase in the wire electrode configuration is slightly faster than that in the ring electrode
configuration (see Fig. 4.8 (b) for comparison). The velocities of the negative streamer
are illustrated in Fig. 4.31 (c). During the negative polarity the streamer shows a lower
velocity than the positive streamer, which can be attributed to the low energy provided
by the negative peak voltage.
The side view images in Fig. 4.32 depict the structure of the wire electrode APP
jet and the plume length during the two voltage polarities at 6 kV pulsed voltage, with a
20 kHz driving frequency and at different He flow rates. In each polarity all the images
were taken with the same gain and in the accumulation mode at a gate width of 0.1 ms.
A big node can be observed at the head of the streamer near the grounded
electrode during the positive discharge. This phenomenon can be attributed to the
effect of the sharp edge at the tip of the wire electrode which produces huge charges
accumulation and photo-electrons near the grounded electrode. This behavior is not
observed during the negative discharge.
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Figure 4.32: Spatial-resolved ICCD images of the wire electrode APP jet at different
helium flow rates during the negative (a) and positive (b) polarities. The measurement
was taken at 6 kV and 20kHz.
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Figure 4.33: The length of the plasma plume, at 2 slm helium flow rate, as a function of
the applied voltage (a) and as a function of the helium flow rate at 5 and 6 kV(b), both
measurements at the two voltage polarities, and a 20 kHz repetition rate.
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In Fig. 4.33 (a) the plume length was measured in the downstream region
relative to the edge of the T-shape tube. During the positive peak of applied voltage,
the plume length increases from 8 mm at 4 kV to approximately 28 mm at 6 kV. In the
negative polarity, the plume length was increased slightly from 2 mm to 5 mm with the
same range of the applied voltage. Fig. 4.33 (b) illustrates the effect of gas flow rate on
the plume length at the two voltage polarities. During the positive discharge the plume
length was increased from 0.6 cm at 0.1 slm to 3.35 cm at 4 slm, at 6 kV and 20 kHz.
The plume length shows a different behavior with the helium flow rate during the
negative discharge. The length decreases from approximately 0.6 cm at 0.1 slm gas
flow rate to about 0.2 cm at 4 slm. The intensity of the negative discharge is
approximately three times less than that during the positive part of the applied voltage.
In the next paragraph, the behavior of the wire electrode APR jet by changing
the position of the grounded electrode is studied. The aim of these measurements is to
emulate the experimental design used in the catalyst activation investigation, which will
be discussed in chapter eight.
The nanosecond ICCD images of the wire electrode plasma discharge during
the positive part of the applied voltage are presented in Fig. 4.34. The streamer is
created near the tip of the wire electrode at 0.75 ps and propagates towards the
grounded electrode. At 1.2 ps the head of the streamer becomes more intense. After
the relatively long path, the streamer starts to die off at the time of 2.1 ps.
The positive streamer has a long lifetime of 1.4 ps due to the relatively long path
to the grounded electrode. The streamer in the images described in Fig 4.34 is long
compare with the streamer explained in Fig 4.29 (a). There is a clear delay in the
streamer illustrated in Fig 4. 34 of about 0.15 to 0.20 ps compared with the former, this
can be attributed to the effect of the grounded electrode or the gas direction. During the
investigation of the negative streamer the time between successive images was 100
ns, (see Fig. 4.35). The streamer lifetime in the new configuration is about 2.55 ps. The
evolution of the negative streamer shows different shapes, a more intense and a longer
lifetime compared to the negative discharge presented in Fig 4.29(b).
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Figure 4.34: Spatial - temporal ICCD images of the positive discharge for the askew
configuration APP jet. The delay times are presented below the images. The
measurement was taken at 6 kV applied voltage, 20 kHz driving frequency, and a 2 slm
helium flow rate.

Fig. 4.36 presents the position of the positive streamer maximum intensity as a
function of the time. The error bars were identified in terms of the uncertainty in the
streamer position with time. As the streamer moves in a curved path from the driven
electrode to the grounded electrodes, during the positive polarity four different phases
are observed. The streamer is created near the powered electrode with a relatively low
velocity of 10 km.s'1. After that, the streamer accelerates to approximately 45 km s'1.
The streamer velocity slows down to about 20 km.s"1 due to the decrease in the electric
field effect. Finally, near the grounded electrode area the streamer decelerates to the
initial velocity 10 km. s'1.
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Figure 4.35: Spatial - temporal ICCD images of the negative discharge for the askew
configuration APP jet. The delay times are presented below the images. The
measurement was taken at 6 kV applied voltage, 20 kHz driving frequency, and a 2 slm
helium flow rate.
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Figure 4.36: The position of the maximum emission intensity of the positive
streamer as a function of time. The figure shows the change in the instantaneous
velocity at different propagation phases.
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4.5 Summary and conclusions
Many interesting results are presented in this chapter which provide a better
understanding of the dynamics of the plasma jet and provide support for many of the
results that will be presented in chapter VII and VIII.
First the dynamic behavior of the helium NTAPP jet were investigated by means
of spatial-temporal resolved ICCD images under the influence of externally applied
parameters such as applied voltage, driving frequency, gas flow rates, oxygen addition
and the electrode geometry. The temporal and spatial resolved ICCD images identified
the plasma jet sustainability during the positive and negative voltage peaks in a
microsecond time scale. The method gives non-intrusive access to the evolution of
streamer and bullets propagation under the effect of the aforementioned external
parameters. It was found that the length of the plume and the plasma intensity depends
strongly on the applied voltage, the excitation frequency, the helium flow rate and the
additive oxygen.
The propagation velocities of the plasma bullets and the streamer were
investigated by means of spatio-temporal ICCD images. The streamer initially
propagated from the powered electrode towards the grounded electrode at 14 km.s'1.
After that the streamer accelerated in the direction of the grounded electrode with a
velocity of 55 km.s'1. While the bullet ejected at a relatively low velocity of about
22 km.s'1 then the velocity increased to 75 km.s'1 as it propagated in the open air.
Finally, the bullet slowed down to approximately 10 km.s'1.
Optical emission spectroscopy measurements of the plasma plume showed an
increase in the helium emission lines (587.6 nm, 667.8 nm, 706.5 nm, 728.1 nm) and
oxygen emission lines (777.3 nm, 844.5nm), nitrogen and OH species with the applied
voltage and driving frequency. A decrease in the plasma plume current was observed
which is consistent with the decrease of the He (706.5 nm) emission line intensity along
the first 6 millimetres in the plasma plume. The measured gas temperature was found
to increase linearly from 40°C to approximately 65°C with the applied voltage and
driving frequency. A lower gas temperature of about 13 K was observed with the
addition of oxygen impurities between 0.1 to 1.5% to 2 slm helium plasma jet. The
Boltzmann’s plot method was used to give a preliminary estimation of electron
excitation temperature in the main discharge area and in the plasma plume.
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An experiment with the small addition of oxygen impurities, from 0.1% to 1.5%
to 2 slm He APP jet was performed. It was observed that adding oxygen to the plasma
discharge reduced the discharge current and motivated the plasma to delay the ignition
with an oxygen additive concentration between 0.5 - 1.5%, while with a concentration
between 0.1-0.5%, the bullets generation began earlier. According to the results
presented in this chapter it can be confirmed that the penning ionisation between
helium metastable and oxygen molecular on the one hand or between the nitrogen
metastable and oxygen molecular on the other hand can play an important role in
decreasing the breakdown voltage, the consumed power, and hence decreasing the
emission intensity from the plasma jet. The length of the plasma plume decreased from
approximately 3 cm with a pure helium discharge to approximately 2.4 cm with a 1.5%
oxygen impurities and the emission intensity reduced by four times from its initial value
at the same conditions. The decrease in the plume length with oxygen impurities
greater than 0.5% reflected the decrease in the reactive species that extended into the
ambient atmosphere.
To produce more energetic radicals in the plasma effluent a low flow rate of
oxygen gas was injected into plasma discharge. It was found that adding oxygen up to
0.2% increaseed the helium (706.5nm), oxygen (844.5nm) and OH (309.8) lines, while
the emission of these lines reduced with an oxygen ratio greater than 0.2%. The
oxygen line (777.4nm) was found to decrease with oxygen impurities greater than
0.45%. Rapid decreases in the nitrogen molecules and nitrogen molecule ions were
observed with oxygen impurities greater than 0.1%, as well.
Furthermore, the plasma dynamics inside and outside the discharge tube of the
wire electrode APP jet were investigated. It was found that the initiation, structure, and
propagation of the plasma jet were quite different in ring electrode compared with the
wire electrode configuration. The streamer lifetime of the wire electrode APP jet was
shorter than that of the ring electrode configuration. The properties of the plasma
bullets in the wire electrode APP jet showed an elongation during propagation in open
air. The size of the bullet in the wire electrode plasma jet was larger than that in the ring
electrode plasma jet, while the plume length was approximately the same in both
plasma jets. The emission intensity from the plasma plume in the wired electrode
configuration was larger by two to three times compared to the plume intensity in the
ring electrode plasma jet. The bullet velocity during the propagation phase was 95
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km.s"1 in the wire electrode plasma jet, while it was about 75 km.s'1 in the ring electrode
plasma jet. According to the results discussed in this chapter it can be concluded that
the wire electrode plasma jet is more stable, more intense and less likely to produce
thermal instability than the ring electrode plasma jet. The wire-electrode kHz- driven
plasma jet can be considered suitable for many applications that require a stable jet
operating for long time.
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This chapter will present a brief theoretical overview of laser scattering in a gas and
a plasma that is relevant to the acquisition and interpretation of the experimental
scattering data discussed in this work. A detailed study of Rayleigh, Raman and
Thomson scattering properties will be shown. The calibration of the scattering
measurements to provide absolute values of the electron properties is described
including a model to fit and identify the experimental scattering data.
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5.1 Scattering Theory
The scattering of an incident electromagnetic wave is attributed to its orientation by
an obstacle or a non homogeneity. Once the electric field of an incident wave
interacts with scattering particles such as free electrons or bound electrons within
atoms or with ions, those particles fluctuate periodically under its influence. If the
scattered radiation wave is emitted at the same frequency as the incident wave, this
is called elastic scattering. Fig. 5.1 shows the incident and scattering wave geometry
by single particle in a spherical coordinate system. In a molecular gas plasma and in
high gas pressure three main forms of scattering spectrum are possible; Thomson
scattering from free electrons, Rayleigh scattering from electrons bound to heavy
particles and Raman scattering that occurs when the scattered photons have
different wavelengths than the incident laser beam [1], If the scattering particle is in
motion with respect to the observer and to the incident electric field, the scattered
wave will be shifted in frequency due to the Doppler effect. The theoretical
interpretation of light scattering could be depending on Rayleigh scattering theory
which is suitable for sufficiently small dielectric and non-absorbing particles [1]. In
Rayleigh’s criterion, the scattering parameter is much less than unity, at that point
the time of penetration is greater than the periodic oscillation of the electric field. In
the following sections a description of each scattering will be discussed.

observer

Fig. 5.1 : Schematic of the light scattering geometry by an electron.
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5.2 Rayleigh scattering
Elastic scattering of incident light by the bound electrons in a heavy particle is
known as Rayleigh scattering. The intensity and the line width of the Rayleigh
scattering spectrum can be used to estimate the heavy particles density and
temperature [2], Moreover, Rayleigh scattering can be used for calibrating the
response of a detection system and the experimental setup [2, 3, 4],

Scattering from a single particle
According to Rayleigh theory, the bound electrons accelerate or decelerate in the
incident electric field. Rayleigh scattering theory is suitable for sufficiently small
dielectric and non absorption particles [1]. As illustrated in Fig. 5.1, the electric field
propagates along the z-axis and polarizes along x-axis, and hence emits or scatters
electromagnetic radiations in all directions.
The electric fields of the incident and scattered waves at time t can be
described by the following equations [1]:
El(r,t) = ElocK(0t'k‘r)

(5.1)

p-\(cot-ksR)

EM,t) = Eso

R

(5.2)

here Elo, cj and k, are the amplitude, the angular frequency and the wave vector of
the incident wave, respectively. While, Eso is the electric field of the scattered wave,
and ks is the scattering wave vector. The subscript symbol ‘o’ represents the initial
value, r is the electron position vector and R is the distance between the electron
and the detection point, (see Fig. 5.1).
From classical electromagnetic theory, the equation of motion of a single
bound electron under the influence of a polarised incident electric field is:
r + 47 + <y02r =—£,0e-ift*

(5.3)

me

In the equation; r , f C e and me are the electron acceleration, the electron velocity
the damping factor and the charge and mass of the electron, respectively. The
solution of equation 5.3 provides the radius vector of electron movement under the
influence of the external electromagnetic force and can be expressed as:
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r=

eE e

-\(0t

(5.4)

tn^{(ol-co2)2 +Z2co2

Thus the strength of the dipole moment is given by:
eE e ■\(Ot
d„ -em^icol-co2)2 +Z2co2

(5.5)

The power flux density of the incident and scattered waves, i.e. the energy per unit
area can be written as [1]:
S,=-C£„ \eJ

s -

(5.6)

e4El qacui
cK
sin‘0
7>2n2kER2 m] [(^-<y2)2+|V]

(5.7)

here f0 is the vacuum permittivity, c is the speed of light, ke is the dielectric constant
and 0 is the scattering angle. The scattered power flux density can be rewritten in
terms of the Rayleigh scattering cross section ORay [1]:
c

1 C^c

2

r2

I

V

'^s"

l2

(5.8)

^R°y

The equation 5.8 can be rewritten in terms of the incident power flux density as:
(5.9)

S. =-VS,
cr
2 ‘-’i w Kay

R

From equation 5.7 and 5.9, the Rayleigh scattering cross section can be extracted:

^=A4(
Ray

r)

An kc my2'

sin'#

(co2 -of)2 + %2co2

(5.10)

In this equation the classical electron radius is :

(5.11)

r =4/: k£ my

When (o0»co, the Rayleigh scattering cross section would be:

=

sin2^

(5.12)

Here Xm and Av are the incident and scattering wavelengths.
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Scattering from atoms
Basically, Rayleigh scattering cross section depends on the scattering gas.
Therefore, the differential Rayleigh scattering cross section by atoms, which
depends on the atomic density nh and the index of refraction of a single particle p
[5,6], can be written by :
du,^,
Ray

An2

m-\

2

(—r (1 - sin 0)
r
nu

dn

(5.13)

where, dO is the scattering solid angle of detection. A tabulated values of Rayleigh
cross section for atomic and molecular gases in different experimental conditions
are given in [7,8],
In a plasma the Rayleigh scattering signal is the result of scattering from a
set of particles rather than a single particle. In a small scattering volume dVs, the
total heavy particle number is nh. dVs. Therefore, equation 5.9 (the equation of the
power flux density for scattered photons) can be rewritten as:
S,
R2

(5.14)

°Ray "h dV.v

The scattering power from randomly distributed bound electrons can be expressed
as:
Ps=SsR2dQ.

(5-15)

Substitute equation 5.14 in equation 5.15;
/>,=S, CT^dfSn.dV,

(5 16)

The total number of the scattering particles in a small scattering volume depends on
the length of the detection volume

and the laser beam cross section A, thus;

Ps=R^s^nhdn

(5-17)

here S = — .
' A
Finally, the Rayleigh scattering spectrum can reflect the temperature and
density of heavy particles after absolute calibration of the experimental setup, and
equation 5.17 can be improved as, (see [1]):
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^ S(AA)
dQ.

(5.18)

where ^(A/lJis the spectral distribution function. A more detailed study of Rayleigh
scattering as a diagnostic tool in plasma can be seen in [8,9],

5.3 Raman scattering
The inelastic scattering photon from the bound electrons in the molecule is known
as Raman scattering. In the Raman process, the molecule decays to a lower energy
state after having been excited to a virtual level by the incident electric field of the
incoming photon, thus, emitting photons with different frequency from the incident
photon. This frequency can be higher or lower than the incident photon, determined
by the rotational or vibrational states of the molecule. The scattered photons with
lower frequency (or longer wavelength) relative to the incident laser beam, produce
what are called the Stokes lines, while the scattered photons with higher frequency
(or shorter wavelength), produce the Anti-Stokes lines in the scattered photon
spectra [9,10],
The spectrum of Raman scattering has been used to calculate the rotational
and vibrational temperature of the system [9,11,12], The total Raman power (i.e. of
all Raman peaks), is given by the following formula [11]:

(5.19)
where / is a factor describes the efficiency of the experimental setup (optics and
detecting system),
G^iA-A,

the density of the molecule in an initial rotational state J,

,) is the spectral distribution function of Raman peaks. According to

equation 5.19 the scattered power in each Raman line is directly proportional to the
molecules density and the corresponding differential cross section, at a certain value
of system parameters.
The transitions between the different rotational states lead to the peaks in
the Raman spectrum. Only transmissions from Jto J =J+2 for Stokes lines and from
J to J’=J-2 for anti-Stokes are allowed. The wavelengths of Raman spectrum peaks
have the following expressions:
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For the Stokes lines;
U/+2=4+T^(4J + 6)
he
For the anti-Stokes lines;

(5.20)

A

he

•5(4-/-2)

(5.21)

In these equations; h is Plank’s constant and B is the rotational constant for the
molecule. The fractional density of the initial rotational state, that presented in
equation 5.19 [7,12] is expressed as:
gj(2J + \) exp {-Ej /kBT)
N

(5.22)

n the total density of the molecules, g, the statistical weight factor, kB Boltzmann
constant, Tr the rotational temperature. The energy of the state Ej has been given by
the following formula [7]:
(5.23)

Ej -1.44 B{2J + \)
The partition sum N, the absolute molecular density (see [7,12]) is:

N = Y,gjVJ + \)
,

exp (-£y/V;)*(2/ + l)2^
IB

(5.24)

where, I is the nuclear spin quantum number. The vertical - Raman peaks
differential cross section during the transition from Jto J’ (see [6,7,12]) is:
dcr7->

j

dQ.

_

64;r4 y2
PT
45e0ITT!
2 24 , " '
0

(5.25)

j->j

here, y2 is the anisotropy of the molecular-polarizability tensor. The term PT

, is

the Placzek-Teller coefficient, [6,7,12] is:
For the Stokes lines;

For the anti-Stokes lines;

PT

PT,J

3(J + l)(J + 2)
2(2J + l)(2J + 3)

(5.26)

3J(J-1)
2(2 J + 1)(2J -1)

(5.27)

The above theoretical discussion demonstrates that experimental Raman
scattering spectra can be used, along with a computational model, to calculate the
rotation temperature of gas and estimate the molecular density in the plasma.
Typical rotational Raman scattering cross sections for different gases are given in
references [7,11,12], All the constant values required in the calculations in this
thesis are listed in Table 5.1.
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5.4 Thomson scattering
The description of the interactions between a low energy electromagnetic wave and
the unbound electrons located within the Debye sphere in a plasma is described in
Thomson scattering theory. There is a negligible change in the mean electron
momentum during interaction with the incident photon, therefore, Thomson
scattering is regarded as elastic scattering. The photons undergo a significant
Doppler shift when they scatter from unbound electrons due to the electrons’ high
velocities. In contrast, scattering from heavy particles have much reduced Doppler
shift. A detailed explanation of Thomson scattering process can be found in Evans
and Katzenstein [13] and Sheffield [1],
Thomson scattering is considered as one of the most important non-intrusive
optical technique in plasma investigations. It provides impeccable values of plasma
parameters such as the electron density and the electron temperature without
perturbing the plasma. Compared to other intrusive investigative methods, this
method is clear and acceptable in the explanation of the results. The drawbacks of
the technique are the experimental setup which is expensive and requires
considerable attention and the size of the Thomson scattering cross section which
limits the density regime in which it can be used.
The detail of the Thomson scattering spectrum depends on the scattering
wave vector ks and the Debye length AD which together define the scattering
parameter a [1,13-15]. The wave length shift, which is a function of the electron
velocity component^, is given by:

4

=- (ks - k,)—A2
In c

(5-28)

In the non-relativistic regime the incident wavelength is equal to the scattering
wavelength, therefore, the scattering wave vector k is given by:
,

.

.Itt .

6

k = (£ -k,) = 2—sm —
s
'
A,
2

(5.29)

The Debye length has been given by the following mathematical formula:

An -

47rnee2

(5.30)

here, T, is the electron temperature and ne electron density. Thus, the scattering
parameter is therefore:
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=

^

1

/

4

n/-

“o

<531)

2
As will be discussed later, the shape of scattering spectrum reflects the
distribution of electron velocities along the direction of laser propagation. Different
scattering regimes can be recognized from the shapes of the scattering spectra.
The value of scattering parameter and hence the electron temperature Te
and density ne in the plasma are strongly influenced by the incident beam
wavelength and the scattering angle. If the scattering occurs over a distance greater
than Debye length, the incoming wave interacts with the Debye shielded charges
generating coherent scattered waves. All the scattered waves have the same phase.
In contrast, if the scattering parameter is less than unity, then the incident
electromagnetic wave interacts with individual particle independently and generates
incoherent scattering i.e. the electrons fluctuations are independent of one another
or damped. The scattering then reflects the random thermal motion of the electrons.
In the coherent scattering the fitting is more complicated than in incoherent
scattering and depends on Salpeter’s approximation, (see [14] for more details). The
electrons oscillate in the direction of the fluctuating incident wave and radiates in a
direction normal to its oscillation. The polarization of the scattered electric field will
be along the direction of polarization of the incident wave, see Fig. 5.1 above.
In an incoherent scattering, and for a Maxwellian electron energy distribution,
Sheffield [1] was showed that the scattered power from an electron can be
expressed as:
\m,c~

ps(R,As)dQ. = p, ls dQ ne

[5

x(s x Ei0 ]2

22 sin 0 / 2 v
exp

me
sin2 OH Jl]

(5.32)

where i is the polarized incident radiation and AA is the difference between the
incident and scattering wavelength. The cross product expression of the polarized
incident radiation s can be rewritten in terms of the scattering angle as:
[i x(s x£(J2 =l-sin2 #cos2 49
(5.33)
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The parameter 0 is the angle between the incident wave and the plane of
scattering. So, the Thomson scattering power can be re-presented as the following:
me"

ps(R,As)dQ = p, £s dQ ne 2/1, sin # / 2 ^ ks (1 - sin2 Ocos2 cp) ne
1
exp
yflxT,

me
MBA2sm29/2\jTe

(5.34)

Thomson scattering power per unit wavelength within a solid angle is:

ps(R,As)dQ = p, £s dQ

ne

\mec da,

2Asin^/2'\l

dQ

m,c~
%kBXf sin2 6!2k

(5.35)

The differential Thomson scattering cross section is :
~~ = r„2(l - sin2 0cos2 (p)
dQ

(5.36)

Here, the maximum scattering intensity is in a perpendicular plane to the
polarization of the incident electric field. Therefore, the Thomson scattering cross
section can be given by the integration of equation 5.36 over a solid angle r/Q;
8;r 2
(Tl ~ 3 r°

(5.37)

From the equation 5.37, it can be concluded that, in contrast to the Rayleigh
scattering cross section, Thomson scattering cross section depends only on
fundamental constants. Since in incoherent Thomson scattering, all the electrons in
the scattering volume plasma contribute to the total scattering power, the Thomson
scattering power is the vector sum of the scattering power of each individual
electron in the scattering volume.
Equation 5.35 can be simplified in terms of the following constants:

C, = p, £s dQ

1

mec2

2/1, sin 0 / 2

K

(5.38)

m,c
8£s/l, sin 612

(5.39)

Therefore,
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,„ „ x
dcr,
C,
ps(R,Xs) = n —L---- L
dO.

exp

-cj(4i>2

(5.40)

Equation 5.40 has a Gaussian shape since the expression of a Gaussian profile is
given by the following formula:
1
y = ryfl/r exp

1
(5.41)

where, o is the 1/e width of the Gaussian profile. The fitting of a Gaussian function
to the experimental scattering spectrum from the free electrons will give the density
and temperature of electrons. Comparison between the exponential part in the
equation 5.40 and 5.41 leads to the following conclusion:
A/l =

(5.42)

= x-/j

Q
T

2cr

=> cr =

2C

(5.43)

Substituting equation 5.39 in equation 5.43, the 1/e width of the scattered spectrum
is;

Te

<j =

V

^

. 9 \2kHT

~2/1, sin— I !Lf2 V me
2C:

(5.44)

Thus, from the equivalent expression, the electron temperature is :
T= — "^C-___,(^)2
&kus'm2d~

A

(5.45)

Therefore, from equation 5.40 and 5.45, and for a Maxwellian electron
energy distribution function, the shape of the scattering spectrum is Gaussian and
the width of the scattered spectrum can be used to estimate the electron
temperature. The electron temperature reflects the Doppler broadening of the
scattering signal due to relatively high electron velocity.
Finally, In the current theoretical description there are a number of
assumptions have been taken into account. The incident radiation is assumed to be
monochromatic and linearly polarized. There is no effect of the magnetic field
relative to the low intensity of the incident radiation. The laser beam is postulated
not to perturb the plasma and does not alter the values of electron density and
temperature. The scattering power of the ion is not taken into account, due to its
high mass. The effect of incident electric field on the electron orbit is neglected, the
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Compton effect is disregarded and neglect the losses due to the absorption process.
As the plasma jet is a low temperature plasma, no relativistic effect was considered.

5.5 Absolute calibration of scattering intensity
Since the intensity of the Thomson scattering spectrum reflects the electron density
in plasma. Therefore, the measurement of electron density needs an absolute
system calibration. The intensity of Rayleigh scattering [3,8,16] or Raman scattering
spectrum of a gas with known composition at room temperature can be used for
absolute calibration of the experimental setup and thus for particle density
measurements [11,16-19], In this work Raman scattering spectrum was used to
calibrate the experimental parameters.
Since the same laser and experimental setup were used in both Raman
scattering and Thomson scattering, therefore, no effect of the previously defined
system parameters, i.e. scattering geometry (pt is f AQ ) should be used in the
calibration, see equations 5.19 and 5.35. The ratio between the Thomson to Raman
scattering spectrum can be used to estimate the electron density according to the
following formula;
p

n. = n,

da

, IdO.

jr______ j^>j /

8^,V3

(5.46)

Where the ratio between Raman to Thomson scattering cross sections multiplied by
the ratio between the density of each individual rotational state nj to the total density
of the molecule n, can be given by

, and the equation 5.46 can be modified as

the following [11]:

P,

(5.47)

ne=n-—

The problem of a very small Thomson scattering signal can be addressed by
averaging the signal over many laser pulses which can improve the value of the
signal to noise ratio.
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5.6 The Electron energy distribution function
In low temperature plasma, there is a direct correlation between the electron velocity
distribution function F* (v*) along the wave vector k and the frequency shift of the
scattered radiation Sk(Aco) [20-23];

FA~)
Sk(Aa>)dcos = Fk(vk)dvs =

(5.48)

dco^

In the Maxwellian distribution, the electron velocity distribution function in xdirection can be described by the following equation [20-23]:
1

exp(-

^(vj =

m

2kJe

(5.49)

m,.

where the electron thermal velocity in equation 5.49 is:

v-

2kBTe
m.

(5.50)

The frequency shift of the scattered waves by the free electron in the
scattering volume in the plasma, which is proportional to the electron velocity
component oeand the scattering angle 9, is:
(5.51)

Aco = a>s -coi = 2k, sin y .ve

In the non relativistic limit; there are two Doppler shifts produced by the investigated
particles, therefore, the formula of the Doppler shift is equal to:
Ary

~ve

.

9

(5.52)

----- = 2—sin—.
co.

c

2

Equation 5.48 can be rewritten in terms of wavelength, the parameter that is
measured experimentally thus
Sk(AX)dXs=-----C
-—
2X sin
'

2

\2kHTen
m.

exp(-

™evk
)
2kBTe

(5.53)

This is the spectral distribution function. It is easy to conclude that, the
spectral distribution function has the same shape of the electron velocity distribution
function along the differential wave vector. For the incoherent Thomson scattering
the shape of the spectral distribution function is Gaussian and the total spectral
distribution function is equal to unity;
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J Sk(AA)dA.s = 1

(5.54)

In isotropic velocity distributions the electron energy distribution function
EEDF can be derived directly from the electron velocity distribution function, and the
velocity distribution depends on the velocity value rather than its direction [23], The
velocity distribution functions, in a Maxwellian distribution, are considered to be
equal in all directions and can be presented as the product of three 1D velocity
distributions. Therefore, the equation 5.49 can be rewritten as:

Fv(v) =

/

2kBTen .3
m.

exp(-

2kBTe

(5.55)

Thus, the relationship between the 3D electron velocity distribution function and the
electron energy distribution function is:
2E
/,.(£) = 47rFv(v)—

(5.56)

m:

Putting the 3D isotropic velocity distribution function (equation 5.55) in equation
5.56;
/,;(£) =

2

KT.'E'ihT,

V,

(5.57)

Equation 5.57 confirms that the intensity of Thomson scattering spectrum at
given wavelength shift can be used to determine the EEDF and that this will have
the form of a Gaussian distribution if the electron energy distribution function is
Maxwellian.

5.7 Raman scattering model
In this section the model that used to fit the Raman scattering and so
estimate the rotational gas temperature and molecules density, to determine its
contribution to the spectral region where the Raman spectra overlaps with the
Thomson spectra and to calibrate the spectrometer and hence electron density
measurements is discussed. The software was designed by MATLAB. Since the gas
jet in which the plasma is created extends into air, the model must consider the
rotational Raman scattering from nitrogen and oxygen. In addition, the spectral
region investigated between 528nm and 536nm, and the excited molecules will be in
the vibration ground population [12],
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The model uses data about the rotation structure of nitrogen and oxygen,
and generates synthetic spectra and then compares that with the measured Raman
spectra (from air, pure nitrogen, helium gas and plasma), varying a number of
parameters until there is a good fit to the experimental data. In this model, equations
13 and 18 were used to fit Rayleigh scattering signals, and equations 19 to 27 were
used to simulate Raman scattering spectra.
There are some additional changes to the program, the absolute system
calibration and the fitting when using air compared to the case of using nitrogen.
Temperature and density at initial state, and the gain intensity of the scattering are
the variable that can be changed in the program in order to get a good fitting with
the raw data, and provide an indication of the gas heating effect. The uncertainties
in oxygen and nitrogen concentrations were added at the beginning, the values were
chosen to provide a best Raman fitting. In table 5.1 the physical parameters for the
relevant molecules used in the model are given. The scattering angle and the laser
wavelength that used in the model are 90° and 532 nm, respectively. In the
software; the measured Rayleigh signal is used as an instrumental profile to clarify
the Raman spectra properly. A detail discussion of instrumental profile, function and
analysis, will be presented in the next chapter.
Tab. 5.1 The constants used in the fitting model [7,8,12],

Rayleigh scattering crosssection
Rotational Raman scattering
cross-section
Nuclear spin quantum number
Vacuum permittivity
The rotational constant
The statistical weight factor

Nitrogen
6.070 x ID'32 m2

Oxygen
4.990 x 10 32 m2

Helium
0.087 x 10’32
m
rv,2

3.8 x 10‘34 m2

10 x 10‘34 m2

1
0.395 x 10'82 F2m4
2.467 x 10’4 eV
3(odd)-6 (even)

0
1.02 x 10’82 F2m4
1.783 x 10‘4eV
1(odd)-0(even)

Notes; The calculations at laser wavelength 532 nm and perpendicular scattering.

Fig. 5.2 shows the calculated variation of

d<Tj^j,/dQ. as a function of

the wavelength. The amplitude of the signals are normalized to the maximum
Raman line intensity. The variation was estimated for the air of (79% N2 + 21% 02)
(a) and pure nitrogen (b) at atmospheric pressure and room temperature. The figure
shows absolute Raman signals without the effects of the system parameters
(p, t'f AQ ) and the spectral distribution function of Raman peaks. Therefore, we
can identify the change of Raman peak intensities with the wavelength. It is easy to
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observe that, there is a homogeneous change in the even and odd air-Raman
peaks, while there is a clear difference between the even and odd peaks in N2
Raman peaks. This phenomenon can be ascribed to the effect of the relatively low
ratio of 02 molecules in air compare with pure nitrogen. Therefore, the N2 Raman
peaks are more stable and the fitting process is easier than the air Raman peaks.

Wavelength (nm)

Wavelength (nm)

Figure 5.2: The normalized calculated Raman peak intensities for air (N2 79%+ 02
21%) (a) and for N2 (b) as a function of the wavelength for a pressure of 1x105 Pa
and temperature of 295 K.
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Fig. 5.3 shows the perpendicular Raman scattering cross sections of pure
nitrogen and air (79% N2 + 21% 02) as a function of the wavelength. The figure
illustrates the values of the cross sections of each Raman peak and the rapid
decrease in the cross section values whenever we moved away from the Rayleigh
peak in both directions. According to the results presented in the Fig. 5.3 the ratio
between Raman to Thomson cross section multiplied by the ratio rijn for nitrogen
molecules is equal to 6.14x1 O'5 and for air calibration is equal to 8.15x1 O'5, the
values were used in the electron density measurement of this work. The estimation
relied on the set of equations discussed in the section 5.5.
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Figure 5.3: Perpendicular Raman scattering cross sections of nitrogen and air (N2
79%+02 21%) as a function of the wavelength for a pressure of 1x105 Pa and
temperature of 295 K.

Fig. 5.4 (a) presents the calculated Raman spectrum in the air, which
contains a large number of narrow peaks at wavelengths corresponding to the
allowed transitions for the Stokes and anti-Stokes lines. The allowed transitions
depends on the equations 5.20 and 5.21. The amplitude of the signals was
normalized to the maximum Raman line intensity. The spectrum estimated at normal
conditions of the experimental work that will discuss in the next chapter, i.e. at room
temperature and atmospheric pressure. In the Fig. 5.4(b) the previous calculation
was repeated at the same experimental conditions, but with pure nitrogen. In the
figures 5.4 a and b we can observe that, the difference between the even and odd
peaks is more clear in the N2 spectrum rather than the air, because of the effect of
oxygen molecules.
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Figure 5.4: Simulated Raman peaks for air (N2 79%+ 02 21%) (a) and for nitrogen
(b) as a function of the wavelength for a pressure of 1x105 Pa and temperature of
295 K.
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In Fig. 5.5, the calculated Raman signal in pure nitrogen presents a good
agreement with the experimental Raman data in N2 at room temperature (295 K)
and atmospheric pressure. The fitting depends on the calculated Raman and
Rayleigh spectra that were discussed in equations 5.18 and 5.19. In the figure
‘Raman fit’ represents the estimated Raman spectrum and ‘Ram + Ray signals’
represents the experimental data. Here, the fitted Raman spectrum was used to
estimate the rotational room temperature and natural N2 density. The calculated
signal shows a good agreement with the experimental data at room temperature.
The fitting helps to correct some of the systematic errors in the experimental raw
data. The fitting Raman spectrum of ambient air and pure N2 was used in the
absolute calibration of the system.

528

529

530

531

532

533

534

535

Wavelength (nm)

Figure 5.5: Experimental Raman and Rayleigh signals and simulated Raman signal
for pure nitrogen as a function of the wavelength for a pressure of 1x105 Pa and
temperature of 295K.
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In this experiment, temporally and spatially resolved atmospheric pressure helium
plasma parameters were reported simultaneously by the laser Thomson scattering
method. This chapter describes the experimental setup in detail, the conditions under
which the experiments were carried out, the laser system, the Thomson scattering
investigation method, data acquisition and analysis. Due to the weak Thomson
scattering signal in non thermal plasma a more sensitive experimental setup and low
noise detection system were used in these measurements.
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6.1 Experimental set-up
Many previous studies have been focused on the electrical and optical properties of the
APR jets (in discharge and effluent) using optical emission spectroscopy and fast
imaging diagnostics. However, the key parameters required to understand the
underlying physics and chemistry, the electron temperature, electron density, and
electron energy distribution function are still to be measured in most NTAPP jets. The
high gas pressures make the use of electrical based measurements, such as Langmuir
probes, a problematic technique. Thomson scattering offers an alternative option,
although this is a great challenge because of the high gas pressure, the presence of
molecular gases [1,2], overlapping between the Raman scattering signal and the
Thomson scattering signal due to the fact that their spectra have the same distribution,
and the relatively low electron density. The small dimensions of the plasma jet require
high spatial resolution.
In this experiment, the ring electrode - plasma jet was placed at the centre of a
cylindrical stainless steel chamber 40 cm in diameter and 35 cm high. The plasma jet
used in this experiment was described in detail in chapter 3, see Fig 3.1. The chamber
has 8 entrance tubes with a BK7 glass window. In order to reduce the stray light that is
generally produced from the optical elements, the input and output chamber arms were
supplied with baffles and light traps. The baffles are made of anodized aluminium with
circular apertures of varying diameter, and the laser beam has been carefully aligned to
pass through the centre of these baffles.
The laser scattering experiments were carried out in a dark laboratory, where
the chamber and the scattering setup were covered with thick-black cloth to reduce the
stray light. The plasma jet was mounted on a 3D translation stage inside the chamber.
In x-direction, i.e. across the laser beam direction, the stage allows a movement of the
plasma plume with a precision of 50, the laser passes through the plasma plume. A
viewing dump was placed opposite of the laser beam after the scattering area, which
provided a black background for the scattering region. The power supply and gas units
are the same as those described in chapter three.
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6.1.1 Laser and alignment
The laser system used in this experiment was a frequency doubled, Lambda
Physik LPY-150 Nd:YAG, Q- switch laser. The laser operates at 10Hz, with a pulse
length of 7 ns, and a maximum energy of about 350mJ. The laser beam has a circular
shape with a diameter of 0.4 mm in the chamber. The time delay between the flash
lamps and pockels cell that generates maximum laser energy is about 229 ps. It was
found that the Q-switching depends on a constant temperature. Therefore, to preserve
the system performance at a constant Q- switching, the laser system was warmed up
for at least two hours before the measurements [3]. The laser beam was directed to the
chamber by a set of high reflectance green mirrors (GM1 and GM2) and was focused
using a Plano convex lens with f= 100cm to the radial centre of the plasma plume, see
Fig. 6.1. A set of apertures was used in the system alignment to adjust the diameter of
the laser beam. Inside the chamber, the plasma jet was placed in the same plane of the
laser beam.

CCD

t
i

i
f=0 75m

I

Beam
damper
chamber

Figure 6.1: A schematic diagram for the experimental setup and the laser beam
monitoring method.
Fig. 6.1 illustrates the near and far field monitoring setup which was used to
monitor and correct the path position of the laser beam. This process was conducted
periodically before starting the experimental measurements.

In the near field

monitoring, a set of irises (ir1 and ir2) were used in the setup, and they were placed in
front of the mirrors and centered in reference to the laser beam. During the far field
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monitoring, a small part of the laser was directed from the second green mirror GM2
and was focused by a f=75 cm lens onto a CCD camera.
For safety purposes a 4mW continuous wave He-Ne laser (1674P, Uniphase,
A=543.5 nm) was used to monitor the far field system. To ensure matching in the path
of the He-Ne and Q-switching laser, a removable 1 inch silver mirror SM2 was used.
Tilting the mirrors SM1 and SM2 helps to introduce the He-Ne laser beam onto the Qswitching laser path to determine matching in the laser paths.
In order to make the plasma plume propagation at the centre of the chamber
(and in reference to the laser), a 200 pm needle was introduced at the centre and close
to the end of the quartz tube. The tip of the needle was placed at the same height as
the laser beam and at the centre of the quartz tube. The diffraction pattern of the laser
beam behind the needle on a screen was used to determine the centre of the chamber.
The movement of the plasma jet in 3D in reference to the laser beam was used to focus
the laser beam on a certain position of the plasma plume.

6.1.2 The detection system
A set of 2 inch aluminium mirrors were used to guide the scattered light from the
plasma plume and a pair of f = 0.25 m Plano convex lens were used to focus the
scattered light onto the detection system. The direction of the light scattering is
perpendicular onto the direction of the incident laser beam and plasma plume. Fig. 6.2
illustrates the data acquisition experimental setup. The scattered light was focused onto
the slit of an imaging double grating spectrometer (SPEX 750), with two 1200 l/mm
gratings. The instrument produces a 5.7 A/mm dispersion at the detector plane. The
spectrometer contains a gated ICCD camera; during the experiment the camera was
gated to 50ns to image the plasma jet. The ICCD camera software was set to a single
scan and to (gate AND fire) mode.
The 150 pm spectrometer slit width provides a high spatial resolution along the
radial direction with a unity image magnification. The ICCD camera was used to
determine the scattering time of the laser beam from a 200 pm needle with a precision
of about 20ns and the propagation time of the plasma bullet at the centre of the
chamber.
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Figure 6.2: The experimental setup for the light detection and the timing system.
In this experiment the ICCD camera (model InstaSpec V, Oriel Instruments) with
a 1024 x 256 pixel array was used to image the evolution of the APR jet at a particular
spectral window with a high spatial and temporal resolution. The size of each pixel is
equal to 27 x 27 pm2. The plasma jet image is spectrally resolved along the horizontal
direction, which spans over a spectral window of 9 nm, and spatially resolved on the
vertical-axis; and the length of the spatial axis is 6.9 mm. Table 6.1 shows a summary
of the experimental parameters for the plasma jet and the laser system.

Tab. 6.1 An overview of the APR jet experimental parameters and laser properties.
Main plasma gas
Gas flow rate
Applied voltage
Excitation frequency
Oxygen impurities
Spectrometer slit width
Camera gating
Laser
Laser wavelength
Laser diameter
Laser energy
Pulse width

Helium
2 and 3 slm
6 kV
20 kHz
Up to 0.35%
100 -200pm
50 ns
Lambda Physik LPY-150 Nd:YAG, 10Hz
532 nm
400 pm
8-16mJ
7ns
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6.1.3 Synchronization system
The timing of the laser pulse, plasma jet, and the detecting system is a key issue in the
laser scattering experiment. The function of the synchronization circuit is amending the
laser arrival time with the propagation time of the plasma bullet. As the plasma jet is
excited by a 20 kHz high voltage pulse and the laser system is driven by 10Hz, a
precise synchronization method was used. The synchronization circuit is presented in
Fig. 6.2. A pulse HV power supply, model (Haiden PHF-2K), was simultaneously
triggered the ICCD camera and the laser system through two Stanford Delay
Generators (DDG 535 and DDG 645). The DDG 535 was adjusted to synchronize the
laser pulse with the plasma bullet, while the DDG 645 was used to trigger the ICCD
camera gate to open for 50ns in each laser shot. The image was accumulated over 20
and 800 laser shots, i.e. at exposure times of 2s and 80s, respectively. Fig. 6.3
illustrates the synchronization time of the plasma jet, the detecting system, and the
laser system. From the timing system the camera records the scattering signal from the
plasma jet at the duration number 8 of the driving signal.

50ns
I

I
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;
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to laser FL
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Figure 6.3: Time synchronization diagram of the laser, plasma jet and the detection
system.
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6.1.4 Plasma bullets velocity measurement
The bullet velocity is one of the essential parameters in the study of the dynamic
behavior of the plasma jet. Therefore, an accurate method should be used to determine
their values. The measurements of the plasma bullet velocity that were presented in
chapter four were carried out using nanoseconds high speed ICCD images. Although,
the resolution of those images was (20 and 50 ns), there was an uncertainty relative to
the fluctuation in the bullet position with time.
Here, a spatially-resolved-high resolution optical emission spectroscopy was
used to measure the speed of the plasma bullet. The experimental setup as shown in
Fig. 6.4 describes the method used to measure the speed of the bullet. The position of
the bullet relative to the tube nozzle at a particular delay time was determined by the
linear translation stage (T-CON3, Zaber Technologies). In this method the spatial
resolution is about 50 pm and the time resolution is 50ns. The light emission intensity
from the plasma bullet at the He line 706.5 nm was measured. From the position and
the delay time of the (plasma bullet) maximum emission intensity, the instantaneous
velocity of the plasma bullet at different propagation phases was determined. The
method represents a new accurate technique in measuring the instantaneous velocity
of the plasma bullet.
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Figure 6.4: The experimental setup for the speed of bullet measurement.
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In Fig. 6.4, if the quartz tube is moved to the first position, the distance between
the first bullet and the end of the quartz tube is 1 mm. The black cone focuses on this
bullet only at a certain delay time. Therefore, the camera will capture the image of this
bullet. In order to get the optimum bullet intensity the delay time was changed. In the
next position, the distance between the bullet and the quartz tube nozzle is about 2
mm, and the spectrally resolved image of the bullet will be measured at this distance.

6.2 Raw data acquisition and data analysis
In Thomson scattering experiments the data analysis is not straightforward, due
to the fact that the scattering signal from a pure helium atmospheric pressure plasma
jet contains the Rayleigh scattering signal from bound electrons. In the presence of air
there is also a contribution from the Raman and Rayleigh scattering signals from 02
and N2 molecules and the Thomson scattering signal on free electrons in plasma.
Therefore, some corrections are required to extract the Thomson scattering signal and
so determine the plasma parameters.
Typical ICCD images of laser Rayleigh scattering from plasma, gas, and air are
shown in Fig. 6.5. The images were accumulated over 20 laser shots (i.e., the ICCD
exposure time was 2s). These measurements were carried out at 6kV, 20 kHz and
3 slm helium flow rate. The laser was focused on the centre of the plasma jet axis at
4.5 mm away from the end of the quartz tube. The coloured bar illustrates the values of
the normalized scattering intensity. As there is a large difference between Rayleigh
scattering cross sections from helium and air (see Table 5.1), a drop in the intensity at
the centre of the gas and plasma images can be observed. The acquired continuous
background and the dark current signal were corrected automatically by the camera
software from each image.
As illustrated in Fig. 6.6, the measured spectra consists of four contributions;
the self emission from the plasma (SES), the background and the dark current signal
(BG), Rayleigh scattering from gas (GS), and Rayleigh scattering from the plasma (PS),
which contains the Thomson scattering signal from the free electrons (TSS). The SES
signal was measured when the plasma was on but no laser presence, GS with helium
gas flowing without plasma but with the laser on, and (PS) with the He gas flowing and
both the plasma and laser on. The spectrum was obtained by cutting a small cross
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section from the centre of the images in Fig. 6.5, i.e. a full vertical binning of 10 pixel
rows ( 270 pm).
}
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1 (au.)

532nm

Gas

Air

Figure 6.5: Set of images recorded to obtain a Rayleigh scattering in plasma, in gas,
and in air. The images were observed with 20 laser shots at 4.5 mm from the end of the
quartz tube, and the measurements were carried out at 6 kV, 20 kHz, and a 3 slm
helium flow rate.
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Figure 6.6: The spectra of the gas and plasma with plasma self emission and
background signals. The operating conditions of the APR jet are the same as that was
used in the previous figure.
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From the typical set of raw data shown in Fig. 6.6, it can be observed that in and
around the laser wavelength (532 nm) the Thomson scattering signal cannot be
extracted directly, because it is completely embedded within the plasma Rayleigh
signal. In contrast, the plasma signal becomes more prominent than the Gas Rayleigh
signal at the wings. The Thomson Scattering signal (TSS) can be obtained by the
following equation [4]:
TSS = PS-Gf.GS

(6.1)

The gas heating factor (or Rayleigh factor) GF represents the ratio between
plasma to gas intensities. Here, the gas temperature measured in chapter 4 was used
to identify the gas factor and the gas heating effect. The resultant TSS spectrum was
fitted to a Gaussian curve in order to calculate the electron density and temperature.
During the fitting procedure the height, the full width half maximum FWHM, and the
central position of the spectrum were adjusted to obtain a better fit to the TSS data
using the solver tool in Microsoft Excel. The method depends on the minimization of the
chi-square value in the fitting of a theoretical Gaussian curve to the TSS spectra. The
electron temperature was extracted from the FWHM of the Gaussian fitted spectrum,
while the total scattered intensity is directly proportional to the electron density [3,4-8],
The calculation will be discussed in the following section.
As illustrated in Fig. 6.6, it is clearly seen that there is a difference in the peak
intensity of the plasma and gas Rayleigh signals. This could be attributed to a reduction
in the helium density by the ionization, with the increasing of the gas temperature. In
other words, the gas heating effect increases the collisions between the plasma
components which raises the ionization ratio relatively, and hence increases the
number of free electrons in plasma. This claim can be supported by the ideal gas
equation p=n kB Tg at a constant pressure, where the density of the heavy particle is
inversely proportional to the gas temperature. Therefore, in this study, the Rayleigh
scattering signal was used to measure the gas temperature in plasma and the
distribution of the heavy particle density. The ratio of the gas Rayleigh signal to the
plasma Rayleigh signal gives a gas temperature of 330+10 K at the centre of the
plasma plume. This represents the increase in gas temperature Tg relative to the room
temperature T0 when the plasma ignites, the Rayleigh factor is the inverse of the gas
heating:
(6.2)
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The presence of the Raman signal due to the air contaminant in the same
spectral region as the Thomson scattering signal is a major challenge in the data
analysis [2], An example of a relatively long exposure time (800 shots) ICCD images
are depicted in Fig. 6.7, where the laser was focused at 4.5 mm from the tube nozzle.
In Fig. 6.7 (a) which shows the laser scattering in air, the strongest signal is at the laser
wavelength of 532 nm and is from Rayleigh scattering. The surrounding lines structure
is due to Raman scattering. Plasma image is described in Fig. 6.7 (b). No significant
strong plasma self emission can be observed in the laser wavelength region. The
spectrum that was obtained at the centre of the plasma image is illustrated in Fig. 6.8
(a). A clear fitted Thomson scattering signal with different Gaussian profiles were
presented in Fig. 6.8 (b), while the spectra at the edges of this image, which is outside
the plasma plume, represents the Raman spectra in ambient air is presented in Fig.
6.9. The spectrum in Fig. 6.8 (a) was fitted with a theoretical Raman signal; the fitting at
a rotational gas temperature of 339+12 K. The Thomson scattering signal was obtained
from the subtraction of the fitted plasma Rayleigh signal from fitted gas signal, at the
centre of the plume according to equation 6.1, and after fitting Raman spectrum. The
difference between the two amplitudes equals to the gas temperature.

(a)

i

528

532

536

Wavelength (nm)
Figure 6.7: Set of images were recorded to obtain a Raman and Rayleigh
scattering in air (a), Rayleigh, Raman and Thomson scattering in plasma at 4.5
mm from the end of the quartz tube, at 6kV, 20 kHz, and 3 slm (b). The images
(a and b) were recorded with 800 laser shots.
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Figure 6.8: (a) Raman and Thomson scattering experimental spectra with a theoretical
Raman signal. The figure shows different Gaussian profiles. In this measurement the
rotational gas temperature was 339+12 K, (b) different Gaussian fits are presented after
subtracted the fitted Raman spectra.
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The fitted Raman signal in Fig 6.9 was at rotational temperature of 296K.
Different Gaussian curve fits are presented below the Raman spectrum to show the
best Thomson scattering signal. The figure 6.8 (b) shows the fits for all Thomson
scattering data and provides an estimate to the uncertainty in the results. The results of
the different fits are (ne = 3.95x1013 cm'3, Te=0.14 eV, ne = 3.8x1013 cm'3, Te=0.17 eV,
and ne = 3.6x1013 cm'3, Te=0.2 eV). It is worth mentioning her that at the edge of the
image 6.7 (a) both Rayleigh signals in gas and plasma are equal and hence in this
region the results of the subtractions equals approximately zero. Therefore no
Thomson scattering result in this region as can be seen in Fig 6.9.
The relative magnitudes of the Rayleigh, Raman and Thomson scattering
signals can be seen from the vertical scales of figures 6.6 and 6.8. The Rayleigh signal
is approximately ten times larger than the Raman signal, which is approximately ten
times larger than the Thomson signal.
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Figure 6.9: Raman scattering spectrum in air with a fitted theoretical Raman signal.
The APR jet was operated at 6kV, 20 kHz, and a 3 slm.
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6.3 Calculation of ne and Te and fitting procedure
The experimental Thomson scattering data, which obtained from subtracting the fitted
plasma Rayleigh signal from the fitted gas Rayleigh signal, was fitted with a Gaussian
profile, where the Thomson scattering spectrum resembled a Gaussian curve. For the
purpose of deinterlacing the Raman and Thomson signals and to distinguish between
them, fitting software was designed by MATLAB to subtract theoretical Raman signal
from the experimental Raman data, and to facilitate the subtraction of Rayleigh signals.
In Fig 6.10 (a-e) different Gaussian curves were fitted to the resultant Thomson
scattering signal that were calculated by equation 6.1. The fitting depended on the
solver tools in Microsoft excel. As illustrated in Fig 6.10 (a-e), the fitting was carried out
at different regions in the Thomson scattering spectrum from the top to the bottom to
show the resultant plasma parameters and to estimate the uncertainty in the electron
density and temperature. The Thomson spectrum between 531.55 and 532.45 nm was
discarded from the fitting as it did not fall on the matching curve. The spectrum between
530.25nm-531.5nm in the left hand side of the laser wave length and the spectrum
between 532.5nm-533.5nm in the right hand side were fitted with different Gaussian
curves.
As an important uncertainty arises from the fitting of the experimental data, the
calculated values of electron density and temperature depend on the accuracy of the
fits. The fitting number 4 and number 5 shows the best results of the plasma
parameters at the conditions described in Fig 6.8. The error bars in this work were
estimated according to the value of the plasma parameters presented in different fits of
Fig. 6.10. The values of the electron density and electron temperature as a function of
the different fitting procedures are shown in Fig. 6.10 (f). The measurement was
conducted at the centre of the plasma plume and at 4.5 mm away from the tube end.
Since the gas factor is regarded as an important parameter in the electron
density and electron temperature calculations, different Thomson scattering signals due
to three difference gas factors are presented in Fig. 6.11 (a-f) to show the effect of the
gas factor on the resultant plasma parameters. The best gas factor for the set of data
presented in Fig. 6.11

is 0.85, and the best fit is number 2 which gave

ne=5.63x1013 cm'3 and Te=0.151 eV. Fig. 6.6 indicates an instrumental width of about
0.09 nm which is consistent with the Rayleigh spectra presented in Figs. 6.14 and 6.15,
while the Doppler broadening in the Thomson scattering spectra presented in Fig. 6.8
(b) and Fig. 6.11 was about 1.5 nm.
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Figure 6.10: (a-e) five examples of different Gaussian fits to the Thomson scattering
spectrum. The fit was used to determine the error bars of ne and Te. The measurement
was carried out at 6kV, 20 kHz, and a 3 slm. (f) the plasma parameters as a function to
different fittings.
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Figure 6.11: (a-f) examples of different gas factors in the Thomson scattering
estimation. The measurement was carried out at 6kV, 20 kHz, and a 3 slm.
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As the Thomson scattering investigation was performed in open atmosphere
and a Raman scattering spectrum was used to calibrate the experimental parameters in
this work; a Raman scattering spectrum from pure air and pure nitrogen was used for
the system calibration. It was found that the fitting with a pure N2 - Raman peaks was
easier than the fitting with air-Raman peaks, where the peaks were more stable and the
difference between even and odd peaks was more clear in the N2 spectrum rather than
the air spectrum due to the effect of few oxygen molecules. Therefore, the calibration
with a N2 Raman spectrum was more efficient.
In the calibration the saturated Raman peaks within the Rayleigh signal were
taken into account in the calculation to add a more accurate estimation to the results.
The saturated Raman peaks were appeared during the fitting of the calculated Raman
spectrum to the experimental spectrum. Therefore, it is worth mentioning here the N2
Raman spectrum with saturated peaks can be regarded the preferred fitting calibration.
The results of each calibration are illustrated in Fig 6.12.
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Figure 6.12: The electron densities as a function of different fitting procedures. The
calibration was achieved with air- Raman spectra, N2 - Raman spectra, saturated airRaman spectra, and saturated N2- Raman spectra. The APR jet was operated at 6kV,
20 kHz, and a 3 slm gas flow rate.
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According to the equation 5.37 the system was absolutely calibrated to
determine the system parameters p,

f AQ . In this work, the Raman scattering

spectrum in the air and pure nitrogen were used to calibrate the experimental setup.
The Raman scattering cross section for all Stokes and anti-Stokes lines for nitrogen
and oxygen at 532 nm were calculated in the model discussed in the previous chapter.
The calibration was carried out at atmospheric pressure and at room temperature.
During the calibration with pure N2 - Raman scattering spectrum, the closed chamber
was filled with pure nitrogen to measure the Raman scattering signal at atmospheric
pressure.
The total intensity of Thomson and Raman scattering signals depend on
calculating the area under the curve. In the calibration, the area under the Thomson or
Raman spectrum was calculated using the simple strip addition method, by multiplying
the intensity value with the wavelength difference. The area of each strip was added to
obtain the total area under the signal, i.e. the total Raman or Thomson scattering
intensity. The formula of total intensity calculation:

^ = X

(*2 - *1 ) + T3 (*3 ~

*2 )...............+ JV, (V. - Xn-2 )

n

(6.3)

The electron density was calculated from the following calibration equation,
where the gas density n was estimated from the ideal gas equation:

n=n

(6.4)

Here, the parameters PT and Pj.j' represent the area under the Thomson scattering
spectrum and Raman scattering spectrum (in the air or in pure nitrogen), respectively.
The value

is the ratio of the total cross sections of Raman scattering peaks to

Thomson scattering cross section multiplied by the ratio between the density of each
individual rotational state nj to the total density of the molecule n,. The half width half
maximum HWHM of the fitted Gaussian signal was used to estimate the electron
temperature by substituting its value in the following equation:

(6.5)
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6.4 Error bars estimation
Since the Thomson scattering analysis contains multiple steps during the
extraction of the spectra and hence the plasma parameters, a number of possible
errors associated with the data analysis need to be considered. Since the scattering is
a random process, an error arises from the number of counts recorded by the detection
system. This error can be reduced by accumulating the scattered signals over a large
number of laser shots. The error that is related to the dark current in the ICCD can be
overcome by cooling down the camera to less than 3°C.
Generally, the main uncertainty arises during the data analysis steps. The first
error appears during the full vertical binning of the image in the extraction of the
spectra. In the data analysis here, the vertical width of the cross section is 0.27 mm (a
full vertical binning of 10 pixel rows) and 0.54 mm (a full vertical binning of 20 pixel
rows). The deviation in the scattering intensity was considered as an error during the
calculation.
Since the calculation of electron density and temperature depends on the
Gaussian fitting to the Thomson scattering spectrum, the fitting of the data can be
regarded as a probable error. Therefore, considerable attention was given to the fitting
procedure. Examples of different fitting curves were discussed in Fig. 6.10 and 6.11,
the results show the deviation from the exact value of the electron density and
temperature.

6.5 Study the slit function
In the spectroscopy diagnostics, there are differences between the true spectrum of a
monochromatic light and the measured spectrum. As illustrated in figure 6.13, the
differences are in the spectrum width and amplitude. The change in the measured
spectrum can be attributed to the optics and the entrance slit of the spectrograph. The
shape of the modulated spectrum is well known in the literature as the slit function. The
instrument profile (or slit function) can be defined as a measured intensity distribution at
the exit slit of a spectrometer, assuming the incident signal is an ideal-sharp-isolated
spectral line (i.e., monochromatic).
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Figure 6.13: Schematic diagram illustrates the function of the instrument profile.
The output signal from the spectrograph can be determined from the deconvolution of the input signal and the instrumental profile, as can be seen from the
following formula:

I= I, Tff{Xm-X,)dX
here, the measured spectral intensity in wavelength unit is
/,, the slit function f(A.m

(6.6)

the incident intensity

) dX and the spectrograph’s transmission is Tf. The

instrument function can be normalized around the input wavelength;

(6.7)
0

Briefly, the instrumental broadening is cumulatively caused by combination of
the following effects. The width of the entrance slit produces an uncertainty in the
entrance and in the exit position. In this case the shape of the instrument profile is a
rectangle. The effects of the diffraction pattern by the gratings provide a Lorentzian
contribution to the instrumental profile. The optics in the spectrometer creates a
deviation in the images, as in this case the measurement depends on the incident
angle of the signal, and the instrument profile will present a Gaussian distribution. None
of these factors can be ignored in the spectroscopy investigation.
The factors S'(A2)and G/l(A-A/^/)in equations 5.21 and 5.22, respectively,
are the instrumental profile in the case of the Rayleigh and Raman scattering spectrum.
Generally, in Rayleigh and Raman scattering the dominant broadening mechanism is
the spectrometer broadening, while in Thomson scattering the important broadening is
the Doppler mechanism.
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The spectrometer slit width used in this experiment was 150 pm. The gas
Rayleigh spectrum was used as an instrumental profile in the Raman fitting procedure.
Fig. 6.14 (a) shows the fitted Rayleigh spectra in air at different laser energies. The
figure explains the increase in Rayleigh signal intensity with the increasing of laser
energy between (11-14 mJ). The slight deviation in the FWHM of Rayleigh spectra with
the laser energy between (8-15 mJ), which is about 2-3 pm, is presented in Fig. 6.14
(b).
Fig. 6.14 (a) describes the shift in the wavelength of Rayleigh peaks in the air
with the different slit widths. The effect of the slit function on the FWHM and normalized
intensity of the Rayleigh scattering signal is illustrated in Fig. 6.14 (b). The FWHM value
is increased from 70 pm to 115 pm and the normalized intensity is increased from 0.7
to 1 when the width of the slit function at the entrance of the spectrometer rises from 50
pm to 400 pm. Therefore, in the range of measurements used in this experiment, it can
be concluded that the effect of the laser energy is confined to the Rayleigh signal
intensity, while the slit function affects both the FWHM and amplitude of Rayleigh
signal. No significant effects of laser energy between (11-13 mJ) and slit function
between (100-300 pm) on plasma parameters were observed, see Fig. 6.15 (a and b).
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Figure 6.14: Normalized Rayleigh scattering signals from air as a function of laser
energy (a), and the FWHM of Rayleigh signals relative to the laser energy (b).
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was 11 mJ.
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Figure 6.16: Electron temperature as a function to laser energies (a) and slit functions,
the measurements were taken at 6kV, 20 kHz, and 3 slm. The measurements were
carried out at the centre of the plasma plume at 4.5 mm from the tube end.
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6.6 Summary and conclusions
The experimental setup of laser scattering experiments was described in detail in this
chapter. The laser system, alignment, detecting system and synchronization procedure
were discussed as well. As there is a great difference in the driving frequency between
the plasma jet and the laser system, a precise synchronization method was used in this
measurement by utilizing two delay digital generators.
Since the plasma plume propagated into the open air, three difference
scattering signals were observed in this experiment. The Rayleigh scattering spectrum
from bound electrons, the Thomson scattering spectrum from free electrons and the
Raman scattering spectrum from the air molecules. A fitting method using synthetic
spectra generated by MATLAB was used to distinguish between the overlapping laser
scattering signals.
Two methods were utilized to measure the plasma gas temperature. First, the
ratio of the plasma Rayleigh signal to the gas Rayleigh signal were used to measure
the gas temperature. This method gave a gas temperature of about 330+10 K at 4.5
mm from the end of the quartz tube and at the centre of the plasma plume by using 6
kV, 20 kHz applied voltage and a 3 slm helium flow rate. Second, fitting the theoretical
Raman spectra to the experimental Raman spectra was used to estimate the rotational
gas temperature; this method gave a rotational gas temperature of about 339+12 K at
the aforementioned position and conditions.
A clear difference in the peak intensity of the plasma and gas Rayleigh signals
was observed at the centre of the plasma plume. This could be attributed to a reduction
in the helium gas density by ionization, and an increase in the number of free electrons
in the plasma. The difference between the two peaks reflected the value of the plasma
gas temperature, while at the edge of the plasma plume both Rayleigh signals in gas
and plasma were equal and hence no Thomson scattering signal results were observed
in this region due to the subtraction between the two Rayleigh signals.
Issues related to the uncertainties in the estimation of plasma parameters and
gas temperature were addressed due to the fitting and the full vertical binning
procedures. Therefore great attention was focused on the fitting curves at different
regions of the Thomson scattering spectrum. In this study the calibration process to
calculate the electron density was carried out with the air-Raman spectrum and with the
pure nitrogen-Raman spectrum. For greater accuracy, the saturated fitted Raman
peaks in the Rayleigh signal were taken into account during the calculations.
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In this chapter a detailed experimental study of the spatial structure of the plasma
parameters (electron density and electron temperature and electron energy distribution
function) in the plume of a kHz-driven He-APP jet using Thomson scattering is
discussed. In addition the gas temperature is measured using an analysis of Rayleigh
and Raman scattering. The experimental setup, method, measurement conditions, and
data acquisition have all been described previously in chapter six.
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7.1 Investigating the plasma structure
In this section an experiment to reveal the ring-like radial intensity distribution of the
plasma plume is presented. Fig. 7.1 shows the time history of the front-on ICCD images
for the plasma bullets from 1.05 ps up to 1.5 ps relative to the rising edge of the applied
voltage during the positive polarity. Information about the ring shape of the plasma
bullet emission intensity can be deduced from figure 7.1. It can be seen that the inner
and outer diameters of the bullet are changed with time. The inner diameter of the
luminous plasma bullet decreases from ~3 mm to 0.5 mm in a time between 1 ps to
1.35 ps. The ring-like shape confirms that the discharge is initially ignited near the
powered electrode edge and propagates along the walls of the quartz tube. The bullets
initially behave in the same way when they propagate in the open air. The
measurement depends on the experimental setup mentioned previously in chapter 3
(see Fig. 3.13), the ICCD camera was placed in the line of the bullets propagation. The
camera setting was described in chapter three and four.

Figure 7.1: The front-on ICCD images of the plasma bullet at the time interval between
1-1.5 ps. The emission lintensity from the plasma was imaged onto the camera at 3
slm, 6 KV, and 20kHz. Each image was normalized to its own peak value.
Fig. 7.2 (a) illustrates the radial intensity profiles of the rink-like plasma bullet at
1.11 ps and at different axial positions from the end of the quartz tube in Fig. 7.2 (b).
These figures were plotted by taking a 10 pixel rows from the image and fully vertically
binning them. Therefore, the maximum intensity was defined by cutting the same 10
pixels rows from each image. In Fig. 7.2 (a) the plasma bullet was divided into three
regions; top, centre, and bottom. The emission intensity provides an indication of the
active electrons energy. It can be observed that the intensity of the bullet at the bottom
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is higher than the top. From the spatially and temporally resolved images, later in time
the bullet becomes less dense. In Fig. 7.2 (b) the measurement was carried out at the
centre of the plasma bullet and at 6 kV applied voltage, 20 kHz driving frequency, and a
3 slm helium flow rate, which are the same conditions of the laser scattering
measurements.
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Figure 7.2: The ring-like shape plasma bullet radial intensity profile at 1.11 ps (a) and
at four different axial positions (b). The measurement was carried out with 3 slm He flow
rate, 6 KV applied voltage, and a 20 kHz driving frequency.
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The circular structure of the plasma radiation has been reported by Park et al
[1], Walsh et al [2], and Mericam et al [3]. The computational study of a ring shape
emission profile of the plasma bullet by Sakiyama et al [4] was confirmed this idea.
According to the results were presented in Figs 7.1 and 7.2, the annular distribution of
the plasma emission intensities were confirmed. The relation between the radial
distributions of the plasma parameters and the plasma plume emission intensity will be
confirmed in the sections below.

7.2 Plasma bullet velocity
Using the experimental setup described previously in Fig. 6.4, the position of the
maximum He (706.5 nm) emission intensity from the plasma bullet was measured as a
function of time. The bullet velocity at different propagation phases in ambient air is
presented in Fig. 7.3. The time of the plasma emission was measured with respect to
the beginning of the positive voltage phase. The distance from the bullet to tube nozzle
was measured by the linear translation stage. From the slopes in the position verses
time plot shown in Fig. 7.3, it can be seen that the bullet initially propagates with a
velocity of 12 km s'1, then accelerates to 32 km s'1, and then accelerates more to
75 km s'1 and finally decelerates to 19 km s'1.

75 km.s

E 20

^

10

32 km.s’

time (ps)
Figure 7.3: The distance travelled by the bullets as a function of the positive peak
voltage time, the bullet velocities at different positions were presented. The
measurement was carried out at a 3 slm He flow rate, 6 KV applied voltage, and a
20 kHz.
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The results discussed here are in a good agreement with results that are shown
in figure 4.9 (b), although the measurement here is more accurate, because no
calibration for the distance was used in this experiment. Since the distance
measurement depends on the translation stage and not on the calibration between
pixels and centimetres.

7.3 Laser scattering images and spectra
Fig. 7.4 shows a typical image of the spectrally resolved laser scattering from a He
plasma jet, flowing at 3 slm, obtained as described in Chapter 6. Here the 0.4 mm
diameter laser beam intersects the plasma plume 4.5 mm downstream of the end of the
quartz tube. The image is spectrally resolved along the horizontal axis and spatially
resolved in the vertical axis. The scattering image was accumulated over 800 laser
shots (80s). A combination of the Rayleigh, the Raman, and the Thomson scattering
can be identified from the image. The central and top 10 rows of the 256 rows of the
image were fully vertically binned to produce the spectra in Fig. 7.5.

2

2

528

532
Wavelength (nm)

536

Figure 7.4: Typical ICCD image of the spectrally resolved laser scattering at 4.5 mm
from the end of the quartz tube. The laser propagates through the plasma from the top
and to the bottom of the image. The measurement was carried out at 4.5mm from the
the tube end for 6kV, 20 kHz, and 3 slm.
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The central 10 rows are at the midpoint of plasma bullet and the top 10 rows are
outside the plasma plume, which represents the Rayleigh and Raman scattering in
ambient air. The positions were identified according to the image of the bullet at the
same conditions and camera setup. The camera setting was described in chapter 6.

Fig. 7.5 is the typical spectrum obtained from the 10 rows (0.27 mm) horizontal
sections at the top (a) and the central (b) region of the image in Fig. 7.4. The scattering
signals were corrected for the background noise and plasma self emission. The
analysis of the spectra to determine the plasma parameters is discussed in detail in
chapter 6. The Raman fitting of the spectra in plasma and air (at room temperature and
atmospheric pressure) was used to both reveal the Thomson scattering signal and for
an absolute system calibration for the electron density measurements. The Raman
spectrum of ambient air was fitted at room temperature and assuming N2 (79+0.5%)
and 02 (21+0.5%). These values are the best ratios giving good fitting to the
experimental spectra, as discussed in the model section in chapter five. The resultant
Thomson spectrum from the fitting of this data as described in Section 6.2 is shown in
Fig. 7.5 (b). A further analysis of the Thomson scattering spectrum in Fig. 7.5 (b) as
discussed in Section 6.2 and 6.3 indicates that at the centre of plasma plume the
electron temperature is 0.19 eV and the electron density is 5.3 xio13 cm'3.
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Figure 7.5: (a) The Raman spectral of ambient air at the upper position in Fig. 7.4. (b)
Overlapping of the Raman and Thomson scattering spectra in the centre of the plasma
jet in figure 7.4, with a single fitted Gaussian profile. The fitted values are ne =5.3 x-|013
cm 3, Je = 0.19 eV, T, = 340 +10 K.
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7.4 The electron energy distribution function
As the electrons are a fundamental component of plasmas, the plasma chemistry in the
systems is strongly influenced by the electron energy distribution function, EEDF. The
Thomson scattering measurement can provide information about the EEDF, if the
Thomson spectral profile can be fitted to a single Gaussian then the EEDF is a
Maxwellian. In a plot of the logarithm of spectral intensity, the Thomson data as a
function of the electron energy will be a straight line and the figure can be used to
calculate the electron temperature. Deviation from a straight line would indicate that the
EEDF is non-Maxwellian. The following formula illustrates the wavelength (in
nanometer) to energy (in electron-volt) conversion [5]:

£(A/l) =

tn.,c~

8sin

id

, A/l 2
'-T'

(7.1)

Fig. 7.6 describes the intensity of the Thomson scattering spectrum that is
plotted on a logarithm scale as a function of the electron energy. Different
measurements at two different regions in the plasma scattering image (in the centre
and the edge) are presented in Fig. 7.6 to show the EEDF at different radial position in
the plasma plume. The measurement was carried out at 1.75 mm from the discharge
tube end, for 6kV, 20 kHz, and 3 slm He flow rate. The two sides of the spectrum were
plotted separately to reveal the distribution more clarity. In the figure the positive
intensity T” is corresponding to the region at A > 532 nm, the negative intensity T” is
relative to the region where A< 532 nm range, “fit1” and “fit2” are the first and second
Gaussian fitting curves, respectively. At the centre of the plasma plume, the results are
reproducible in both the positive and negative regions of the spectrum, while the case is
different at the further edges of the plume where the Raman effect is high, i.e. the
reproducibility is low. Two fitting lines were used to confirm the bi-Maxwelian distribution
function. In the EEDF plot the line fit1 is for the data between 0.1 to 0.45 and the line
fit2 is for the data between 0.45 to 0.85. The results in Fig. 7.6 confirm that the
scattering parameter is less than unity and the random distribution of the electrons
produce an incoherent scattering.
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Figure 7.6: The electron energy distribution function at two different radial positions in
the plasma plume with two Gaussian fittings to the Thomson scattering results. The
measurement was carried out at 1.75mm from the edge of the tube for 6kV, 20 kHz,
and 3 slm. (a) at the centre of plume and (b) at 2 mm radial position.
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7.5 Axial and radial evolution of the plasma parameters
In the laser scattering experiment, the plasma parameters were studied at the first 5
mm of the plasma plume, which is the most effective area in APR jet. In this region the
gas flow was observed to be in a laminar mode, (see section. 4.2.1). The effect of air
contamination on the random movement of the plasma plume is weak. The plasma
bullet, at a particular axial position, was divided into several horizontal cross sections,
these cross sections represents the radial axis in the following analysis. For the
reader’s convenience an overview of the experimental conditions and laser system
properties were illustrated in table 6.1.

7.5.1 Rayleigh scattering results
The Rayleigh scattering signal can be used to estimate the gas temperature and the
radial distribution of the heavy particle density in plasmas under different conditions [68]. Due to the fact that at atmospheric pressure the heavy particle density in the plasma
is very high, the Rayleigh signal is significant compared with the Thomson and Raman
signals. There is also a contribution of the Rayleigh signal from nitrogen and oxygen
molecules due to air contamination.
Fig. 7.7 (a) shows typical ICCD images of the Rayleigh scattering from plasma
and from gas, at 1.75 mm from the end of the quartz tube. The images are spectrally
resolved along the horizontal axis and the radial direction is depicted in the vertical axis.
The vertical axis of the image describes the tube size and the size of the scattered area
along the laser beam. The laser beam enters at the top and exits at the bottom of
images. The images were accumulated over 20 laser shoots (2s) and the measurement
at the centre of the gas channel. In the previous chapter, section 6.2, the analysis of the
Rayleigh spectra has been discussed.
The central 10 pixel rows of the image were fully vertical binned and are plotted
against the wavelength in Fig. 7.7 (b). This is a region where He gas dominates. The
binning provides the spectral evolution of the scattered laser intensity on the plasma
plume. A Gaussian profile was fitted to the Thomson scattering spectrum as discussed
previously in chapter six. The equation 6.4 was used to estimate the electron density
and the FWHM of Gaussian curves helps to determine the electron temperature.
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The Rayleigh scattering signal with the plasma on is less than that for helium at
room temperature (i.e. when plasma off). This decrease may be due to heating when
the plasma is present. Such gas heating effect has been reported in the Thomson
scattering experiments in literature, see [6-8].

(b)

Plasma

531.7

531.8

531.9

532.1
wavelength (nm)

532.2

532.3

Figure 7.7: Typical ICCD images of the Rayleigh scattering on plasma and on gas
at 1.75 mm from the end of the quartz tube (a) The Rayleigh scattering spectra of
the gas and plasma at the centre of the gas channel (b). The images were measured
at a 3 slm He flow rate, 6 kV applied voltage, and a 20 kHz driving frequency.
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Fig. 7.8 shows the radial division of the normalized Rayleigh intensity from
plasima and He gas. The figure gives information about the neutral atom density
extracted from the Rayleigh scattering signal and their spatial evolution. At the centre of
the plasma plume there is a clear difference between the plasma and the gas Rayleigh
scattering signals, this can be attributed to the gas heating effect. On the other hand the
Rayileigh intensities from gas and plasma are equal at the wings of the plasma plume
and gas channel, which reflects room temperature. The Rayleigh signal rises at both
ends of the plume which follows the distribution of the plasma emission intensity.
Fig. 7.9 describes the radial distribution of the gas temperature. The
measurement at 1.75 mm from the tube nozzle, and with 3 slm helium flow rate, the
applied voltage was 6kV and 20 kHz. The gas temperature was derived from the ideal
gas law at the atmospheric pressure. The gas temperature measurement was
described in chapter 6, see section 6.2 and equation 6.2. The gas temperature was
assumed to be at room temperature when the plasma was turned off. The results of the
gas temperature, which discussed here, is in good agreement with that were measured
by the optical emission spectroscopy which was illustrated previously in chapter four.
The uncertainty was calculated relative to the deviation in the scattering intensity at two
different full vertical binning widths of 10 pixels and 20 pixels.
1.1
1

0.9
0.8

0.7

0.5 J>

-3-2-10123
radial position (mm)
Figure 7.8: Radial distribution of the normalized Rayleigh peak intensity. The
measurement was carried out at the same operating conditions of figure 7.7.
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Figure 7.9: Radial distribution of the gas temperature at 1.75 mm from the end of the
tube. The measurement was carried out at the same operating conditions of Fig. 7.7.

The radial dependence of the gas temperature at two distances from the
discharge tube end is shown in Fig. 7.10. The figure shows the decrease in the gas
temperature along the plasma plume. The scattered spectrum was measured at two
different positions along the plasma plume by moving the tube itself in the direction
perpendicular to the laser beam with a precision of 50 pm.

• 1.75 mm
• 4.5 mm
320

300
290

radial position (mm)
Figure 7.10: Radial distribution of the gas temperature at 1.75 mm and 4.5 mm from the edge
of the tube. The measurement was carried out at the same operating conditions of Fig. 7.7.
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7.5.2 Raman scattering results
One of the major challenges in the use of Thomson scattering technique in molecule
containing gas, i.e. Raman active plasma, is Raman scattering because of the overlap
between the Raman and Thomson scattering signals. However the Raman scattering
spectrum provides information about the rotational gas temperature and the density of
the molecules, here nitrogen and oxygen.
As discussed in chapter 6, the rotational gas temperature can be calculated
from fitting the Raman spectrum, see Fig. 7.5. Fig. 7.11 presents the radial distribution
of the rotational gas temperature determined from the Raman spectrum in the plasma
jet at 1.75 mm from the tube end. From the Raman fitting, a rotation gas temperature of
339 + 10 k was estimated at the centre of the plasma plume. The result is within the
prediction limit and agrees with Van Gessel et al [8] and Gabriel et al measurements
[9]. A small difference was observed between the rotational gas temperature measured
by the Raman scattering spectra and the gas temperature that was measured from the
Rayleigh scattering signals in plasma and gas. Temperature measurement by the
Raman spectrum outside the plasma jet represents room temperature. This is confirms
that outside of the plasma plume both the translational temperature that was measured
from the Rayleigh scattering and the rotational temperature measured from the
rotational Raman scattering are approximately matched, see Fig. 7.11 (b).
Fig 7.12 shows the radial dependence of the rotational gas temperature at two
different axial positions from the plasma plume, the APR jet was operated at 3 slm, 6kV
and 20 kHz. The figure describes the decrease in the rotational gas temperature along
the plasma plume due to the effect of the increasing air contamination into the plasma.
The radial distribution of the normalized (N2+O2) molecular density is illustrated in Fig.
7.13. The concentration of (N2+O2) molecules at the centre of the plasma plume is low
compared with the concentration at the boundaries of the plasma jet. The molecules
concentration in each radial position was obtained from fitting parameters to the
experimental

raw

data

of

laser

scattering

from

plasma.

The

experimental

measurements were taken from the plasma plume at 4.5 mm from the tube end, and at
6 kV, 20 kHz, and a 3 slm gas flow rate. The fitting parameters was varied according to
the gas temperature and along the radial position of the plasma plume. The
uncertainties in 02 and N2 concentrations are varied between 0.5% to 1%.
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Figure 7.11: The radial profile of the rotational gas temperature that was measured by
the Raman scattering at 1.75 mm from the end of the tube (a). Comparison between
radial distribution of gas temperature measured by Rayleigh scattering signals in
plasma and gas, with Raman scattering signals in plasma (b). In the two
measurements, the helium flow rate was 3 slm, the applied voltage was 6 kV, and 20
kHz.
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Figure 7.12: The radial profile of the rotational gas temperature at two axial positions in the
plasma plume. The measurement was performed at a 3 slm He flow rate, 6 kV, and 20 kHz.
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same operating conditions of Fig. 7.11.
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7.5.3 Electron density and temperature
The key parameters that are required in understanding the underlying physics and
chemistry in APR jets are the electron density, electron temperature and their spatial
and temporal distribution. In section 6.2 the experimental details and data analysis
procedures for the Thomson scattering measurements have been described. Here the
experimental findings are reported. These are for the radial distribution of the plasma
parameters in the plasma plume, at distances 1.75 mm to 4.5 mm downstream from the
exit nozzle of the plasma source. The standard operating conditions in the
measurement were a 3 slm helium flow rate, 6 kV applied voltage, and 20 kHz
excitation frequency.
The Thomson scattering signal is closer to the Rayleigh scattering peak and is
centred in and around it. Observation of the Thomson scattering on kHz - driven APR
jet at 6 kV gives an electron temperature less than 1 eV and electron density up to
1.35 x 1020 nT3. The results confirmed that the value of the scattering parameter was
about 0.07. As a result, the Thomson scattering signal is incoherent where the
scattering is in non collective region and the phases of the scattered waves are random,
which reflects the random thermal motion of the free electrons in plasma.
The images in Fig. 7.7 (a) were divided into an 11 regions each with 20 pixels
distance and 10 rows of pixels, the regions were fully vertically binned to obtain the
scattering spectra. The electron densities were calculated by equation 6.4 and the
electron temperatures were estimated from equation 6.5. Fig. 7.14 shows the radial
distribution of the electron density (a) and temperature (b) at 1.75 mm from tube end.
The measurements reveal a ring-like radial distribution of both the electron density and
temperature, with outer values of ~ 1.3 x 1014 cm'3 and 0.24 eV and inner values of
~ 5 x 1013 cm'3 and 0.16 eV for electron density and temperature, respectively. In the
radial direction both the electron densities and the electron temperatures are found to
increase towards the outer edge of the plume. A clarification of the error bars are
presented in Fig 7.14, the method used to calculate the uncertainty was explained in
the previous chapter.
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Figure 7.14: Radial evolution of the electron density (a) and temperature (b) of ARP jet
that were obtained at 1.75 mm from the exit of the tube. The measurement was carried
out at the standard operating conditions in this experiment.
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The measurements of the electron densities are consistent with the results of a
recent computational study in a very similar helium APR jet [4,10,11]. Fig. 7.15 shows
the radial distribution of the electron density (a) and electron temperature (b) taken at
1.75mm and 4.5mm from the discharge tube end. The measurement was carried out by
moving the tube itself in the direction perpendicular to the laser beam with a precision of
50 urn. At the centre of the plume and along the axial direction, the electron density
decreases from 4.5 x 1013 cm-3 to 3.8 x 1013 cm'3 at 1.75 mm and 4.5 mm from the exit
of the quartz tube, respectively. While at the same positions the electron temperature
changes from 0.165 eV to 0.135 eV. It can be confirmed that the maximum electron
density and temperature in the plasma plume are near the exit of the discharge tube.
According to the dimensions and the emission intensity of the plasma bullet
discussed in Fig. 7.1 and 7.2, the plasma diameter is a little bit less than the tube
diameter. At 1.75 mm the bullet diameter is about 3.5 mm which is changed to 3.35 mm
at 6mm away from the edge of the tube (the tube internal diameter 4mm). The size of
the plasma plume decreases along the axial direction, therefore the electron density
decreases along this axis. The decay is due to the effect of ambient air molecules on
the plasma plume. The observations of the electron density and temperature
distributions are consistent with the radial and axial light emission from the plasma jet.
As the induced electric field in the plasma plume is three to four times less than
that in the head of the streamer near the powered electrode [10,12], it is obvious that
the electron temperature in the plasma bullet is less than in the streamer which is
between 1 -1.5 eV. In addition, the electron temperature in the plasma plume can be
demonstrated by comparing the intensity of the plasma emission intensities inside and
outside the discharge tube obtained using the ICCD in figures 4.1 and 4.3. Therefore,
we can conclude that the electron temperature in the plasma plume is three to four
times lower than that in the streamer between the electrodes, which proves the
reasonable small value of Te in the plasma plume. Those results are consistent with the
theoretical analysis performed under the same plasma conditions and structure by
Jaroslav Jansky et al [12] and are in good agreement with the values returned by GuoDong Wei et al [13] and Qiu-Yue Nie et al [14] from the Boltzman plot of a kHz driven
atmospheric pressure plasma jet. The computational modelling that presented by L.
Raja et al [10] confirmed that the value of electron density in the main discharge region
about 1014 cm'3 and in the plasma plume is about 1012-1013 cm'3.
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Figure 7.15: Radial evolution of the electron density (a) and temperature (b) at 1.75
mm and 4.5 mm from the exit of the discharge tube. The measurement was carried out
at the standard operating conditions in this experiment.
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7.6 Plasma parameters and gas temperatures with 0.35% 02
In this section the experiment examines the effect of adding 0.35% oxygen impurities to
the 3 slm helium plasma jet. The data was extracted according to the procedures
described previously in chapter 6. In Fig.7.16 the intensity of the Thomson scattering
spectrum in the centre of the plasma plume was plotted on a logarithm scale as function
of the electron energy to show the EEDF, the spectra was collected at 1.75 mm from
the end of the tube. The applied voltage was kept at 6kV and 20 kHz to maintain the
standard condition of APR jet.

electron energy (eV)
Figure 7.16: The electron energy distribution functions, the data were collected with 3
slm atmospheric pressure helium plasma jet and 0.35% oxygen impurities, and at 1.75
mm from the tube nozzle with applied voltage of 6kV and 20 kHz.

In contrast to the results shown in Fig. 7.6, an obvious change in the Thomson
scattering signal and deviation in the EEDF can be observed in helium plasma jet with
0.35% oxygen. It can be conclude that, adding oxygen to the discharge will drop the
intensity of the Thomson scattering signal and hence electron density. In a pure helium
the EEDF is bi-Maxwellian while with the presence of oxygen in the discharge the
distribution becomes increasingly bi-Maxwellian. In the presence of oxygen impurities in
the plasma discharge the Raman scattering signal becomes more prominent. The noise
in the spectrum is related to the Raman signal in the scattering spectrum. This deviation
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can be ascribed to the effect of oxygen molecules which reduces the number of
electrons in the discharge due to the attachment process. The radial distribution of the
gas temperature from the ratio of the Rayleigh signal between plasma and the
reference gas is illustrated in Fig.7.17. The measurement shows a gas temperature of
320 K at the centre of the plume and 1.75 mm from the end of the tube, the applied
voltage was 6kV and 20 kHz. The results of the gas temperature are in good agreement
with the results presented in Fig.4.26.

Fig. 7.18 describes the electron density and electron temperature of 3 slm
helium plasma jet with 0.35% oxygen. The measurement was at 1.75 mm from the tube
nozzle and at the same operating conditions of Fig. 7.16. In this measurement the
plasma parameters reveal the same ring-like radial distribution. The outer value of the
electron density is ~ 4 x 1013 cm'3 and the electron temperature is 0.29 eV and the inner
values are ~ 1 x 1013 cm'3 and 0.23 eV for the electron density and temperature,
respectively. Comparison between the plasma parameters in pure helium atmospheric
pressure plasma jet with 3 slm flow rate and with (He+O.35%02) ARP jet at the same
operating conditions of Fig. 7.16, is presented in Fig. 7.19 (a and b).
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Figure 7.19: Comparison in the radial distribution of the electron density (a) and
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7.7 Comparison in the calibration using air and pure N2
Raman spectra
In order to get a more accurate data analysis, the calibration process was carried out
with the air-Raman spectrum and pure nitrogen-Raman spectrum, in the closed
chamber that was filled with nitrogen. Both measurements were performed at room
temperature and atmospheric pressure. The Raman spectrum of air depends on the
exact ratios of the air components, while the N2-Raman spectrum contains of a
scattering signal from one kind of molecules. The uncertainty of the fitting process in the
air-Raman spectrum with (79+0.5% N2 and 21+0.5% 02) is about 18%. On the other
hand, the uncertainty of the N2 - Raman fitting procedure is about 10%. For more
accuracy, the saturated fitted Raman peaks in the Rayleigh signal were taken into
account during the calculation.
As discussed previously in the section 5.7, the wavelengths, spectral intensities
and cross-section of the Raman peaks depend strongly on N2 and 02 molecules and
their concentrations. Therefore, the Raman scattering intensity and Raman scattering
cross section will differ in the case of a pure nitrogen and in the case of air. The images
of the laser scattering from air and pure nitrogen are depicted in Fig. 7.20 (a) and (b),
respectively. The images were accumulated over 800 laser shots. The strongest
intensity at the wavelength of 532 nm in these images represents the Rayleigh signal.
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Figure 7.20: Typical ICCD images of the Raman and Rayleigh scattering in air (a) and
in a pure nitrogen (b). The laser, propagates through the air and nitrogen, as it enters
from the top and exits from the bottom of images.

The spectra that were obtained at the central of the images (in Fig. 7.20 (a) and
(b)) are presented in Fig. 7.21 (a) for the scattering from air and Fig. 7.21 (b) for the
scattering from N2. These spectra were obtained by taking the central 10 pixel rows of
images 270 pm with fully vertically binning. The experimental Raman spectra were fitted
with the theoretical Raman spectra to eliminate the irregular data and to estimate room
temperature. The results are in the spectral window around the laser wavelength, 532
nm.
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Figure 7.21: Experimental Raman scattering spectrum in air (a) and in nitrogen (b), at
room temperature with the theoretical Raman fitting.

As the Thomson scattering investigation was performed in open atmosphere
and a Raman scattering spectrum was used to calibrate the experimental parameters in
this work, a Raman scattering spectrum from pure air and pure nitrogen was used for
system calibration. From the comparison of the Raman spectra in the two cases, it was
found that the fitting with a pure N2 - Raman peaks was easier than the fitting with air183
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Raman peaks, where the peaks were smooth and the difference between even and odd
peaks was clearer in the N2 spectrum rather than the air spectrum due to the effect of
few oxygen molecules. Therefore the calibration with N2 Raman spectrum was more
efficient. In the calibration the saturated Raman peaks within the Rayleigh signal were
taken into account in the calculation to add a more accurate estimation to the results.
The saturated Raman peaks appeared during the fitting of the calculated Raman
spectrum to the experimental spectrum.
In Fig. 7.22 a comparison was made between the radial distribution of the
electron density calculated from the four calibration procedures that were described
previously. The measurement was carried out at 1.75 mm from the tube nozzle. The
Raman intensity was calculated from the air-Raman spectra and N2-Raman spectra,
while the saturated Raman peaks in the Rayleigh signal were taken into account for
both the N2 and air Raman spectra. The electron density in the case of a pure N2 Raman spectrum calibration was about 5.5 x 1013 cm"3 which was greater than the
density in the case of air- Raman spectrum calibration (~4.5 x 1013 cm"3). On the other
hand, the electron density decreased if the saturated Raman peaks in the Rayleigh
signal were calculated. Therefore, the main conclusion here is that the N2 Raman
spectrum with saturated peaks can be regarded as the preferred fitting calibration.
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Figure 7.22: Comparison of the radial distribution of electron density with four different
calibrations; the air-Raman spectrum, the nitrogen-Raman spectrum, and the saturated
Raman peaks in air and in pure N2. The measurements were carried out with 3 slm He
flow rate, 6 kV, and 20 kHz. All the measurement was taken at 1.75 from the tube
nozzle.
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In order to check the accuracy and reliability of the detecting system, the
Rayleigh and Raman spectra along the radial direction of the air scattering image was
examined. For this claim the air scattering images were divided into four regions, in
each region a horizontal cross section of 10 pixels were fully binned. Fig 7.23 shows the
Raman scattering spectra from air at four radial positions, the measurement depends
on the air scattering image with 800 laser shots. No significant change in the spectral
intensity and no shift in the wavelength were observed.
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Figure 7.23: The air-Raman scattering signals at different radial positions.

7.8 summary and conclusions
In this chapter a confirmation of the annular structure of the plasma plume at the first 5
mm from the tube end, and the annual distributions of the plasma parameters and the
plasma plume emission intensity using a 532 nm laser pulses were discussed. The data
analysis of the Rayleigh, Raman, and Thomson scattering spectra helped to present a
full description of both the radial and axial distribution of the electron density and
temperature and the plasma gas temperature. The electron energy distribution function
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at the first 5mm in the plasma plume and during the radial positions were calculated as
well.
Results from a new accurate method to measure plasma bullet velocity were
collected using a spatially resolved time integrated high resolution optical emission
spectroscopy. The method provided accurate results of bullet velocity similar to the
results obtained by means of the ICCD images. The velocity measurements confirmed
that the bullet initially propagated with a low velocity of about 12 km s"1, then
accelerated to 32 km s"1, and then accelerated further to 75 km s'1 and finally the
velocity decreased to 19 kms'1. We can confirm that the values of the plasma velocity
during different propagation phases obtained by this method were more accurate and
reliable than the direct imaging by the ICCD camera due to the accurate distance and
time measurements used in the current method.
The results of the gas temperature measurements by Rayleigh scattering
signals in gas and plasma and by Raman scattering signals in plasma were in good
agreement with those measured by the optical emission spectroscopy, which were
presented in chapter IV. The radial distribution of the gas temperature at 1.75 mm from
the tube nozzle showed that the gas temperature decreased from 335 K at the centre of
the plume to approximately 295 K at the plume edges. A small difference was observed
between the rotational gas temperature measured by the Raman scattering spectra and
the gas temperature measured by the Rayleigh scattering signals.
New interesting results of the radial distribution of the normalized (N2+O2)
molecular density on the plasma plume were discussed in this chapter. It was found
that the concentration of (N2+O2) molecules at the centre of the plasma plume was low
compared with the concentration at the boundaries of the plasma jet due to air effects in
these regions.
Thomson scattering measurements revealed the ring-like distribution of the
electron density and electron temperature in the first 5 mm of the plasma plume. It was
found that at 1.75 mm from the quartz tube end, the electron density increaseed from
approximately 5 x 1013 cm'3 at the centre of the plasma plume to 1.3 x 1014 cm'3 near
the plume edges. In the same trend the electron temperature increased from 0.16 eV to
0.25 eV at this position. The electron temperature decreased from 0.24 ev to 0.17 eV
with adding 0.35% oxygen to helium discharge, while the electron density decreased to
quarter its initial value at the same condition.
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Chapter eight
In this chapter a detailed description of the experimental setup, the equipment, and the
methods are presented. The development of the APNTP- Ag/A\203 catalyst system for
the SCR reaction is reported. Evidences of the APNTP assisted hydrocarbon selective
catalytic reduction over a silver-based catalyst under different operating conditions.
Information about the Ag!A\203 catalyst and the simulated diesel fuels used are
presented. An illustration of the newly designed plasma-diffuse reflectance Fourier
transform infrared spectrometry is displayed.

8.1 Introduction
Catalysis is an essentia! enabling technology helping to reduce the effects of the
harmful gases in automotive emission control and clean energy production.
Combustion engines normally release NO and N02, where NO is readily oxidized into
N02. The NOx emissions pollute the environment by forming acid rain and lead to
respiratory damage. Stringent emission regulations led to innovative research and the
development of efficient technologies for pollution control, both for stationary and
mobile applications. In the selective catalytic reduction SCR of NOx by the hydrocarbon
HC, the main competitive reactions are the NOx removal to N2 and hydrocarbon
oxidation to C02 and H20. The Selective Catalytic Reduction by hydrocarbons has
shown great potential in the removal of NOx emissions from diesel and lean burn
gasoline engines [1-14], Ag/Al203 catalysts have been widely studied for SCRhydrocarbons oxidation as they have been proven to be highly selective to N2 and have
a moderate tolerance to water vapor and S02 [5,8,9,12,13].
These systems have significant limitations associated with cold start conditions,
where very poor NOx conversion activity is observed. Generally high temperature
interactions can be used in hydrocarbon or aromatic inhibition on Ag/Al203 catalyst [5],
The Ag/Al203 catalysts have low activity and significant drawbacks in NOx conversion
and hydrocarbon inhibition at relatively low temperatures, i.e., below 350 °C [5]. The
NOx conversion is less than 10% for the catalyst operating temperature of less than
250°C in an octane interaction. In toluene interactions the NOx conversion starts to
increase from 10% at a catalyst temperature higher than 400°C. Therefore the
aromatics (such as toluene) are inactivated at temperatures of less than 400°C [5], The
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cyclic compounds need greater thermal energy to break the double bonds compared
with linear structure compounds such as octane. Therefore, the catalyst activation
temperature in toluene interactions is always higher than octane.
Recently there has been significant progress in catalyst engineering technology
leding to the coupling of plasma with heterogeneous catalysts to improve their
selectivity. The challenge is to develop emission control strategies that can be activated
at temperatures lower than 350°C with diesel fuel. Non thermal atmospheric pressure
plasma was considered to be one of the most important - modern techniques in catalyst
activation. Therefore in recent years, the nonthermal plasma-based process has been
regarded as an attractive alternative to conventional thermally activated reactions. The
activation can be attributed to the abundance of active long and short-life species in the
plasma effluent, and their fast and low-temperature reactions. Furthermore, this is
interesting because often highly reactive species in plasma are not in thermodynamic
equilibrium. Hybrid atmospheric non-thermal plasma-catalyst systems have been
demonstrated to be very efficient in promoting activity in automotive catalysis and water
purification [15-25].
A number of researchers have studied the effect of ARNTPs on catalyst
systems in different configurations. Rapp6 et al [26] observed an approximately 80%
NOx reduction in a simulated lean exhaust over a Ba/zeolite Y and Ag/ y-alumina
catalytic system at 200 °C with plasma located upstream of the catalyst bed. Li et al [9]
reported an increase in NOx conversion from 30% to greater than 85% at 340 °C over
Ag based catalysts activated by nonthermal plasma. Cho and co-workers [27]
investigated the plasma-assisted

hydrocarbon

SCR system

using

oxygenated

hydrocarbons produced by a diesel fuel reformer and reported the beneficial effect of
plasma on both NOx and HC conversion at 200 °C. In the aforementioned
measurements, the plasma was placed upstream of the catalyst bed, where the plasma
activates the gas prior to contact with the catalyst surface [9,17, 26, 27],
Further activity enhancements were observed during the activation within the
main discharge area [9, 18, 28], Li et al [9] studied the effect of plasma on the NOx
storage capacity NSC of a Pt/Ba/AIzOs at a catalyst operating temperature of between
100-300 °C. During their measurements an increase of up to 50% of NSC was reported
with the catalyst downstream of the plasma-system, while with the catalyst bed located
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in the main discharge region the NOx storage capacity was increased to 91% over the
same temperature range. Marling et al [28] observed 65 % oxidation of toluene and
49% destruction of benzene using a Ag/A^Oa catalyst-plasma in a one stage
configuration compared with 28% and 39%, for toluene and benzene oxidation
respectively, in a two-stage configuration in aromatics oxidation for environmental
cleanup.
The important issue in emission regulations is NOx reduction during cold start
periods due to the fact that the most noxious emissions are released during the period
when the catalysts are fully active at relatively low temperatures. The plasma-catalyst
systems have been confirmed to be a promising tool for selective NOx reduction by
hydrocarbon since the activation or partial oxidation of the hydrocarbons is a controlling
step in the formation of N as a product. The elevated catalyst performance with
2

NTAPP compared with the thermally activated processes may hold the solution to cold
start emission control. Therefore the use of atmospheric pressure nonthermal plasma
for low-temperature emission control may overcome such problems [29-31],
Although several researchers have investigated the use of plasma in
hydrocarbon and NOx conversion, only a few of them have examined catalyst-based
plasma behavior in situ measurement to understand the effect of plasma and optimize
catalyst performance. One of the most important presented studies in selective catalytic
reduction was using hydrogen in the catalyst activation in situ diffused IR
measurements [32],
The basic mechanism of NOx reduction in the catalyst - plasma system is the
oxidation process. A reaction mechanism for N O production is presented in equation
2

5

8.1. The mechanism was provided by Fitzsimmons et al [33]. The reaction depends on
NOx removal as reported by Matzing [34] using tabulations of data rate constants from
Gentile and Kushner [35] and Atkinson et al [36]. The dominant interactions of plasma
assisting NOx reduction can be described by the interaction presented in equation 8.1.
The agents in the interactions are O, 03, OH, H02, and H 0, which are the plasma
2

reactive species. The main interaction channels are the N20 and N lines, while the
2

final product of this interaction is dinitrogen pentoxide N 05. NOx reduction can be
2

attributed to ozone production in the plasma effluents [37], The ozone initially cleans
the surface of the catalyst by preserving a certain population of OH species. This
process is followed by passivation of Ag and an accumulation of ozone.
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The catalyst conventional thermally activation reaction is given by the following:
NOx +HC + 02

A

►

N2+ H20 + C02

8.2 Experimental techniques and setup
Fig. 8.1 illustrates the experimental setup that was designed to test the activity of
Selective Catalytic Reduction SCR. Six input pipes were used to insert the helium (the
main plasma gas), nitrogen monoxide, carbon dioxide, and oxygen. These gases
simulate the diesel engine fuels in the experiment. A number of valves were used in the
setup to test the effect of each gas alone on the plasma. Pure helium gas (99.996%)
was inserted from the top of the quartz tube to generate plasma inside the reactor and
the SCR gas mix was inserted from the left end of the quartz tube.
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Figure 8.1: A schematic diagram of the experimental arrangement used in plasma
assisted SCR of NOx and hydrocarbon conversion measurement.

The hydrocarbons and water vapour were introduced by passing helium gas
through separate custom-made saturators. The hydrocarbons saturator was placed in
an ice/water bath and the H20 saturator temperature was controlled using a Grant™
GD120 thermostatic bath. All the pipe work after the water saturator was covered to
prevent condensation.
The resulting gases from the interaction were guided from the right end of the
quartz tube to

an

NOx

analyzer

model

(Signal

instrument 4000VM

series

chemiluminescence detector) and Fourier transform infrared FTIR spectrometer (Bruker
Tensor 27). The spectrometer is fitted with a gas cell with a volume of 190 cm3. A ktype thermocouple wire was inserted from the right end of the T-tube into the centre of
the catalyst bed to measure the catalyst temperature when the plasma was off. The
NOx analyzer, the IR spectrometer and the thermocouple were connected to a
computer to monitor the results online.
The plasma reactor used in the experiment consists of a T-shaped quartz tube
with a 4mm internal diameter and a 6 mm external diameter. Two ring copper
electrodes were used as the powered and grounded electrodes, the width of the
electrode is about 2 mm and the distance between electrodes was 2 cm. The upstream
electrode is grounded and the downstream electrode is powered. A 100 mg powder of
Ag/AI203 (particle size of 250 pm) was inserted inside the quartz tube; see Fig 8.2 (a).
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The powder was confined between two quartz wool; the quartz wool serves as plugs or
walls to prevent the movement of the powder under the influence of the gas flow. The
reactor-catalyst structure forms a fixed bed flow reactor system. The drift of the powder
outside the catalyst bed (away from the centre of the reactor) subsequently affected the
interaction and causes a defect in the pipe system. Fig. 8.2 shows a schematic of the
T-reactor with gases direction (a) and photograph depict a running reactor (b). The
temperature of the reaction was controlled with a calibrated hot air blower which was
mounted at approximately 12 cm from the plasma reactor. The heat source was tested
and the temperature was measured using a thermocouple at different thermal levels.

Figure 8.2: Schematic sketch (a) and photograph (b) of atmospheric pressure non
thermal plasma reactor used in the SCR activity test.

The copper electrode was driven by the previously described high voltage
sinusoidal power supply (PVM500 model). A Tektronix P6015 high voltage probe of
(1000:1) reducing ratio was used to measure the applied voltage. In order to monitor
the current and voltage waveform, a LeCroy WavePro 7300A digital oscilloscope was
used. A 50 Q resistance was connected across the return line to the grounded
electrode to measure the discharge current. A mass flow controller model (Aera™ FC7700C) was used to control the input gases individually. Typical current-voltage
sinusoidal waveforms were discussed previously in chapter three, see Fig. 3.6. In this
experiment the applied voltage used was between 5 and 7 kV, the driving frequency
was 16-25 kHz, and the consumed power was up to 5W.
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8.2.1 Catalyst preparation
The Ag catalyst provided by Johnson Matthey was prepared by impregnation of an yAI2O3 support (LaRoche Industries Inc.). The support material was ground to a particle
size of about 250 pm and mixed with a solution containing 0.022 M AgN03. Then, the
catalyst was filtered, dried at room temperature for 24 h and further dried at 100 °C for
3 h, after which the catalyst was calcined at 550 °C for 3 h [32,38,39], Finally, a sample
of Ag metal with 2wt % was produced [32,38,39].

8.2.2 The SCR gases
The SCR gas mixture consists of 720 ppm NO; either 540 ppm n-C8H18 or 620 ppm
toluene, 4.3% 02, 7.2% H20; 7.2% C02. Helium was fed into the reactor with a flow rate
of 100 cm3 min'1. The total gas flow rate in the experiment is 276 cm3 min"1 (of about
0.38 m.s'1) and the equivalent space velocity is 165,600 cm3 g'1 h'1. These values were
measured and tested previously by Chansai et al [32] during the investigation of H2assisted SCR of NOx. Helium was used as the main carrier gas and the main plasma
gas.

8.3 Experimental method
At the beginning of the measurements, plasma generation with pure helium and a low
flow rate, of between 100 to 200 seem, was tested using a sinusoidal HV power supply.
The plasma evolution in the measurement showed a sufficient discharge between the
electrodes and a short plasma plume of about 2-5 mm. The following gases (NO, C02,
02, water vapor, and C8H18 or CH3) were fitted to the plasma reactor separately to test
plasma generation and sustainability with these gases. Then tested with the gas mixed
at total gas flow rate of 276 cm3 min'1.
It was found that the direction of the induced electric field, streamer
propagation, effluent, and gas flow strongly affected SCR performance. In Fig. 8.3, the
catalyst was placed at different positions in the reactor to assess their impact on the
plasma reactor performance, the catalyst behavior and to determine the position that
gives the optimum results.
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to FTIRand
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Figure 8.3: Three different reactor configurations were tested during the catalytic
selective reduction experiment. G- is the ground electrode, P-is the powered electrode.

In Fig. 8.3 (a) the electric field was parallel to the gas flow and the effluent was
directed over the catalyst bed, while in Fig. 8.3 (b) the catalyst bed was located in the
main discharge area (between the electrodes) and the effluent path was away from the
catalyst bed. Generally in arrangements (a) and (b) the reactor was positioned
vertically. In Fig. 8.3 (c) the direction of the induced electric field was perpendicular to
the gas flow, and the catalyst was away from the main discharge area, and the reactor
in horizontal arrangement. In Figs. 8.3 (a), (b) and (c), the plasma had little effect on
NOx conversion. The catalyst-reactor configuration that produced the best results is
depicted in Fig. 8.2. In Fig. 8.2 the reactor the direction of the induced electric field was
parallel to the gas direction and the effluent was guided directly to the catalyst bed. It
was found that the optimum catalyst performance was at 7 kV, while different behavior
was observed with the driving frequency.
The value of NOx conversion and the FTIR spectra were checked before plasma
activation through the bypass line and after NOx conversion in the activation line, see
Fig. 8.1. The performance of the Ag-catalyst was tested at room temperature and at
250°C. To control the reaction temperature, a calibrated hot air blower was mounted
approximately at 12 cm from the reactor and focused on the catalyst bed. A k-type
thermocouple was used to measure the catalyst temperature in the absence of the
APNTP. The temperature inside and outside the reactor was measured. During the
discharge the thermocouple wire served as a second floating grounded electrode.
For the spatially resolved optical emission spectroscopy and the rotational gas
temperature measurements, an Ocean optics spectrometer model HR4000 was used.
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N2-spectra was observed in the region between the electrodes and in the catalyst bed
region to measure the rotational gas temperature at these two important regions. A
fibre optic with a 12.7° accepted angle was located 12 cm away from the reactor. The
previously mentioned method of nitrogen rotational band fitting was used to measure
the rotational gas temperature, see section 3.2.3.1.
Fig. 8.4 presents the best fit of a simulated spectrum with the experimental data
of the nitrogen emission line (377-381 nm), which corresponds to a rotational gas
temperature of 94 °C (367+15 K) for the octane-SCR reaction and 91 °C (364+15 K)
for the toluene-SCR reaction. The measurements were in the catalyst bed region.
Furthermore, the response of the thermocouple probe after switching off the plasma
also showed a temperature of ~120°C, indicating that thermal activation of the catalyst
is not likely to be the cause of the enhanced activity observed.
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Figure 8.4: Experimental and simulated spectra of the SBS of nitrogen for OctaneSCR reaction (a) and Toluene-SCR reaction (b), the figures show the rotational gas
temoerature.
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8.4 Results and Discussion
8.4.1 Catalytic activity tests
In this section, the catalyst activity of NOx conversion to nitrogen and
hydrocarbon oxidation to carbon dioxide and water vapour were tested when the
plasma was in direct contact with the catalyst bed. It is noteworthy here that the
hydrocarbon oxidation and the NOx measurement were observed simultaneously. As
illustrated in Fig. 8.5, the deNOx performance of the Ag-catalyst was tested by
monitoring the value of NOx concentrations in the absence and presence of the APR jet
at two different temperatures. The measurements at 7kV, and 20kHz, the total flow rate
in the system is 276 cm3 min'1 using octane and toluene. The NOx conversion was
calculated using the following formula :

NOxconv.% =
HC conv.% =

NOx (in) - NOx (out)
NOx (in)

x 100%

^

8.3

HC(in) - HC(out)
x 100%
HC(in)

The value NOx (in) and HC (in) refers to the bypass or gas phase measurement, while
NOx (out) and HC (out) is the measurementm with plasma on. It was found that at
ambient temperature and in the presence of plasma, NOx conversions of ~50% in the
case of octane and ~40% in the case of toluene were obtained. No conversion was
observed when the plasma was off. It is worth mentioning that a further increase in NOx
conversion was found at 250°C. Therefore, the NOx conversion was increased to 70%
for toluene with plasma at 250°C. Again no conversion was observed in the absence of
plasma. A different trend was observed in the case of octane-SCR, where the increase
in temperature led to a decrease in NOx conversion to ~25%. A small increase in NOx
conversion was observed at 250 °C without plasma.
Fig. 8.6 shows hydrocarbon oxidation with and without plasma, at 25 °C and
250°C. The hydrocarbon conversion was increased significantly with the plasma jet.
The conversion was -96% for octane and -89% for toluene when the plasma was on.
The activity was tested relative to very low hydrocarbon oxidation with the plasma off,
which is 3% in both cases. An increase in the reaction temperature to 250 °C was
followed by full consumption of the octane and toluene. In the measurement, the
applied voltage was 7 kV and the excitation frequency was 20 kHz. The increase in
hydrocarbon oxidation can be attributed to the direct interaction with plasma effluent,
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such as radicals, electrons and UV photons and molecules adsorbed on the catalyst
surface.

Octane

Toluene

Octane

Toluene

Figure 8.5 : NOx conversion during the selective catalytic reduction over 2 wt %
Ag/AI203 catalyst. The measurements were taken at 276 cm3 min '1 total flow rate, 7 kV,
and a 20 kHz driving frequency for toluene and octane. The measurements were
carried out at 25 and 250 °C.

Octane

Toluene

Octane

Toluene

Figure 8.6 : Hydrocarbon conversion during the selective catalytic reduction over 2 wt
% Ag/Al203 catalyst. The measurement was performed for both toluene and octane at
25 °C and a 250 °C external temperature.

8.4.2 The effect of applied voltage and driving frequency
Fig 8.7 explains the effect of applied voltage on plasma assisted SCR of NOx
conversion and hydrocarbon oxidation. In this measurement, the catalyst temperature
was fixed at 250°C, the total flow rate was 276 cm3 min'1, and the driving frequency was
20 kHz. The measurement of the NOx reduction and HC oxidation was performed at
one time. From Fig. 8.7 (a) it is clear that the toluene conversion increases from 78% to
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98% in conjunction with the increase of NOx conversion from 44% to 71% with an
increase in the voltage from 6 to 7 kV. A different behavior was observed in plasma
assisted SCR measurement when octane was used. In Fig. 8.7 (b) the octane oxidation
rises to approximately 100% at an applied voltage of 6-7 kV, while there is a decrease
in NOx conversion from 45% to 25% with the same increase in the applied voltage. The
increase in the performance of SCR activity with voltage can be attributed to the
increase in the energy of the reactive species in the plasma effluent with the increase in
the applied voltage.
(b)

conversion (%)

(a)

Figure 8.7 : The effect of sinusoidal applied voltage on the NOx conversion and toluene
oxidation (a), NOx conversion and octane oxidation (b). The measurement was carried
out at 20 kHz, a 276 cm3 min'1 total flow rate and the reaction temperature was 250°C.

As octane is easier to oxidise compared with toluene due to its chemical
structure, a 6 kV can activate octane quickly and readily compared with toluene. As
illustrated in Fig. 8.7 (b), an increase in the applied voltage leads to over oxidation of
NOx favouring total combustion rather than reaction with NOx and the lower conversion
of NOx. The same effect was observed in the thermally activated HC-SCR deNOx
reaction, where the increase in the catalyst temperature leads to an increase in NOx
conversion, where partial oxidation of the HC occurs. At sufficiently high temperatures,
total combustion of the hydrocarbon is dominant and NOx conversion decreases.
During the measurement, a significant effect of the voltage frequency on the
HC-SCR of NOx reduction was found. Fig. 8.8 shows NOx conversion as a function of
the driving frequency. In this measurement the applied voltage was 6 kV, the total gas
flow rate was 276 cm3 min"1, octane was used as a reductant hydrocarbon, and the
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catalyst temperature was 250°C. The N0X conversion decreases from 60% at 16 kHz to
about 40% at 23 kHz.
70

16

18

20

23

frequency (kHz)

Figure 8.8: The effect of driving frequency on the NOx conversion for the octane SCR
reaction over 2 wt% Ag/A^Os. The measurement was carried out at 6 kV applied
voltage, a 276 cm3 min"1 total flow rate, and a 250°C.

Therefore, it can be confirmed that the increase in driving frequency increases
plasma energy density and, if the energy provided exceeds that required, leads to an
increase of selectivity towards total combustion and thus reduces SCR performance.
This behavior mirrors the trends obtained from increasing the applied voltages. The
results here are consistent with the results from thermal activation of the catalyst.
Therefore, further fine-tuning of the voltage/frequency is required in order to enhance
the SCR activity for the Ag-based catalyst at low temperature. The result here is
consistent with the previous result presented in Fig 4.6 where the intensity of the
positive streamer decreases with the driving frequency. It is possible to state that an
increase in the driving frequency decreases the number and the energy of the reactive
species in plasma and hence reduces the NOx conversion.

8.4.3 Fourier transform infrared spectral measurements
In this section a FTIR spectroscopy will be discussed in an investigation of the behavior
of gas species when switching the plasma on and off, and the bypass measurement at
250°C. The results are presented in Fig 8.9 for plasma assist toluene-SCR reaction.
There is no noteworthy difference which can be observed between the plasma off and
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the bypass cases, while a significant change in IR spectrum was observed during the
plasma discharge at 7 kV and 20 kHz. The IR bands between 2800 and 3100 cm"1
disappeared with the presence of plasma. The band explains the vibrational C-H
stretching of gas phase toluene. The disappearance of the hydrocarbon spectra can be
regarded as an indication that toluene was activated for NOx reduction to form a gas
phase of C02 and CO. The spectra at the bands 2143 cm"1 is good evidence of CO
species [40,41], No significant lag was observed between the gas phase spectra and
the presence or absence of plasma, indicating that the species formed are short lived
and there is no inertia effect. The plasma status was changed several times (being
turned on and off) to test if there is any change in the spectral behavior with time.

3200 31S0 3100 3050
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Figure 8.9: Fourier transform infrared spectra of gas phase species under the tolueneSCR reaction over Ag/A\203 catalyst at 250°C. The data were recorded at 7 kV, and a
20 kHz plasma on and off. The total flow rate was 276 cm3 min'1.
The same measurement was repeated using octane in the SCR gas feed with
the same operating conditions described during the previous measurement. Fig 8.10
depicts the FTIR absorption spectra, by bypassing the reactor, with plasma off, and
during plasma discharge at 7 kV and different driving frequencies. The octane spectrum
between 2800 and 3100 cm"1 was fully disappeared with plasma at 7 kV, while no
change was observed in the HC spectra with a driving frequency of between 20 kHz
and 16 kHz. The disappearance of octane spectra and CO absorption band 2143 cm'1
with plasma compared with the cases of plasma off and bypass is clear evidence of
plasma assist Ag/A^Os catalyst activation.
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Similar effects on hydrocarbon oxidation during plasma on-off switches were
observed when the test was performed at room temperature. Importantly, during these
measurements, the temperature of the gas was determined from the rotational structure
of the N2 second positive system emission. FTIR spectra of the gas phase outlet as a
function of switching the plasma on and off are reported in Figure 8.11.

Bypass

plasma off
Plasma on 7kV, 20 kHz

Plasma on 7kV, 18 kHz

Plasma on 7kV. 16 kHz
3000

2300

2000

1300

Wavenumber cm ’

Figure 8.10: Fourier transform infrared spectra of gas phase species under the octane
-SCR reaction over Ag/A^Os catalyst at 250°C. The data were recorded at 7 kV, and a
20 kHz plasma on and off. The total flow rate was 276 cm3 min'1.
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Figure 8.11: Fourier transform infrared spectra of gas phase species under the octane
-SCR reaction over Ag/A^Oa catalyst at room temperature. The result was recorded
during switching 7 kV, 20 kHz plasma on and off. The total flow rate was 276 cm3 min'1.
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8.4.4 In situ DRIFTS measurements
Generally, in plasma-catalyst activation studies the in situ diffuse reflectance infrared
Fourier transform spectroscopy (DRIFTS) and mass spectrometry can help to provide
detailed information about the interaction mechanism [32], In order to support this claim
the reaction was investigated with a

newly designed

plasma

reactor-DRIFT

spectroscopy system to understand the effect of nonthermal plasma on the mechanism
of catalytic reaction. The previously described T-shaped quartz tube was mounted on a
small metallic high temperature dome-cell. In order to prevent gas leakage, the contact
region between the cell and the quartz tube was glued completely. Inside the aluminium
cell, less than 100 mg powder of Ag was placed over a piece of AI O . A K-type
2

3

thermocouple wire was inserted into the powder to measure the reaction temperature.
Fig. 8.12 presents photographs of the aluminium cell and the T-shaped reactor with the
DRIFTS system. The cell was fitted with two small circular ZnSe windows with a 1 cm
diameter; which facilitate the entry of IR radiation to the catalyst. The cell was placed in
the centre of the DRIFTS system with (8.7 cm x 15.2 cm x 12.2 cm), see [32],
Therefore, a coupled IR - plasma reactor was successfully developed to provide real
insight of the infrared signal that passes through the windows onto and off the catalyst
bed. The activated gases were directed from the metallic cell to a mass spectrometer
by an isolated fibre optic.

Figure 8.12: Two photographs of the DRIFTS - plasma reactor.
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It was found that when using a ring electrode plasma jet with the DRIFTS
system, the electrical conductivity between the HV driving electrode and the metal of
the mobile roof of the DRIFTS produces an electrical instability in the plasma
discharge. Therefore, during the following measurements a newly designed DRIFTS
system coupled with a tungsten wire electrode plasma reactor was used to study the
catalyst reactions. The shaped tapered end wire electrode served as a driving electrode
and the dome-cell or the copper ring was used as a grounded electrode. The wire
electrode plasma jet configuration was described in chapter three.
As the position of the driving electrode is essential for plasma ignition and for
catalyst performance, the tip of the wire electrode was placed close to the surface of
the catalyst. The distance between the end of the capillary tube and the surface of the
catalyst was about 2 mm, i.e., approximately in direct contact with the catalyst bed. The
helium gas was inserted from the right end of the quartz tube and the SCR gas mix was
inserted from the bottom of the cell.
The optimum electrical operating conditions for wire electrode plasma jet during
the following experiments was 6 kV applied voltage and a 20 kHz driving frequency.
The measurements were conducted in situ at room temperature in a high temperature
cell. In these measurements the feed composition was; 720 ppm NO, 4340 ppm CsH^,
5% 02, 4% H20, and the total flow rate is 100 cm3 min'1 (about 0.15 m.s'1). The total
flow rate depends on the catalyst size, where in this experiment the catalyst size is less
than that used in SCR experiment.
Fig. 8.13 shows typical in situ DRIFT spectra of surface species absorbed on a
Ag/Al203 catalyst (i.e, the behavior of the gas species). The investigation was during
the octane reaction with NTP jet. It can be clearly observed that the gas phase octane
IR spectrum in the bands between 2800 to 3100 cm'1 completely disappears with
plasma at 6 kV and 20 kHz. This behavior was not observed during the plasma
discharge at 5 kV (with 16 and 20 kHz) and in the absence of the plasma. Due to the
low total gas flow rate and the effects of gas mixture the activity of the plasma was very
weak at 5 kV and the production of the reactive species, the velocity of the streamer
and the ionization wave front was low. Therefore, the high applied voltage, i.e. 6kV,
might play an important role in increasing the activity of the plasma to activate the
catalyst properly.
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Figure 8.13: The IR spectra of octane-SCR of NOx reaction on Ag/A^Os catalyst. The
surface species of hydrocarbon are in the region between 3000-2800cm'1, while the
iso-cyanates and cyanides at 2260 cm'1 and 2165 cm"1, respectively. The measurement
was carried out at 6 kV applied voltage and a 20 kHz driving frequency.

The spectra in the band 2165 cm'1 represents cyanides and in the band
2260 cm'1 iso-cyanates species are shown. It has been confirmed by many studies that
the conversion of both NOx and HC leads to the formation of surface cyanides and iso
cyanates species on thecatalyst surface. It is noteworthy to add here that similar
species, such as iso-cyanates and cyanides to those reported by Chansai et al [32]
when hydrogen was used to promote hydrocarbon SCR reaction were observed. These
species are regarded as the key intermediate and presence in the final step of the SCR
reaction over a Ag/A^Oa catalyst to produce nitrogen species [31,32,38-40]. Therefore,
this observation can be regarded as a clear indication that the NTAPP jets assisted the
catalyst to activate the NOx and the hydrocarbon. The IR spectrum between
1000-1800 cm'1 illustrates the production of N2O5 and HN03 on the surface of the
catalyst which is further evidence of NOx conversion.
The presence of iso-cyanates and cyanides is more clear in toluene reactions
rather than octane. This can be attributed to the time for plasma generation in each
voltage cycle may be being faster than the time for the creation of these surface
species on the catalyst. Fig. 8.14 shows typical in situ DRIFT spectra of the surface
species absorbed on an Ag/A^O^ catalyst investigated during the toluene reaction with
NTP jet.
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Figure 8.14: The IR spectra of toluene -SCR of NOx reaction on Ag/Al203 catalyst. The
surface species of hydrocarbon are in the region between 3000-2800cm"1, while the
iso-cyanates and cyanides at 2260 cm'1 and 2165 cm'1, respectively. The measurement
was carried out at 6 kV applied voltage and a 20 kHz driving frequency.

Hydrocarbon conversion depends on the behavior of the plasma discharge over
the Ag/AI203 catalyst. The increase in the applied voltage increases the number of long
life species, such as ozone and short life species (He*,N2, N2+, 02) which can help to
increase catalyst activity in HC oxidation and NOx conversion [29-31], The hydrocarbon
oxidation in an Ag/Al203 catalyst can be attributed to the ozone interaction which is
emitted from the plasma jet [29-31,42],
Fig. 8.15 shows the change in mass spectrometry signals of octane, NO, and
C02 with the absence of NTP jet and the presence of plasma at applied voltages from 5
to 7.5 kV and a driving frequency of 20 kHz. The mass/charge ratios are 57, 30, and 44
for octane, NO, and C02, respectively. The input gases and the total flow rate were
discussed at the beginning of this section. It can be observed that a decrease in the
octane MS signal is followed by a decrease in the NO signal and an increase in the
C02 signal with an increase in applied voltage. The result provides further evidence of
the role of NTAPP in promoting the performance of the Ag-catalyst.
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Figure 8.15: Mass spectrometry for octane (m/c=57, blue), C02 (m/c=44, green), and
NO (m/c=30, red). The measurement was carried out at 6 kV applied voltage and a 20
kHz driving frequency.
The same mass spectroscopy measurement was carried out with toluene, with
the mass/ charge ratio being changed to 92. Fig. 8.16 shows the change in MS signals
of toluene (mass/charge ratios 92), NO, (mass/charge ratios 30) and C02 (mass/charge
ratios 44) with plasma off and plasma on, with the applied voltage being changed from
5 to 7.5 kV at a 20 kHz driving frequency. The NO and toluene signals decrease with
an increase in applied voltage, while the C02 signal increases with the presence of the
plasma discharge.

Tims (min)

Figure 8.16 : Mass spectrometry for toluene (m/c=92, blue), C02 (m/c= 44, green),
and NO (m/c=30, red). The measurement was carried out at 6 kV applied voltage and a
20 kHz driving frequency.
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To test the reliability of nonthermal plasma jet assisted catalyst activation for
hydrocarbon reduction and the possibility of reproducing the results at certain time and
under the same conditions. Plasma was run and extinguished at regular time intervals
of 10 min, i.e. regular periodic changes at 7 kV applied voltage and a 20 kHz driving
frequency. For this claim, mass spectroscopy was used as illustrated in Fig. 8.17 using
toluene in the gas mix. The toluene, NO, and C02 signals reproduced the same
amplitude level after a certain time. The result proves the reliability of plasma in the
Ag/AI203 catalyst activation.
Fig.8.18 shows the rotational gas temperature which was measured in the
plasma reactor- DRIFTS system in a position over the catalyst bed. The measurement
was performed using N2 - emission spectra at different applied voltages for the
discharge over the catalyst bed region in octane and toluene reactions. The rotational
gas temperature (in octane) increases from 334.5+15°K to 384+15°K when the applied
voltage was changed from 4.5 to 7.5 KV. The rotational gas temperature in toluene
increased from 333+15°K to 381+15°K with the same voltage range. The rotational gas
temperature results confirm that the thermal activation of the catalyst by gas heating is
not likely to be the cause of the high catalyst performance.
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Figure 8.17: Mass spectrometry at a regular time of 10 min for toluene (m/c= 92, blue),
C02 (m/c= 44, green), and NO (m/c= 30, red). Experimental conditions are; 6 kV and a
20 kHz.
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Figure 8.18: The rotational gas temperature of toluene and octane - SCR reactions
over Ag/AI203 catalyst, as a function of the plasma applied voltage. The measurement
was conducted at 20kHz, and the total flow rate was 100 cm3 min"1.

8.5 Summary and conclusions
In this experiment an ARNTP jet catalytic reactor was developed to confirm the role of
plasma to assist a SCR deNOx reaction over a Ag catalyst at low temperature using
diesel fuels. In the presence of the plasma discharge strong conversions of both NOx
and HC were observed at 250°C activation temperature compared with the
conventional thermal activation. Importantly, significant activity was obtained at room
temperature. The FTIR spectroscopy and the mass spectroscopy measurements in the
DRIFTS-plasma reactor were confirmed the effect of non-thermal plasma on the
catalyst activation. It was found that in SCR-toluene conversion measurements the
typical operating conditions of the plasma reactor was 7 kV and a 20 kHz driving
frequency, and for SCR-toluene conversion the typical operating conditions of the
plasma reactor was between 6 kV 6.5 kV to and a 16 kHz driving frequency.
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9.1 Dynamic behavior of NTAPP Jets
Many interesting results were presented in the experimental investigation of the
dynamic behaviour of the APR jets that operate in the kHz range. Time - space
resolved ICCD images of the plasma jet under the effect of the external parameters
showed that plume length and emission intensity increase rapidly with the positive peak
of applied voltage, while the results showed different behavior with driven frequency.
The results confirmed that the number of the energetic electrons and reactive species
can be affected strongly by external parameters, such as applied voltage, the polarity of
the driving voltage, and the excitation frequency. From the results discussed in chapter
four, it can be concluded that the stable operation of the plasma jet, before thermal
instability, was at an applied voltage of 6-6.25kV and a frequency between 18-25 kHz.
The jet stable mode (i.e., the laminar mode) under the effect of the gas flow rate was
found to be at a helium flow rate below 4.5 slm. In addition to this and during this
operation, the maximum plume length was measured at 4slm and 3slm for 6kV and 5kV
respectively. A more specific conclusion is that, by controlling the mode of operation
and the gas temperature of the APR jets, a stable plasma jet can be generated.
Therefore we can conclude that many properties of the plasma jet, such as plume
length, bullet lifetime, optical emission of plasma, and the number of reactive species,
depend stongly on external parameters, applied voltage, driving frequency, voltage
polarity, helium flow rate and the oxygen impurities.
The present work further confirmed that adding a small amount of 02 impurities,
up to 1.5%, to the He discharge has a remarkable influence on the plasma plume
length, plume current, plume temperature, bullet lifetime, and the produced reactive
species in the plasma plume which is the most important region in the plasma for many
industrial and biomedical applications. A very striking effect of the oxygen additive was
observed on plume length and the emission intensity of the plasma jet which confirmed
the attachment and the dissociative processes. More specific conclusions for the effect
of oxygen additive can be summarized as the following. Oxygen impurities helped to
reduce bullet lifetime, and initiate the bullet earlier. The plume length reduced by 30%
from its initial length and plasma emission intensity decreased by up to 80% of its initial
value with 02 impurities up to 1.5%. The main finding under the effect of oxygen
additive was that the gas temperature decreased from 335 K to approximately room
temperature. The concentration of the reactive species, such as 02, He, and OH,
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rapidly decreased with oxygen impurities greater than 0.5% from the total flow rate,
while the nitrogen radicals decreased with impurities greater than approximately 0.2%.
The plume current decreased to 70% of its value with a pure helium discharge with
oxygen impurities greater about 1.5%.
A new accurate method was developed to measure plasma bullet velocity using
a spatially resolved high resolution optical emission spectroscopy. The method
provided accurate results of the bullet velocity without pixels to millimeters calibration.
The method provided values of bullet velocity close to the results obtained from the
ICCD camera imaging. It can be concluded that the bullet initially propagated with a low
velocity of about 12 km s'1, then accelerated to 32 km s'1, and then accelerated further
to 75 km s'1 and finally the velocity decreased to 19 kms'1 in the open atmosphere.
The most important conclusion that can be drawn from the experimental results
presented in chapter four was that the dynamic behavior of the jet and bullets were
governed by the electrodes configuration geometry. The results confirmed that using an
additional dielectric layer covering the driving electrode would increase the stability of
the plasma jet operation in the open atmosphere. It was found that the initiation, the
structure, and the propagation of the bullet were quite different in ring-electrodes
compared with those in the wire-electrode configurations. The streamer lifetime of the
wire electrode APR jet was shorter than that of the ring electrode configuration during
the same operating conditions, while the bullet velocity during the propagation phase
was found to be greater in the wire-electrode plasma jet than that in the ring-electrode
plasma jet. The emission intensity of the bullets in the wired electrode configuration
was larger by two to three times compared to the intensity of the bullets from the ring
electrode plasma jet. In the wire electrode APR jet, the bullet was elongated during
propagation in open air. The size of the bullet in the wire electrode plasma jet was
larger than that in the ring electrode plasma jet. No significant effect of the electrode
configuration on plume length was observed. It was found that changing the position of
the ground electrode relative to the driving wire electrode raised the lifetime and
enhanced the intensity of the streamer during positive and negative polarities.
The results showed that, in both the wire and ring electrode plasma jets, the
main discharge occured inside the tube and the main plasma was generated during the
positive voltage polarity and a weak emission was observed during the negative
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discharge for both pulsed and sine power sources. Many experimental results
discussed in chapter four were consistent with the theoretical explanation described
previously in chapter two in terms of plasma generation, propagation and the electrical
properties.
According to the results discussed in chapter four it can be concluded that the
wire-electrode plasma jet is more stable, more intense and less likely to produce
thermal instability than the ring-electrode plasma jet. The wire-electrode kHz-driven
plasma jet can be considered suitable for many applications that required a stable jet
for a long operating time.

9.2 Thomson Scattering in a kHz-driven APR Jet
As the electron density, electron temperature, and electron energy distribution function
are basic to the understanding of the physics and chemistry of low temperature
plasmas. Therefore, identifying the plasma parameters help to recognize the processes
governing the creation and evolution of the plasmas. According to this claim a more
accurate laser scattering diagnostic technique was used and interesting results were
obtained which help to improve the knowledge of the dynamic evolution of the
nonthermal atmospheric pressure plasma jets.
Since the jet propagates into the open atmosphere, three types of laser
scattering signals; Rayleigh, Thomson and Raman were observed in the scattering
spectra. In this study, the Thomson scattering method was used to measure the
spatially resolved electron parameters in the plasma plume of a kHz-driven helium
APPJet. The main finding in this study were the annular structure of the plasma plume
and the annual distributions of the plasma parameters and the plasma plume emission
intensity at the first 5 mm from the tube end. The results were confirmed using front-on
ICCD images and using 532 nm Nd:YAG, Q- switch laser pulses.
The laser scattering investigation further confirmed that, according to the
Rayleigh scattering signals in gas and plasma and from the Raman scattering signals in
plasma, the gas temperature was in good agreement with the values of gas
temperature observed by utilizing the optical emission spectroscopy technique
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presented in chapter four. Therefore it can be concluded that the radial distribution of
the gas temperature at 1.75 mm from the tube nozzle showed a decrease from 335 K
at the centre of the plume to approximately 295 K at the plume edges. Additionally, a
small difference was observed between the rotational gas temperature measured by
the Raman scattering spectra and the gas temperature measured by the Rayleigh
scattering signals.
New interesting results of the radial distribution of the normalized (N2+O2)
molecular density in the plasma plume were reported in this measurement. It can be
confirmed that the concentration of (N2+O2) molecules at the centre of the plasma
plume was low compared with the concentration at the boundaries of the plasma jet
due to air effects in these regions.
One of the most interesting results in this experiment was the ring-like radial
distribution of electron density and temperature along the first 5mm of the plasma
plume. In the radial direction, the electron densities and the electron temperatures were
both found to increase towards the outer edge of the plume. In the radial direction, the
electron density increased from approximately 5 x 1013cm'3 at the centre of the plasma
plume to 1.3 x 1014 cm'3 near the plume edges at 1.75 mm and the electron
temperature increased from 0.17 to 0.25 eV at the same axial distance. Smaller radial
changes were observed at 4.5 mm further from the exit of the tube. Both of these
observations were consistent with the radial and axial light emission of the plasma
bullets.
A further interesting observation was the deviation from the Maxwellian
distribution of electrons in the plasma plume, and therefore, the Thomson scattering
spectrum of the APR jet was fitted with two Gaussian curves. The resultant spectral
shape was bi-Maxwellian and the EEDFs were two semi-straight lines. It was found that
adding a small amount of oxygen molecules, about 0.35 %, to the input helium gas led
to increasing the Raman scattering spectrum and the EEDF become increasingly biMaxwellian. Therefore, the main conclusion here is the electron density at the centre of
the plasma plume decreased to almost half its initial value (i.e, at pure helium
discharge) with 0.35% oxygen additive.
In this work, Raman scattering spectrum from pure air and pure nitrogen was
used for the system calibration. The accuracy of the fitting process in air-Raman
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spectrum was found to be up to 80%, while the fitting accuracy of N2-Raman spectrum
was about 90%. The results confirmed that the fitting with a pure N2 - Raman spectra
was easier than the fitting with an air-Raman spectra, where the peaks were more
stable and the difference between even and odd peaks was more clear in the N2
spectrum rather than the air spectrum, due to the effect of the relatively few oxygen
molecules. Therefore, we can conclude that the calibration with N2 Raman spectrum
was more efficient.

9.3 HC selective catalytic reduction of NOx using APR jet
In this work, an APR jet- Ag/Al203 catalytic reactor was developed and used to
to test the NOx reduction and hydrocarbon selective catalytic reduction. Additionally, a
new plasma reactor-DRIFTS system was designed to study the effect of the
nonthermal atmospheric pressure plasma on the catalytic chemical reactions. Many
interesting results were reported in these experimental investigations. From the results
presented in chapter eight we can conclude that the plasma catalyst technique can be
regarded as a promising alternative method to the traditional thermal catalyst activation
and the new technique can provide a useful base for future development of cleaning
diesel engines exhausts during cold start. Importantly, significant activity and
conversion was observed at 25 °C in addition to the activities at 250 °C. Therefore, we
can conclude that a high catalytic activity can be obtained from the plasma - catalyst
reaction compared with the conventional thermal activation observed in some previous
studies. The more specific conclusions of the plasma catalyst experiments are
discussed in the following paragraphs.
The SCR performance was strongly influenced by the position of the
electrodes relative to the catalyst bed, the electric field direction and the gas fed
direction. One of the most important conclusion in the SCR experiment was that the
catalyst activation with octane was easier than the catalyst activation with toluene.
Furthermore, we found that the optimum operating voltage was about 6-7 kV and the
optimum frequency changed between 16 to 23 kHz. A significant effect of the applied
voltage and the driving frequency on NOx conversion and hydrocarbon oxidation was
observed, and we can therefore confirm that the applied voltage and driving frequency
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played an important role in plasma catalyst activation. It was found that at room
temperature the NOx conversions were about 50% and 40% in the case of octane and
toluene respectively, while at 250°C the NO* conversion increased to 70% for toluene.
The hydrocarbon conversion was approximately 96% for octane and about 89% for
toluene during the same experiment and under the same operating conditions.
The fourier transform infrared spectra in SCR activity of a Ag/A^Os catalyst with
octane and toluene confirmed the role of NTAPP and the produced reactive species in
the catalyst activation. The hydrocarbon spectrum disappeared completely with plasma,
where spectra at 2143 cm'1 bands provided good evidence for the role of plasma in the
HC oxidation to C02 and H20. During the measurements no conversion was observed
when the plasma was off or during the gas phase measurements. The measured
rotational gas temperature in octane, which was from (334.5+15°K to 384+15°K) and in
toluene which increased from (333+15°K to 381+15°K), confirmed that the thermal
activation of the catalyst by gas heating was not likely to be the cause of the high
catalyst performance.
The in situ DRIFTS measurement provided clear information about the
mechanism of both NOx reduction and hydrocarbon oxidation The reliability of
nonthermal plasma assisted catalyst activation for HC oxidation was confirmed in a
constant operational period, i.e., on a regular basis using a mass spectrometer. The
formation of cyanides and iso-cyanates species which were observed during FTIR
measurements provided evidence of NOx and HC conversions with plasma.
These experiments attempted to draw conclusions and see how well the
atmospheric pressure plasma jets, described previously in chapter three, which are a
rich source of reactive species easily created in ambient air and near room
temperature, can be employed for interesting applications, such as catalyst activation
to reducing the effects of harmful gases in automotive emission control. The reactive
radicals can help to enhance the selective reduction of NOx by a catalyst. A remarkable
enhancement in results of plasma catalyst reaction was observed even at room
temperature.
It is worth adding some suggestions for new experimental studies to obtain
more detailed information about the plasma jet used in this study. Comparison of the
ring electrode and wire electrode APR jets at the same operating conditions with
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oxygen or nitrogen impurities would help to understand the plasma dynamics. It would
be interesting to compare the electron properties of both plasma jets using the
Thomson scattering technique. There is also a need to measure the reactive species in
the plasma plume in order to understand the chemical reactions. Studying the spatial
distribution of OH radicals and atomic oxygen in the ring-electrode and wire-electrode
APPjets using the active laser spectroscopies, such as two-photon absorption laser
induced fluorescence TALIF and the laser induce fluorescence LIF.
In term of future work on the nonthermal plasma with catalyst NOx reduction, it
would be benefical to study catalyst activation with a new hydrocarbon, such as
benzene, to observe the activity with new reactions. Furthermore, study of the plasma
assisted HC selective catalytic reduction with air or pure nitrogen as a main working
gas, would be useful to observe the reactions in a real catalyst converter.
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